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INTRODUCTION
The Arctic National Wildlife Range was established by Public Land Order Number
2214 on December 6, 1960 for the purpose of preserving unique wildlife, wilderness
and recreational values. The Arctic National Wildlife Range, located in the
northeastern corner of Alaska, contained approximately 8,900,000 acres. The area
was withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the public land laws, including
the mining but not the mineral leasing laws. This was the culmination of efforts
begun over a decade earlier to preserve this unique part of Alaska.
The National Park Service began a survey in 1949 of Alaska's recreational potential
while the Navy was searching for oil and gas in the Naval Petroleum Reserve
Number 4 (now National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska) and adjacent areas. The survey
was directed by George L. Collins, Chief of the National Park Service's Region 4
State and Territorial Recreation Division.
Collins recommended to the National Park Service in 1954 that the northeast corner
of Alaska be preserved for its wildlife, wilderness, recreational, scientific and cultural
values following field work and consultation with prominent conservationists such as
Olaus Murie and A. Starker Leopold. Collins also recommended that the area be an
international park, to include contiguous lands between the Alaska-Canada border
and the MacKenzie Delta.
There ensued a political struggle over the future of the Arctic wilderness during the
next seven years. There was considerable support for such an action, but there also
was strong opposition from those concerned with future industrial development in the
territory and the restriction that such a designation would require. The oil industry
and those branches of government that promote energy development already
recognized the oil and gas potential of the area. There was some disagreement
among conservationists and federal representatives over which agency should manage
the land. George Collins had originally proposed a park, while Olaus Murie felt that
rather than promoting "mass recreation" and related economic development, the area
should be managed as wilderness by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. It
was ultimately agreed that Fish and Wildlife Service management should be sought.
Public support for establishment of the Arctic National Wildlife Range continued to
grow while opposition also increased from mining interests who desired entry and
Alaskan politicians who feared a growing federal role in Alaska. In the final days of
the Eisenhower administration, Secretary of the Interior Fred Seaton acceded to
increasing public pressure during his final days in office and signed Public Land
Order 2214 creating the Arctic National Wildlife Range and closing it to entry under
existing mining laws.
Opposition from Alaska's congressional delegation over the next eight years
successfully blocked appropriation of funds to manage the Arctic National Wildlife
Range. Funds for management of the wildlife range were appropriated for the first

time in 1969. Efforts were made during the next decade to add unreserved public
lands in Alaska to the National Park, National Forest, National Wildlife Refuge, and
National Wild and Scenic Rivers Systems as an outgrowth of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act of 1971.
President Jimmy Carter signed into law the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act on December 2, 1980. This act was a compromise piece of
legislation. It re-established the range as the "Arctic National Wildlife Refuge"
encompassing the existing 8.9 million-acre Arctic National Wildlife Range and an
additional 9.1 million-acres of adjoining lands west to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
corridor and south to the Yukon Flats (Figure 1). An area of approximately 8
million acres, comprising most of the original wildlife range, was designated as
wilderness. Approximately 1.6 million acres of the Arctic coastal plain within the
Refuge was opened to a limited exploration program (seismic testing) for oil and gas
(Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act, Section 1002). Exploratory
drilling, leasing, development and production of oil and gas in the Refuge were
prohibited.
Section 1002 required an assessment of the resources of the coastal plain of the
Refuge (Figure 2). An initial report and subsequent updates on the results of a
continuing baseline study of fish, wildlife and habitat resources of the coastal plain
were legislatively mandated. The results were to guide the development of an
environmental impact statement and guidelines governing the seismic exploration
program, and an assessment of impacts from any future oil and gas development.
The legislation also required a report by the Secretary of Interior to Congress no
later than September 2, 1986, on the oil and gas potential and an assessment of the
impact that oil and gas development may have on the fish and wildlife resources on
the Refuge's coastal plain. The report was issued in April 1987 and recommended
oil and gas leasing of the entire 1002 area.
The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act established the purposes of the
Refuge as follows:
(i) to conserve fish and wildlife populations and habitats in their natural
diversity including, but not limited to, the Porcupine caribou herd (including
participation in coordinated ecological studies and management of this herd
and the Western Arctic Caribou Herd), polar bears, grizzly bears, muskox,
Dall sheep, wolves, wolverines, snow geese, peregrine falcons and other
migratory birds and Arctic char and grayling;
(ii) to fulfill the international treaty obligations of the United States with
respect to fish and wildlife and their habitats;
(iii) to provide, in a manner consistent with the purposes set forth in
subparagraphs (i) and (ii), the opportunity for continued subsistence uses by
local residents; and

(iv) to ensure, to the maximum extent practicable and in a manner consistent
with the purposes set forth in paragraph (i), water quality and necessary water
quantity within the Refuge.
The surface estate of approximately 83,098 acres of an authorized 92,160 acres within
the boundaries of the Refuge along the Arctic coast have been conveyed to the
Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation (KIC) under the provisions of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act. The surface estate of approximately 2,854 acres on Barter
Island was conveyed to the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation under provisions of the
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act. The sub-surface estate of the
2,854 acres was simultaneously conveyed to the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation.
Secretary of the Interior James Watt signed an interim conveyance on August 9, 1983,
to the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC) for the subsurface estate to lands
previously conveyed to the Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation aggregating 65,292 acres.
ASRC is entitled to the subsurface estate of the lands conveyed to KIC as the total of
92,160 acres are conveyed. The conveyance was in exchange for the surface estate of
Chandler Lake and surrounding lands, which was conveyed to the National Park
Service.
An inholding of approximately 971,800 acres was added to the Refuge as a donation
by the State of Alaska in 1983. A 325,000 acre block of public land was added by the
100th Congress when it enacted Public Law 110-395 on August 16, 1988.

The Refuge offers unique wildlife, scientific, recreational, and aesthetic values in the
Alaskan Arctic. It is the only area where people may practicably travel on foot or by
boat and traverse a full range of north slope landscapes and habitats due to the close
proximity of the Arctic coast and mountains. Mt. Isto, (9,049 ft), Mt. Chamberlin,
(9,019 ft), Mt. Hubley (8,914 ft), and Mt. Michelson, (8,855 ft), the four tallest peaks
in the Brooks Range, are located in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. The
Refuge contains the only extensive glaciation in the Brooks Range as well as a full
complement of Arctic flora and fauna. This includes portions of the calving grounds
for the Porcupine caribou herd, one of the largest in Alaska (approximately 180,000
caribou), reintroduced muskoxen, habitat for the endangered peregrine falcon, snow
geese and other migratory bird species, grizzly and black bears, Dall sheep,
wolverines, moose, and a complete complement of the other wildlife species common
to Arctic and sub-arctic Alaska. In addition, the waters offshore of the Refuge
harbor summering bowhead whales, and the coastal lagoons provide year-around
habitat for polar bears and ringed and bearded seals. Other marine mammals which
may be found in the coastal lagoons or offshore waters include walrus, spotted seals,
gray whales and beluga whales. Polar bears den on refuge land.
Major habitat types include alpine tundra and rocky areas, wet and moist Arctic
tundra, boreal spruce forest, muskeg bogs, coastal brackish lagoons, shrub thicket
areas and numerous types of coastal and inland wetlands.
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A.

IDGHLIGHTS
Intense interest on the Refuge by the national press continues. (Section H.2)
Frantic VIP schedule on the North Slope. (Section H.l)
Refuge Operational Review completed. (Section E.8)
Deputy Refuge Manager Don Voros transferred to the W.O. (Section E.l)
Underselections by villages affects the Arctic Refuge. (Section C.3)
Fairbanks breaks record for snow fall. (Section B)
Work continues on River Management Plan. (Section D.2)
Peregrine falcon survey completed with interesting results. (Section G.2)
BLM releases revised estimates of 1002 oil reserves. (Section H.l)
Volunteers man the Coldfoot Visitor Center. (Section H.6)
Staff and media float the Hulahula River. (Section H.1)
Five oil companies apply for six surface geology permits. (Section J.2)
Hunting guide permits to remain status quo for 1991. (Section H.8)

B.

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
Little accurate climatic information is available within the 30,469 square mile (19.5
million acre) Refuge. In fact, there are no sites in Alaska within 60 miles of the
refuge that collect complete weather information. Two stations within the Yukon
Territory, Canada, however, are representative of the meteorological conditions on
the Arctic Refuge.
Weather on the north side of the refuge is most closely represented by that
collected at Komakuk Beach, Yukon Territory, less than 20 miles east of the
Refuge/international border.
South of the Brooks Range, the refuge experiences weather most similar to Old
Crow, Yukon Territory, located about 30 miles east of the refuge border.
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Yearly precipitation on the coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge averages an arid 6.5
inches. Half of this precipitation arrives as rain or snow during the 4 summer
months, the rest falls as snow during the winter. Snow cover persists about 8
months of the year. Strong winds may occur during any month, but are
particularly prevalent from October through February. The combination of
strong winds and low temperatures, even in summer, produce extreme weather
conditions throughout the year. Located on an island, the Refuge's field station at
Kaktovik is more subject to maritime influence than other parts of the coastal
plain. During the summer months, Barter Island is frequently fog bound when the
coastal plain is clear.

A low overcast clears from the North along the Beaufort Sea. L. Van Slyke

Within and south of the Brooks Range, the climate is more typical of the northern
Alaska interior, with higher rainfall and greater temperature extremes than the
coastal plain. Winds are calmer and less persistent.
Tables 1 and 2 present 1991 temperature information for the Komakuk Beach and
Old Crow stations.
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Refuge weather this year reflected unusual spring and summer events. Above
average temperatures in April and May caused rapid melting of snow on both the
north and south sides of the mountains. During this time, the offshore ice also
began to break up. This two-month pattern was halted in June and reversed in
July and August, when unseasonably cool temperatures caused the Beaufort Sea
ice pack to stop melting. Prevailing on-shore winds kept the ice pack close to
shore. The continued presence of this massive ice body in the path of the
prevailing summer wind continued to influence the adjacent continent with cool
temperatures for the remainder of the summer. The Beaufort Sea had not
retained summer ice pack this extensive since 1975.
Fairbanks (and the Refuge headquarters) experienced a very white winter in 1991.
Officially, 147.3 inches of snow fell on the city (with more in the adjacent hills)
breaking the old record by over 4 inches. Numerous buildings around the city
collapsed due to the weight of the snow. Most of the staff experienced the fun of
clearing the snow from their roofs and a few even made money at it.
C.

LAND ACQUISIDON
1.

Fee Title
Nothing to Report

2.

Easements
Nothing to Report

3.

Other
Native Allotments. Until 1971, individual Natives could claim up to
160 acres, separated into several parcels, of unreserved land under the
Native Allotment Act of 1908.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) reported one allotment
parcel action within ANWR during 1991; an administrative hearing
action rejected one parcel. Allotment actions by BLM have decreased
greatly since 1989, when parcels claimed by 53 individuals received
action. Seven parcel actions occurred during 1990. No allotment
related actions were initiated by the Refuge during the year.
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Table 1.
Month

Temperature COF) data for Komakuk Beach, Yukon Territory, Canada,
1991.
Min.

Max.

Average

Change from

Jan

-44

33

-11.5

2.2

Feb

-49

15

-19.2

-1.7

Mar

-49

10

-16.2

-1.2

Apr

-30

25

3.0

3.8

May

14

49

29.8

7.9

Jun

24

69

39.3

1.5

Jul

29

60

39.9

-5.6

Aug

23

69

37.4

-5.4

Sep

23

62

34.5

1.2

Oct

-4

43

17.7

2.4

Nov

-32

21

-7.9

-6.8

Dec

-37

40

-18.3

(-7.6)

Table 2.
Month

Temperature COF) data for Old Crow, Yukon Territory, Canada, 1991.
Min.

Max.

Average

Change from

Jan

-52

35

-15.3

12.3

Feb

-47

18

-18.8

3.7

Mar

-43

20

-6.1

5.5

Apr

-23

53

20.4

10.2

May

31

71

46.4

12.2

Jun

29

84

54.3

2.5

Jul

32

73

54.7

-2.9

Aug

27

71

49.0

-2.1

Sep

23

64

40.3

3.3

Oct

-22

50

16.5

0.3

Nov

-37

7

-16.1

-5.8

Dec

-45

5

-23.4

(-3.0)
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Our allotment tracking and file system continued to improve through
the year. Each allotment inholding is now identified in Refuge files on
a 1:250,000 or larger map or recent official land plat. Information on
each parcel was entered into a Lotus 123 database, enabling the
allotments to be updated as needed. A composite 1:250,000 scale wall
map of ANWR locating all allotment parcels is used for general
locations, and more detailed, 1:63,360 maps and land plat copies for
exact locations. The map also incorporates cabin, wildfire and other
locations significant for management.
The Bureau of Land Management's ALRS computer records system
lists 93 individuals as having active (not rejected) allotments. These 93
individuals have 147 parcels totalling 14,000 acres within the Refuge.
However, many of these allotments are overlaid by regional, historical
or village selections which will be transferred to Native corporations.
The allotments take precedence in almost all of these conflicting
selections. Thus acreage figures include multiple selections of the same
area by different interests; they become non-additive and confusing.
Land claims are gradually moving toward an eventual conclusion.
Native allotments present a significant management problem since the
owners can do virtually anything they wish with the land after it is
conveyed.
Relatively few of the ANWR allotments have been conveyed and less
than a handful are surveyed. However, one patented allotment, located
on Old John Lake, was offered for sale in 1990. The owner, a resident
of Arctic Village, was unable to obtain his price of $80,000 and is now
planning to build a lodge. He is currently planning to construct a
landing strip for light planes and develop the parcel to accommodate
non-hunting recreational use. The lake, which lies near Arctic Village,
is virtually surrounded by allotments, appearing much like a plat map
for lake development.
Another allotment, which the owners say is definitely not for sale, is
located along the Hulahula River within the 1002 area of the coastal
plain. The Hulahula River is currently the second most popular
waterway on the Refuge for river trips. It flows through a pristine area.
Intense interest and numerous protests were generated by the
environmental and wilderness interest groups in 1989 when the
residents of Kaktovik decided to place a sizeable shelter building on the
allotment, which lies adjacent to "first fish hole," a camping site used
since prehistoric times. The City of Kaktovik and the allotment owner
jointly obtained Refuge and State permits for mechanized access, which
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is provided for by ANILCA. The building was skidded up the frozen
in the
· of 1991.

This survival shelter, placed on an allotment along the Hulahula River, is visible for miles across the
coastal plain.
G. Elison

The Division of Realty completed an update of inholdings in 1989.
Maps at the 1:250,000 scale showing sections containing inholdings were
produced along with an update of the BLM ALRS system from the title
plats. Correcting and updating the ALRS system has been useful to
Arctic Refuge. The Refuge was furnished a set of the realty maps
which serve as a general guide to inholdings, although the maps do not
locate allotments even to quarter section, necessitating the Refuge
system discussed previously.
Historical Sites. Notices were received from BLM on 21 actions, 7
conveyances and 14 relinquishments. Relinquishments totalled
approximately 28,273 acres and conveyances 1,715 acres. All involved
lands lie on ANWR's south side and consist of gravesites, caribou
fences and other historical sites. No comments were necessary on any
of the proposed actions.
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Village Corporation Selections. The Village of Kaktovik is
approximately 2,100 acres under-selected. RM Elison met with Division
of Realty personnel on November 18 to discuss a method for dealing
with Kaktovik under-selections on the Arctic Refuge. There will be a
set period in 1992 in which the village can make its additional
selections.
Regional Corporation Selections. Nothing to report.
The Alaska Submerged Lands Act Acquisition Priority System Project.
The final Submerged Lands Act report, which identifies, estimates
acreage, and places a priority for acquisition on all Native and state
lands within conservation units, was released early in 1990.
Unfortunately time constraints did not allow an update for the Arctic
Refuge land status information in the report, thus the acreages shown
are not correct. However, the priorities identified by parcel are valid.
Mining Claims. Bureau of Land Management records currently show 9
mining claims on the Refuge. They consist of four lode, two placer,
and three mill site claims. All claim sites were located, observed, and
photographed from the air this year. No mining or mill activity was
identifiable at any of the sites; consequently all sites are believed to
have been inactive. One mill site was investigated in detail on the
ground. This site appears to be used periodically for recreation rather
than mining. The Refuge and ELM are investigating the site.
Burnt Mountain Public Land Withdrawal. The Burnt Mountain
Research Site is a military site, located partly within Yukon Flats and
Arctic Refuges. It was established by a public land withdrawal in 1972.
The site consists of small buildings and several bore holes with sensors
designed to detect ground motion, such as those caused by nuclear
blasts in the USSR. Automated machinery at five locations is powered
by sealed nuclear energy sources. Personnel are on site only
intermittently for maintenance. No emissions or other pollution sources
appear to exist at the site.
While checking a permit application from the Air Force in 1990, it
became apparent the site may not have been built on the land reserved
by the Public Land Order but on Refuge lands. The question was
referred to Realty.
Late in the year the Refuge was approached as a possible source of
gravel for repairs at the site, which is having subsidence problems due
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to improper construction on permafrost. No correspondence has been
received after an initial telephone call.
Distant Early Warning (DEW) Sites. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
cleanup planning for the abandoned DEW sites continued during the
year (see section D.4).
We welcome the cleanup project, however, because of the remoteness
of the sites and competing national priorities, cleanup may be years
away.
D.

PLANNING
1.

Master Plan
Nothing to Report

2.

Management Plan
As the year began, the Refuge began to draft the River Management

Plan. Initial work included staff discussions, research and a
summary/analysis of the 671 responses to Workbook II, which was
distributed in late 1990, and listed seven preliminary alternatives.
An internal review copy of the Draft River Management Plan was
completed and forwarded to the Regional Office in late May. The
draft plan was also made available to the State of Alaska. In June, RM
Elison briefed the Regional Director and other key Regional Office
personnel on the provisions of the plan. Other work and travel
schedules then delayed the project for several months. In October
ORP Edgerton, primary author of the plan, began to revise the
document, incorporating review comments from the Regional Office
and the state. The draft plan is scheduled to be released in spring
1992.
In January ORP Edgerton traveled to Anchorage to help the Togiak
NWR staff review its final Public Use Management Plan. The review
also provided information that was useful in developing the Refuge's
River Management Plan.
At year's end the final version of the Refuge Wildlife Inventory Plan,
completed by WB Mauer in February, was awaiting final approval. The
plan consolidates all current inventory procedures and identifies
additional program needs.
8

The Hulahula River, one of the refuge's most popular waterways.
T.Edgerton

)

The spring Waterfowl Law Enforcement Plan was completed and
submitted to the Regional Office in April.
In July the Refuge provided internal review comments for the Draft
Subsistence Environmental Impact Statement that was distributed to the
public in the fall.
3.

Public Participation
In October a public hearing on the Draft Subsistence Environmental
Impact Statement was conducted in Kaktovik by personnel from the
Service's Subsistence Division.
In March, planners from Washington, D.C. conducted a public scoping
meeting in Fairbanks on the Refuge System Environmental Impact
Statement, Refuges 2003.

4.

Compliance with Environmental and Cultural Resource Mandates
Compatibility determinations and subsistence use evaluations were
completed for all activities requiring special use permits on the refuge.
9

During a float trip inspection of the Hulahula River, refuge starr encountered one group of
recreationists.
G. Elison

The Refuge posted two abandoned military sites, Camden Bay and
Beaufort Lagoon Dewline Sites. A variety of contaminants (PCB's,
asbestos, hydrocarbons and organoclorine pesticides) were determined
by Corps testing to be present and may exceed EPA maximum levels
for human exposure. Contamination warnings were posted for area
residents and visitors advising that the sites were under study.
Camping, use of water and FWS activity was prohibited at the sites
during the year.
RM Elison met with the Corps to review other sites they proposed to
sample. The Refuge requested a 20% increase in the number of
samples which included several new sites. The baseline study of
contaminants continues and the Corps is developing plans for cleanup.
We welcome the project, although actual cleanup may be years away
due to the remoteness of the sites and competing national priorities.
ARM Weiler developed an oil spill contingency plan specifying how
spills from refuge storage tanks would be handled.
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Abandoned DEW site at Camden Bay. All FWS activity is prohibited due to contaminants.
M.Willms

5.

Research and Investigations
In 1991, research on mammals, birds, fish, vegetation, and water
resources continued within the 1002 area of the ANWR coastal plain.
Work was conducted by USFWS biologists from ANWR, Fisheries, the
Alaska Fish and Wildlife Research Center (AFWRC), Alaska
Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G), Canadian Wildlife Service,
Yukon Territory Division of Renewable Resources and University of
Alaska-Fairbanks (UAF). Scientific permits were issued to seven
institutions and organizations conducting geological studies, two groups
carrying out biological studies, and six others whose work ranged from
archaeological surveys to the collection of specimens for contaminants
analysis.

6.

Other
Planners from Washington D.C. met with the staff to discuss issues
regarding the National Wildlife Refuge System EIS, Refuges 2003.
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A.

1002 STUDIES
I. Potential impacts of petroleum exploration and development on the

numbers. distribution and status of caribou populations on the arctic
coastal plain.
Brad Griffith, AFWRC, Fairbanks, Alaska
Thomas R. McCabe, AFWRC, Fairbanks, Alaska
Noreen E. Walsh, AFWRC, Fairbanks, Alaska
Kenneth R. Whitten, ADFG, Fairbanks, Alaska
Ia. Population dynamics and demographics of caribou in developed and
undeveloped areas of the arctic coastal plain.
The first successful census of the central arctic herd (CAH) since 1983
was conducted in late June, 1991. A stratified random sample method
was used and yielded an estimate of 19,056 animals with an 80%
confidence interval of 15,659-22,432. Based on a 1983 population
estimate of 12,900, herd growth rate has been about 5% per year. This
is equivalent to the growth rate observed for the Porcupine caribou
herd (PCH) during the same period. Calf:cow ratios for the CAH in
1991 averaged 53.5:100 with no significant difference between areas
east and west of the Sagavanirktok River. The average calf:cow ratios
for the CAH were the second lowest recorded since 1987.
The biennial photo census of the PCH was conducted in early July,
1991. Because there were problems with photo quality, location of
bulls, and non-overlap of photo transects, the census will be repeated in
July 1992.
Sixteen caribou from the central arctic herd and 27 caribou from the
Porcupine herd were captured in Alaska and Canada in April, 1991 and
marked with radio collars to maintain sample size for the two herds.
lb. Effect of potential displacement of caribou from the 1002 area on
mortality rates of calves.
The annual PCH calving survey was conducted in late May and early
June, 1991. Of the 74 monitored cows, 74.3% had calves and 25.7%
were barren. This pregnancy rate was slightly lower than the 81%
average for the past 9 years. Calving occurred farther west than in any
previous year and 89% of collared cows calved in the 1002 area. This
was the highest percentage of calving in 1002 that has been recorded.
Only 18% of the calves of collared cows had died by the end of June.
12

Part of the Porcupine Caribou Herd near the Kongakut River.

G. Elison

This was the second lowest calf mortality recorded. Half of this calf
mortality occurred during the first two days of life.
Reports. papers and publications:
Fancy, S. G., and K. R. Whitten. 1991. Selection of calving sites by
Porcupine herd caribou. Can. J. Zool. 69:1736-1743.
Fancy, S. G., K. R. Whitten, and N. E. Walsh. 1991. Population
dynamics and demographics of caribou in developed and undeveloped
areas of the Arctic coastal plain. Pages 1-18 in T. R. McCabe, B.
Griffith, N. E. Walsh, and D.D. Young, eds. Terrestrial research: 1002
area- Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Draft Interim Report- 19881990.
Whitten, K. R., S. G. Fancy, and N. E. Walsh. 1991. Effect of
potential displacement of caribou from the 1002 area on mortality rates
of calves. Pages 19-36 in T. R. McCabe, B. Griffith, N. E. Walsh, and
D.D. Young, eds. Terrestrial research: 1002 area - Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge, Draft Interim Report - 1988-1990.
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Ic. Differential impacts of predators (brown bears. wolves. golden
eagles) on caribou calving in the 1002 area and potential displacement
areas: an assessment of predation risk.
Donald D. Young, AFWRC, Fairbanks, Alaska
Thomas R. McCabe, AFWRC, Fairbanks, Alaska
Gerald W. Garner, AFWRC, Anchorage, Alaska
Harry V. Reynolds, ADFG, Fairbanks, Alaska
Predator research on the coastal plain of ANWR was continued
through 1991 with an emphasis on brown bears. Seventeen brown
bears were captured in May and late June to replace failing radio
transmitters in an effort to maintain an adequate sample size.
Instrumented brown bears and wolves were relocated at 5-day intervals
between 28 May and 24 June and once in July/ early August to assess
distribution patterns and movements in relation to radio-collared
caribou.
Preliminary analysis indicated that the ANWR bear population has
been stable between 1982 and 1990. Analyses of bear distribution
noted that collared bears were relocated in the foothill zone (300-900 m
elevation) significantly more often than was expected and were located
on the coastal plain and in the mountains significantly less often than
was expected. The significance of greater brown bear abundance in the
foothills as compared to the coastal plain relates to predation risk to
caribou calves.
Spatial distribution analyses showed that brown bear spatial distribution
patterns differed among years and that the distribution patterns of bears
and caribou were independent during the calving period. Although
spatial distribution patterns of instrumented bears and caribou were
independent, the mean differences between collared caribou and bears
during calving appeared to be related. Further data collection and
analysis are planned to assess the calving caribou/brown bear
relationship.
Only a small sample of wolves have been collared on the north slope of
ANWR and monitoring of these animals has found that they were most
often associated with their dens during the calving period in June.
Although wolf packs with access to traditional caribou calving grounds
were shown to make movements associated with calving caribou,
productivity analysis indicates that pup production between wolves with
access to traditional calving grounds (4.3 pups/litter) and those without
ready access (4.0 pups/litter) were not significantly different.
14

Golden eagles, which are known to prey on caribou calves, have only
been surveyed during the present 1002 studies. Nine active nests have
been observed in the foothills and mountains adjacent to the coastal
plain of ANWR. The number of young per successful pair (1.27) has
been consistent among years (1988-1990), but is lower than that
reported (1.45 - 1.5) in interior Alaska. Numerous (50-100) immature
golden eagles have been observed in association with the coastal plain
during caribou calving. This segment of the population has proven to
be the most difficult to study. Further emphasis on the impacts of
ation of caribou calves is u"''""'.,.,a.~

Cotton Grass (Eriophorum vaginatum) is an important food item for caribou in the spring.

M. Emers

Reports. papers and publications:
Young, D. 1991 Differential impacts of predators on caribou calving in
the 1002 area and potential displacement areas. in T.R. McCabe, B.
Griffith, N.E. Walsh and D.D. Young, eds. Terrestrial research: 1002
area- Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Draft Interim Report -19881990.
III. The distribution and seasonal quality of habitat available for key
wildlife species on the arctic coastal plain
15

III a. Snow melt. plant phenology and seasonal availability of forage
nutrients and biomass in concentrated and peripheral calving areas of
caribou on the Arctic Refuge Coastal Plain
Thomas R. McCabe USFWS Research
Janet C. Jorgenson USFWS Arctic NWR
A survey of phenology and biomass of major forage species was
conducted June 3 to 13, during the caribou calving period. Forty-five
study sites were located systematically across the historic concentrated
caribou calving area and the adjacent peripheral area that has the
highest probability of being used for calving if displacement from the
preferred area occurs due to oil development. Each site was sampled
in two time periods and data were analyzed for differences between the
two areas. The results support the conclusion from three previous years
of the study that important differences exist between the concentrated
calving area and the adjacent area. The concentrated calving area had
significantly greater biomass of tussock cottongrass flowers, the only
readily available forage during the calving period. It also had
significantly more sites with partial snow-cover, the condition in which
plants are in earlier, more nutritious phenological stages. Diamond-leaf
willow was significantly more phenologically advanced in the peripheral
area, but did not leaf out enough during the study period to measure
biomass. Eriophorum angustifolium and Carex aquatalis, had little new
growth and showed no consistent differences between areas.
III b. Vegetation mapping from LANDSAT-TM satellite imagery data
for delineating wildlife habitat availability and distribution.
Thomas R. McCabe, USFWS Research
Peter Joria, USFWS Research
Janet C. Jorgenson, USFWS Arctic NWR
Vegetation sampling was conducted in the Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk
oil field areas to acquire ground data to develop a digital satellite
vegetation map of the area between the Sagavanirktok and the
Ugnuravik Rivers on the arctic coastal plain. Four biological
technicians collected data during July and August from 165 plots at 11
different study sites, including 51 intensive and 114 abbreviated
vegetation survey plots.
Additional ground data were collected for the LANDSAT-TM scene
covering the eastern part of the ANWR coastal plain. Two biological
technicians collected plant cover data during July and August for 151
16

Wooley Lousewort (Pedicularis lanata) Sheep herders believed that this plant harbored lice which
then infested their sheep.
N. Felix

plots located at 9 study sites. These areas were chosen to contain map
classes that required further information to be assigned to vegetation
types. Classification and mapping of the LANDSAT-TM data for the
eastern coastal plain proceeded throughout 1991. Results of a
preliminary classification and accuracy assessment were used to improve
the vegetation classification scheme. Classes were further evaluated by
comparing map class distributions on an ERDAS computer system with
color-infrared aerial photographs. Classes that did not correspond to
just one vegetation type were subdivided using ancillary data such as
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slope, elevation, terrain type, or proximity to pixels of known vegetation
type.
Reports. papers and publications:
Janet C. Jorgenson and Mark Udevitz. 1991. The distribution and
seasonal quality of habitat available for key wildlife species of the
Arctic Coastal Plain in T.R. McCabe, B. Griffith, N.E. Walsh and D.D.
Young, eds. Terrestrial research: 1002 area - Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, Draft Interim Report - 1988-1990.
IV. Potential effects of petroleum exploration and development on
muskoxen using the arctic coastal plain.
Patricia E. Reynolds, Arctic NWR, Fairbanks, Alaska.
In 1991, a pre-calving census was flown, and radios and satellite collars
were replaced on nine previously marked muskoxen and three new
animals. Ground composition counts were made in early July and
muskoxen were radio-tracked in February, April, May, June, August,
October and November. Location and activity data were collected from
5-7 satellite collared cows every other day throughout the year. A
minimum of 326 muskoxen were present in the Refuge, and about 150
muskoxen were seen west of the Refuge in April 1991. Numbers of
muskoxen within the Refuge have stabilized at about 350 animals, and
muskoxen are dispersing into areas east and west of the Refuge. In
1991, 53 calves per 100 cows were counted in mid June. Calves
comprised 20% of the sampled population. Mean productivity during
the past 5 years was 51 calves per 100 cows. Survival of calves and
yearlings was estimated to be greater than 75% in 1991. Analysis of
seasonal distribution and movements of muskoxen showed that the
Sadlerochit River and Kongakut River are important wintering areas
for muskoxen. Muskoxen have small home ranges in winter and do not
move long distances during the dark cold months of mid-winter.
Reports. papers and publications:
Patricia E. Reynolds. 1991. Winter distribution, movements, and habitat
use of muskoxen on potential petroleum lease areas of ANWR in T.R.
McCabe, B. Griffith, N.E. Walsh and D.D. Young, eds. Terrestrial
research: 1002 area- Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Draft Interim
Report - 1988-1990.
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Patricia E. Reynolds. 1991. Population dynamics of muskoxen on the
Arctic coastal plain: productivity and dispersal as a natural regulator of
population size in the 1002 area of ANWR in T.R. McCabe, B. Griffith,
N.E. Walsh and D.D. Young, eds. Terrestrial research: 1002 areaArctic National Wildlife Refuge, Draft Interim Report- 1988-1990.

Muskox occasionally wander across the Brooks Range to the south side of the refuge. This bull was
seen along the Chandalar River.
F. Mauer

Patricia E. Reynolds. 1991. Seasonal differences in the distribution and
movements of muskoxen in northeastern Alaska. Paper presented at
the Arctic Ungulate Conference, 3-8 Sept. 1991, Nuuk, Greenland.
Patricia E. Reynolds. 1991. The dynamics of muskox social groups in
northeastern Alaska. Paper presented at the Arctic Ungulate
Conference, 3-8 Sept. 1991, Nuuk, Greenland.
Patricia E. Reynolds. 1991. 1991 Survey and inventory report of
muskoxen in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Unpub. rep. US Fish
and Wildlife Service, Fairbanks, AK.
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IVc. Assessment of the characteristics of muskox winter habitat in
potential lease areas of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Kenneth J. Wilson, Master's degree student, UAF, Fairbanks, Alaska.
During 1991, no field work was conducted, but analysis of snow and
vegetation data continued and thesis preparation began. Preliminary
results indicated that muskoxen selected areas of shallow snow with
maximum biomass of preferred plant species. Sedges were an
important component of the winter diet.
Reports. papers and publications:
Wilson, Kenneth J. 1991. Assessments of the characteristics in potential
lease areas of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska in T.R.
McCabe, B. Griffith, N.E. Walsh and D.D. Young, eds. Terrestrial
research: 1002 area- Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Draft Interim
Report -1988-1990.
Wilson, Kenneth J. 1991. The characteristics of muskox winter habitat
in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska. Paper presented at the
Arctic Ungulate Conference, 3-8 Sept. 1991, Nuuk, Greenland.
VI. Potential impacts of petroleum development on lesser snow geese

staging on the Arctic coastal plain.
Jerry W. Hupp, AFWRC, Anchorage, Alaska.
In 1991, studies of snow goose staging ecology continued. A statistical
model that classified snow goose feeding habitat based on vegetative
characteristics was developed and tested. The model was found to
accurately predict whether a tundra plant community was suitable as
feeding habitat. These studies will serve as the basis for further
sampling of feeding habitat availability on a larger scale in 1992.
Captive snow geese were used in studies of forage intake. Analysis of
forage intake data from 1990 indicated that geese consume a large
amount of food (up to 25% of their body weight) on a daily basis
during fall staging on the ANWR. The demand for large amounts of
forage, combined with limited feeding habitat availability, suggest that
snow geese require a large staging area in which to secure food.
Studies of Eriophorum angustifolium revegetation indicated little
regrowth during a 2-year period following removal that simulated snow
goose feeding.
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Reports. papers and publications
Jerry W. Hupp, and Donna G. Robertson. 1992. Forage site selection
by lesser snow geese in an Arctic tundra ecosystem. Paper presented at
the 7th North American Arctic Goose Conference, 9 Jan. 1992, Vallejo,
California.
Alan W. Brackney, and Jerry W. Hupp. 1991. Fall diet of snow geese
staging in northeastern Alaska. Manuscript submitted to the Journal of
Wildlife Management.
VIII. Migratory bird use of potential port sites on the Beaufort Sea
coast of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Mark A. Willms, Arctic NWR, Fairbanks, Alaska.
No field activity occurred in 1991. The first half of the year was spent
analyzing data collected between 1988-90, while the second half of the
year was devoted to writing. A few major findings of this study are as
follows. Oldsquaw were the most abundant of the 61 bird species
recorded on shoreline surveys. Largest concentrations of birds were
found around the tips of barrier islands/spits and in the waters of
Camden Bay southwest of Anderson Point. Selection of shoreline
roosting sites appeared related to leeward protection from wind and
waves. Biomass of potential food items exhibited significant temporal
and spatial variation within and among marine habitats. However, no
clear relationship was found between waters having the highest prey
biomass and those used by oldsquaw.
Phalaropes exhibited strong annual and seasonal variability in numbers.
Phalarope flocks preferred to feed within 10 m of shore. Some
evidence suggests that wind and water currents locally concentrated
small invertebrates such as copepods along the shore. Phalaropes
apparently exploited these sites, and shifted their feeding areas as the
location of these food resources changed with time.
Shorebird numbers were highest in July within wetland and riverine
habitats. Use patterns by shorebirds later broadened to include most
other shoreline habitats. Loons tended to use coastal wetlands and
riverine sites more than other habitat types.
A final copy of this report is expected to be released in 1992 in
conjunction with the 1002 interim report.
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Reports. papers and publications:
Mark A. Willms. 1991. Habitat use of molting oldsquaw in relation to
food availability and roosting sites. Paper presented at the Alaska Bird
Conference, 21 Nov. 1991, Anchorage, Alaska.
Phillip D. Martin and Mark A. Willms. 1991. Phalaropes staging on the
Beaufort Sea coast of Alaska. Paper presented at the Alaska Bird
Conference, 21 Nov. 1991, Anchorage, Alaska.
IX. Fish studies in the 1002 area of the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge
IXa. Inland fisheries studies
David W. Wiswar, Fisheries Biologist, U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
Fisheries Assistance Office, Fairbanks, Alaska.
In 1991, fisheries investigations were conducted in 20 tundra streams,
the Sadlerochit River, Itkilyariak Creek, and 19 lakes for species
composition, fish distribution, and biological characteristics. Arctic char
and ninespine stickleback were the most numerous and widespread fish
species in the tundra streams, although Arctic grayling and fourhorned
sculpin were also captured. Juvenile Arctic char, but no young of the
year or adult, were found in 12 streams, indicating that these streams
are used for rearing. Two sampled lakes in the Canning River delta
which were river-connected had the greatest species diversity: ninespine
stickleback, Arctic char, Arctic grayling, juvenile Arctic cisco, least
cisco, and fourhorned sculpin were captured. Ninespine sticklebacks
were found in 16 lakes.
Arctic grayling, Arctic char, and ninespine sticklebacks were captured in
the Sadlerochit River and Itkilyariak Creek, and young of the year
Arctic grayling were found in the tributaries in August but not in July.
By contrast, young of the year had emerged by early July in the
Akutoktak River in 1989 and 1990.
IXb. Fish population characteristics of Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
coastal waters. summer 1991.
Tevis J. Underwood, Fisheries Assistance Office, Fairbanks, Alaska.
Judith A. Gordon, Fisheries Assistance Office, Fairbanks, Alaska.
Laura Thorp, Fisheries Assistance Office, Fairbanks, Alaska.
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During the 1991 field season, Fishery Assistance Office personnel fished
nets at Camden Bay, and Kaktovik, J ago, and Beaufort lagoons during
the open water season from July 12- September 15. Heavy sea ice
precluded gill net operations in the Camden Bay area. Twenty three
species were collected during 1991. Catches were enumerated and fish
were measured. Weights, sex, maturity, and ages were collected on five
species: Arctic char, Arctic cisco, Arctic cod, fourhorn sculpin, and
Arctic flounder. Large individuals of these five species were tagged
with orange, numbered Floy anchor tags.
X. Water Resource Investigations. Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
Steven Lyons, USFWS Water Resources Branch, Fisheries Management
Service, Fish and Wildlife Enhancement, Anchorage, Alaska.
In 1991, discharge data were collected at 10 stream gaging sites. Eight
of these have been monitored for four consecutive years, and two have
been monitored since 1989. Discharge rates, discharge frequency
distribution, average monthly water yields, and flood magnitudes and
frequencies will be calculated at the conclusion of the study period in
1992. A draft progress report documenting daily average discharge,
time of maximum discharge, maximum discharge, time of minimum
discharge, and minimum discharge was prepared. Record breaking
maximum discharges were recorded at three stream gaging stations
during a July flooding event. One record breaking maximum discharge
was recorded in conjunction with spring breakup.
B.

OTHER REFUGE STUDIES

I.

Effects of seismic exploration activities on vegetation
The 1991 field season was the seventh year of follow-up study on effects
of winter seismic exploration on plant communities of the arctic coastal
plain. This year's field crew included a project leader, three seasonal
technicians and a volunteer from Russia. During eight weeks of field
work the study followed past years' protocol to collect data on the
following aspects of disturbance: vegetative cover, permafrost depths,
shrub heights and biomass and nutrient concentrations both on and off
old seismic trails. Other aspects of the study included an evaluation of
visual disturbance ratings, track depression analysis, and an examination
of recolonizing species on the trails. After the field season, three
people worked on data entry, data analysis, and identification of
unknown species.
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Laura Welp documents recovery of seismic trails.

M. Emers

Preliminary results show recovery in those sites which had low levels of
initial disturbance (usually diffuse traffic patterns in wetter habitats).
Those areas showing slower or no recovery include narrow traffic
patterns in shrubby habitat types and those areas which received less
snow cover. Plants most affected by disturbance include evergreen
shrub, mosses, and lichens. Those showing more resilience to
disturbance include sedges and grasses. Thaw depths are generally
deeper on disturbed areas than off the trails. In some plots on highly
disturbed moist sites an increased cover of sedges and standing dead
sedge leaves resulted in shallower thaw depths than control plots.
OTHER RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATIONS

C.

I.

Geological studies
JohnS. Oldow and Hans G. Ave Lallemant, Dept. of Geology and
Geophysics, Rice University, Houston, Texas: a. Mapping and structural
analysis of Precambrian and Paleozoic-Tertiary rocks in the Porcupine
River canyon; b. Assessment of the structural relationship between the
uplift and deformation of Proterozoic through Tertiary age rocks of the
northeastern Brooks Range and their structural and stratigraphic
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relation to formation of the Mesozoic and Tertiary basin underlying the
North Slope.
Rocky Reifenstuhl, Dept. of Natural Resources, Div. of Geological and
Geophysical Surveys, Fairbanks, Alaska: Geological research between
the Canning and Sadlerochit Rivers and between the Egaksrak and
Clarance Rivers.
James Dover, U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Alaskan Geology,
Anchorage, Alaska: Geological research on Coleen and Porcupine
rivers.
Wesley Wallace, Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, University of
Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska: Geological research on the north side of
the Brooks Range.
Tim Parker, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Univ. Southern California,
Los Angeles, California: Paleoflood deposits along the Porcupine
River.
Mark Johnson, U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of Petroleum Geology,
Menlo Park, California: History and evolution of the Brooks Range
foothills (Galbraith Lake area).
Nina Harun, Dept. of Geological Sciences, University of Texas, Austin,
Texas: Petrography, provenance, digenesis, and origin of microporous
chert of the Ivishak Formation in Ignek Valley.
II.

Biological Studies
Bob Pollard, LGL Alaska Research Associates, Inc. Anchorage,
Alaska: Low-level caribou surveys of the Porcupine caribou herd.
Kenelm W. Philips, Institute of Arctic Biology, University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, Alaska: Collection of butterflies and moths near the Dalton
Highway.

III.

Other scientific studies
1.

Chad P. Gubala, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Corvallis, Oregon: Lake sediment sampling to estimate
historical patterns of pollution in the Arctic.
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E.

2.

Jesse Ford and Susan Allen, Department of Fisheries and
Wildlife, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon: Collection
of fish, ground squirrels and vegetation/soils for contaminant
analysis.

3.

Mary R. Farrell, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, Alaska: Retrieval of scientific payloads and debris
from rockets launched from the University of Alaska Poker Flats
Research Range.

4.

Rodger Leo, New England Science Center, Worcester Natural
History Society, Worcester, Massachusetts: Photography and
plant collection.

5.

Michael Kunz and John Cook, Bureau of Land Management,
Steese/White Mountain District, Fairbanks, Alaska:
Archaeological survey and testing in vicinity of Elusive Lake.

6.

Rob Fatland, Radar Sciences Group, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California: Deployment of aluminum trihedrals used
for calibrating satellite data acquisition.

ADMINISTRATION

1.

Personnel
1.

Glenn W. Elison, Refuge Manager, GM-14, Entered on Duty
8/13/89.

2.

Donald J. Voros, Deputy Refuge Manager, GS-12, Entered on
Duty 9/27/87, Transfer 11/1/91 to Washington.

3.

Donald P. Garrett, Assistant Refuge Manager, GS-12, Entered
on Duty 3/18/84.

4.

Greg Weiler, Refuge Operations Specialist, GS-12, Entered on
Duty 1/22/84.

5.

Tom Edgerton, Outdoor Recreation Planner, GS-11, Entered on
Duty 3/25/90.

6.

Roger W. Kaye, Public Use-Subsistence Coord./Pilot, GS-12,
Entered on Duty 12/23/84.
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7.

David Sowards, Pilot, GS-12, Entered on Duty 2/28/88.

8.

Francis J. Mauer, Wildlife Biologist, GS-11, Entered on Duty
6/28/81.

9.

Patricia C. Reynolds, Ecologist, GS-11, Entered on Duty
11/1/81.

10.

Harvey Heffernan, Fish & Wildlife Biologist, GS-12, Entered on
Duty 6/5/88.

11.

Cathy Curby, Wildlife Biologist, GS-09, Entered on Duty 4/1/83.

12.

Dave Cox, Biological Technician, GS-07, Entered on Duty
5/6/90.

13.

Janet Jorgenson, Botanist, GS-12, Entered on Duty 7/28/91.

14.

Julia Mcisaac, Clerk-Typist, GS-04, Entered on Duty 6/2/91.

15.

Donna Christensen, Office Automation Assistant, GS-05,
Entered on Duty 10/28/91.

16.

Sheryl Wain, Budget Assistant, GS-07, Entered on Duty 8/27/89.

17.

Elizabeth Sztajer, Financial Assistant, GS-05, Entered on Duty
3/10/91.

18.

Patricia Stroud, Clerk-Typist, GS-04, Entered on Duty 6/25/89
and terminate on 2/23/91.

19.

Kathy Geisman, Clerk-Typist, GS-03, Entered on Duty 2/19/91
and terminate on 7/19/91.

TERM APPOINTMENTS
1a.

Mark Willms, Wildlife Biologist, GS-09, Entered on Duty
7/31/90.

2a.

Beverly Reitz, Biological Technician, GS-06, Entered on Duty
6/16/91.

3a.

Mike Emers, Botanist, GS-09, Entered on Duty 6/7/91.
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4a.

James Akaran, Biological Technician, GS-07, Entered on Duty
9/8/91.

Back Row: 10, 12, 3, 6, 5, 2a
Middle Row: 1a, 4, 1, 3a
Front Row: 4a, 11, 15, 14

SEASONAL
1.

Laura Welp, Biological Technician, GS-07, 5/28/91 to 11/27/91.

2.

Joel Cooper, Biological Technician, GS-05, 6/16/91 to 12/15/91.

3.

Robert Burckhalter, Biological Technician, GS-07, 6/10/91 to
12/09/91.

4.

Christine Bossio, General Clerk, GS-04, 6/02/91 to 9/30/91.

5.

Steve Barnum, General Clerk, GS-03, 6/02/91 to 9/30/91.

6.

William Way, General Clerk, GS-03, 6/02/91 to 9/30/91.
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7.

Jeffery Rupert, General Clerk, GS-03, 6/02/91 to 7/1/91.

8.

Andrew Keller, Biological Aid, GS-04, 5/22/91 to 9/21/91.

9.

Janet Keirn, General Clerk, GS-03, 8/05/91 to 9/30/91.

10.

Kathleen Roush, Biological Technician, GS-05, 6/02/91 to
12/01/91.

11.

Laura VanSlyke, Biological Technician, GS-05, 6/16/91 to
8/30/91.
.

12.

Mark Hare, Biological Technician, GS-05, 6/16/91 to 12/15/91.

13.

Peter Clement, Biological Technician, GS-05, 6/18/90 to
6/15/91.

14.

Monette Boswell, Biological Technician, GS-05, 6/18/90 to
5/03/91.

15.

David Crowly, Biological Technician, GS-05, 5/06/90 to 4/17/91.

16.

Odile Kramer, Biological Technician, GS-05, 6/10/91 to
12/09/91.

17.

Andrew Brown, Biological Technician, GS-05, 4/21/90 to
10/20/91.

18.

Linda Schultz, Statistical Assistant, GS-07, 2/11/90 to 2/10/91.

VOLUNTEERS
1.

Willa and Walter Halperin, Kongakut River Monitors, June-July
1991.

2.

Evelyn and Don Redfearn, Visitor Information Specialists, JuneAugust 1991.

3.

Pat King, Visual Aids Assistant, Began November 1991.

4.

Alexander Badyaev, Botanist, June-January.
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2.

Youth Programs
Nothing to Report

3.

Other Manpower Programs
Nothing to Report

4.

Volunteer Program
Throughout winter 1990-91, the Refuge responded to numerous letters
from people interested in volunteering. In February a request was sent
to the Student Conservation Association (SCA) for a summer volunteer
at the Coldfoot Interagency Visitor Center. The Refuge initially
planned to select at least seven public use volunteers, including the
SCA and three teams of river monitors. Scheduling conflicts and other
unforeseen problems dropped the final number to four.
Volunteers were screened and interviewed in April and May. Willa and
Walter Halperin from Seattle were selected to monitor public use on
the Kongakut River during July (see Section H-12). Evelyn and Don
Redfearn, (Don was former Refuge supervisor in Alaska) were selected
to work at Coldfoot for the summer with other agency personnel (see
Section H-6). The four volunteers donated approximately 1,500 hours
to the Refuge's public use program during the summer, a significant
drop from 1990 when the Refuge had eight river monitors and two
volunteers at Coldfoot.
Two other people donated time to the Refuge this year. Alexander
Badyaev from what was, at that time, the Soviet Union contributed
nearly 800 hours working on botany projects with the seismic crew from
late June to early August and from late September through October.
Fairbanks resident Pat King began as a volunteer in November. Pat,
who served as a river monitor on the Kongakut during July 1990,
helped upgrade the Refuge slide/photo files and audiovisual resources.
Welcoming letters and orientation packets were sent to the public use
volunteers before they started. All volunteers that worked in the field
completed the training outlined in Section E-6. Public use volunteers
also participated in sessions related to their public relations duties. In
December, letters and certificates of appreciation were sent to the
volunteers.
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5.

Funding
Refuge funding increased by approximately 16% in FY91 (Table 3).
The total allocation was $2,014,000, with $401,000 identified for 1002
studies. A total of $249,000 was received for non-1002 projects
including the Porcupine caribou herd, surveys for moose, peregrine
falcons, snow geese, Dall sheep, public use data collection,
contaminants, law enforcement, subsistence management and a
challenge grant for computer software development. Funding in the
amount of $86,000 was received for maintenance management, safety
coordination and field equipment.
Table 3. Funding summary, FY 87 thru FY 91
Program

FY87

FY88

1111

32

1120

290

FY 89

FY90

FY91

290

285

160

1221

69

1261

687

863

1,267

890

1,127

1262

377

371

370

460

557

1411

92

200

9120

Total
6.

1,064

1,756

1,917

16

9

1,651

2,014

Safety
Regular safety meetings were held during the non-field season. Safety
meeting topics included winter survival, disposal of hazardous materials,
radon testing, outboard motor operation and maintenance, aircraft
passenger safety, AIDs, woodstove operation and maintenance,
computer hazards, and cabin fever /winter depression. Safety meetings
were held at the Kaktovik fieldstation for field crews. Subjects were
boat, aircraft, and camp safety.
Coordination of meetings is handled by the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge with participation and responsibility for presentation shared by
the six different Fish and Wildlife Service offices in the Fairbanks
Federal Building.
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All summer temporaries and newly hired term employees were given
orientation and safety training in June. Topics included Refuge
administration, 1002 overview, CPR, First Aid, camping ethics, Refuge
and wildlife regulations, aircraft safety, firearms orientation and safety,
and water safety. The Region Seven Bear Safety Policy was
incorporated into this year's training. All summer temporaries were
given 16 hours of classroom instruction on bear safety, biology, and
behavior. The training also included two practical firing exercises at
the shooting range.
7.

Technical Assistance
Nothing to Report

8.

Other
Arctic Refuge Operational Review
A complete operational review was conducted for the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge in February. The review concentrated on: 1)
examining Refuge operations to ensure compliance with established
policies, administrative guidelines, and public initiatives; 2) reviewing
established goals, objectives, and management strategies to ensure they
conformed with current policy; 3) assessing the staffs efforts to properly
manage the Refuge towards attainment of Refuge objectives; and 4)
providing opportunities for in-depth discussions between the Regional
Office and the Refuge staff on ways to improve operations and identify
situations or issues that are or may soon become management
problems.
The review team consisted of Paul Schmidt, Deputy Assistant Regional
Director for Refuges and Wildlife; Robyn Thorsen, Associate Regional
Director; George Constantino, Associate Manager; Bill Seitz, Deputy
Center Director, Alaska Fish and Wildlife Research Center; Fred
Nolke, Program Coordinator; and John Martin, Refuge Manager,
Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge.
The pre-inspection questionnaire prepared by the Refuge staff was a
great aid in preparing for the review and in focusing the team on the
issues that were of greater concern. The outside interviews conducted
by the review team were representative of the groups and individuals
that have an interest in how the Refuge is managed and that deal with
the Refuge staff on a frequent basis. Interviews included Alaska Fish
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and Game, Audubon Society, Northern Alaska Environmental Center,
British Petroleum, and hunting and river guides.
The review found: the staff is doing an excellent job of managing the
Refuge; reports and assignments are properly submitted within
deadlines; the staff is knowledgeable of Service policies, guidelines,
and public initiatives and is implementing them in a proper manner;
external communications were excellent with the various agencies,
groups, and individuals that they deal with; the Refuge staff is
composed of individuals who work well together and consistently
produce excellent products, recommendations, and other work. Overall,
the staff has done an excellent job of managing the Refuge in the face
of one of the nation's most controversial environmental issues.

F.

HABITAT MANAGEMENT

1.

General
The Arctic Refuge is our nation's single repository of an undisturbed
continuum of arctic and subarctic ecosystems. Management is oriented
toward preserving and maintaining these systems in their original state,
allowing for natural processes to continue with minimum intervention.
Collection of appropriate base information on plant and animal
communities is integral to current and future management
requirements. There are no habitat manipulation practices currently
employed on the Refuge.
Several habitat investigations are currently underway on the Refuge. A
major study of the vegetative characteristics of the calving grounds and
post-calving areas of the Porcupine caribou herd is being conducted by
Refuge and research personnel (See Research and Investigations). Use
of the Refuge coastal plain by staging snow geese is also being
investigated by Research. An assessment of muskox use of winter
habitat is the subject of a master's degree thesis (Univ. of Alaska). All
of these efforts are oriented to provide additional information related
to potential oil and gas development impacts and mitigation.

2.

Wetlands
Nothing to Report
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3.

Forests
Nothing to Report

4.

Croplands
Nothing to Report

5.

Grasslands
Nothing to Report

6.

Other Habitats
Nothing to Report

7.

Grazing
Nothing to Report

8.

Haying
Nothing to Report

9.

Fire Management
Three wildfires were reported on the Refuge in 1991. All fires
occurred in "limited suppression" fire management areas. The Alaska
Fire Service, the fire fighting arm of the Bureau of Land Management,
monitored the fires by air as time and manpower permitted and kept
the Refuge informed of the fire status. Close coordination with the
Alaska Fire Service was maintained by Fire Management Officer Fred
Deines, Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge.
The first wildfire (B437) occurred on June 24 about 6 miles west of the
Chandalar River (Section 23, R31N, T6E, FM). The fire was
extinguished by the Alaska Fire Service after the suppression area was
temporarily changed from limited to modified due to increased fire
danger in accordance with the interagency fire plan. Four acres were
burned.
Fire B562 started in June on the Yukon Flats NWR and burned onto
the Refuge in July. The fire eventually was extinguished by weather in
September after burning 123,890 acres.
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Fire B709 began on July 20 and continued to burn during the
remainder of the month. The location was T32N, R15E, Sec.24, just
west of White Snow Mountain. A total of 22,800 acres burned by
September 27, when the fire was declared out.
10.

Pest Control
Nothing to Report

11.

Water Rights
The Water Resources Branch of the Fish and Wildlife Enhancement
Office collected information for future Federal Reserved Water Rights
assertion on the Refuge with the continuation of a five-year study to
measure flows of ten streams. This was the fourth year of the study.
(See Section D.S.A.X. Water Studies)

12.

Wilderness and Special Areas
The vastness, remoteness, scenic grandeur, wildlife, and the unexcelled
opportunity for wilderness experience all combine to make the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge the nation's premier wilderness Refuge.
The Refuge contains nearly one-half of all the Congressionally
designated refuge wilderness in Alaska. The approximately 8 millon
acres of designated wilderness within the Arctic Refuge is more than in
all refuges in the continental U.S. combined. The designated
wilderness includes north slope Arctic tundra, mountain peaks, glaciers,
alpine valleys, spruce forests, river valleys, and a host of diverse habitat
types in these areas. It contains an undisturbed portion of the Arctic
environment large enough to be biologically self-sufficient.

G.

WILDLIFE

1.

Wildlife Diversity
The proximity of the Brooks Range to the Arctic Ocean in northeast
Alaska and northern Yukon Territory affords a unique assemblage of
Arctic plant and animal communities which is repeated nowhere else in
the entire circumpolar region. The southern boundary of the Refuge
extends well into the northern boreal forest life zone, combining Arctic
and subarctic lifeforms within a single land management unit--the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. An example of this unusual diversity
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There's a land (have you seen it?) It's the cussedest land that I know. From the big dizzy mountains that screen
it, to the deep deathlike valleys below. - Robert Service
G. Elison

of wildlife occurrence is the presence of all three species of North
American bears - black, brown, and polar - on the Refuge. Ungulate
species such as moose, Dall sheep, muskox and caribou often are found
in close proximity and overlap on certain habitats. The Refuge
supports the northernmost breeding populations of golden eagles and
the northernmost distribution of Dall sheep in North America. The
northernmost distribution of several plant species also occurs here. The
Arctic Refuge supports an unusual diversity of wildlife and habitats, the
majority of which remain undisturbed.
2.

Endangered and/or Threatened Species
Bowhead Whale
Inupiat whaling crews at Kaktovik killed one bowhead whale during
1991. The fall migration of bowheads through the Kaktovik area was
later than usual in 1991, and ice conditions were not favorable for
whale hunting. On October 2, a crew under the leadership of "acting"
whaling captain Lillian Akootchook, killed a whale measuring 35 feet, 4
inches. The official captain, Daniel Akootchook, (Lillian's husband),
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not feeling well that day, was at home watching General Hospital on
TV when his crew took the whale.
Peregrine falcon
Two surveys of the Porcupine River were conducted in 1991, one in late
May to determine total nesting attempts, and one in mid-July to
determine nesting success and productivity. Nineteen of 26 peregrine
pairs produced a total of 46 young in 1991. Peregrines were
documented at 8 new nest sites. Peregrine abundance in 1991 was
substantially higher than all previous years. (Table 4). Because the two
survey methodology enhances detection of nests, and since the last time
it was used was 1983, part of the 1991 increase is a function of the
method rather than a single year increase. Never the less, it is obvious
that the Porcupine River peregrine falcon population is continuing to
increase and expand to new nest sites.
Twenty-three peregrine nestlings were banded. The presence/absence
of leg bands on adults was determined for 43 peregrines, and 11 (26%)
had been previously banded. Band identification codes were
determined for two color-banded adults, which confirmed that one was
originally banded as a nestling in 1987 at a site on the Colville River,
Alaska, and the other was banded as a nestling in 1988 on the Yukon
River, Alaska. These records confirm that north slope and interior
peregrines are mixing and suggest that a sub-species distinction may not
be warranted.
Table 4.

Peregrine falcon productivity, Porcupine River, Alaska 1991.

Productivity parameter

1990

1991

12 year avg.

Total pairs

16.0

26.0

13.0

Pairs with young

14.0

19.0

11.5

Total young

32.0

46.0

23.8

Young fledged/total pairs

2.0

1.77

1.83

3.

Waterfowl
Tundra swan nesting and brood surveys were not performed this year.
Staging snow geese from the Western Canadian Arctic population were
first seen on the Refuge approximately 25 August. Geese remained on
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the Refuge until about 10 September when freezing temperatures and
snow caused most birds to depart. Due to inclement weather, aerial
surveys of staging snow geese were not conducted in 1991, therefore
their numbers and distribution on the Refuge are not known.
The 1991 breeding pair survey was conducted on the coastal plain of
the Refuge by the Migratory Birds Office-Fairbanks in early June. It
provided population indices for 8 waterfowl species. Numbers included
an estimated 144 tundra swans, 172 greater white-fronted geese, 29
Canada geese, 13,251 northern pintails, 9,153 oldsquaw, 77 scaup, 207
king eiders, and 115 red-breasted mergansers.
4.

Marsh and Waterbirds
The 1991 breeding pair survey conducted on the coastal plain of the
Refuge by the Migratory Birds Office-Fairbanks provided population
indices for 2 loon species. Numbers included 316 Pacific loons and 57
red-throated loons.

Red-throated loon and chicks on the coastal plain. J. Hollingsworth
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5.

Shorebirds. Gulls. Terns. and Allied Species
Nothing to Report.

6.

Raptors
Surveys of raptors on the Porcupine river were conducted during late
May, and mid-July (See Endangered Species, G.2). Two of 17 golden
eagle nests produced a total of 2 young eagles (1.0 young/active nest).
A pair of Swainson's hawks were observed at a stick nest in a spruce
tree on the Porcupine River in May. There are only a few records of
this species nesting in Alaska. The nesting effort was apparently
unsuccessful, as no birds were observed during the July survey.

7.

Other Migratory Birds
Nothing to Report.

8.

Game Mammals
Caribou
Nearly all caribou of the Porcupine herd spent the winter of 1990-91 in
the Richardson Mountains/Eagle Plains region of Canada. Some
caribou thought to be of the Central Arctic herd wintered on the
Refuge in the vicinity of the Middle Fork of the Chandalar River and
the Wind River. This was the first year that significant numbers of
caribou from this herd used winter ranges south of the Brooks Range
divide.
The 1991 spring migration of the Porcupine herd was accommodated by
moderate snow conditions enroute. Snow melt on the Alaskan coastal
plain was sufficiently advanced to allow for a more westerly and
northward distribution of calving than has been measured in recent
years. The high density calving area extended from the Jago River on
the east to Marsh Creek on the west. The southern margin of the high
density calving distribution was VABM Bitty, and the northern margin
was within 15 miles of Barter Island.
Most caribou calves were born during the last few days of May and
June 1. The westernmost calving site of a radio-collared female caribou
was the Katakturuk River, and the easternmost site occurred at the
Aichillik River. No radio-collared females gave birth in Canada this
year. Ninety per cent of calving sites for radio-collared adult females
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occurred within the "1002" study area; currently the subject of legislative
debate in Congress for possible oil and gas leasing and development.
Initial survival of caribou calves was high. Mortality of new born calves
(up to 48 hours old) was 9%, and an additional 9% of the calves died
by the end of June. This high rate of survival (similar to that of 1990),
has been associated with northerly distribution of calving where
predators are less common than in areas closer to the mountains.
Large groups of caribou began to form during mid-June in the foothills
region between the Sadlerochit Mountains and Schrader Lake. These
groups shifted north to the vicinity of the Canning River delta in late
June. Large, dense aggregations of caribou began moving east, across
the Refuge coastal plain on 1 July. By 6 July, a huge aggregation of
over 100,000 animals massed on the Refuge plain directly south of
Demarcation Bay.
On 7 July, a snow storm moved across the north slope of the Refuge,
and caribou aggregations splintered, and moved rapidly south and east
into Canada. Several thousand bulls remained south of the continental
divide in 1991, and there was no significant movement of bulls across
the mountains, as has been the case in other years. Most of the herd
stayed in Canada for the remainder of the year. It moved south along
the Richardson Mountains in late summer, and completed a clock-wise
movement around the Old Crow Flats by late September. In early
November, the Porcupine herd was primarily in the Eagle Plains and
Nahoni Mountains region of northern Yukon Territory, Canada. This is
the second consecutive winter in which nearly the entire Porcupine
caribou herd has remained in Canada.
Moose
Moose surveys were conducted during October on the north slope of
the Refuge from the Canning River to the Dalton Highway, and during
early November in the southern Brooks Range. Additional surveys
were completed by Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game biologists in select
forested habitats of the lower Coleen, Sheenjek and East Fork of the
Chandalar Rivers. On the north slope, the Canning River area
continued to show low abundance of moose calves (6 calves/100 adult
cows), while calf abundance over the remaining areas averaged a
moderate 28 calves/100 adult cows. This is the sixth consecutive year
of poor calf abundance for the Canning moose population. The relative
abundance of bulls on the Canning River improved from 36/100 cows
in 1990 to 49/100 cows in 1991, suggesting that reduced harvests have
occurred in recent years. On the Kongakut River, calf abundance was
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Senator Tim Wirth (D-Colorado) watches caribou near the Kongakut River_
G. Elison

23/100 adult cows.
Southern Brooks range moose populations appear to be in better
condition than those of the north slope. Calf abundance regionally
averaged 37/100 adult cows with a high of 50/100 adult cows (Mancha
Creek). The relative abundance of bulls remained high, 99 bulls/100
adult cows. Apparently the moose commonly found during surveys in
the south Brooks Range during November are not subject to significant
hunting pressure during the fall hunting season.
Relatively few moose were found during surveys conducted by ADF&G
in the forested habitats of the Sheenjek, Coleen and East Fork of the
Chandalar Rivers. Of the moose observed, calves were present at
moderate abundance (29/100 adult cows) on the Sheenjek, and bulls
were 46/100 adult cows. The reduced relative abundance of bulls likely
reflects greater harvest pressure for moose populations in these areas.
In general, the habitat in this zone appeared to be quite good and one
would expect that higher densities of moose would have been found
there. Additional work is planned to collect more biological
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information, and to design annual moose population trend areas for this
part of the Refuge.
Muskox
A total of 310 muskox were counted in the Refuge during census
operations in April. An additional 143 muskox were found west of the
Refuge. An incomplete fall census recorded 210 muskoxen on the
Refuge, and 179 west of the Refuge. It appears that the Refuge musk
ox population may have peaked in 1986 when 399 were counted in the
Refuge. More muskox are dispersing from the Refuge to new habitats,
and the number remaining in the Refuge has stabilized in recent years.
Single adult males have been observed at several locations in the
Refuge south of the continental divide, yet it remains to be seen if any
viable sub-populations of muskox will become established there.
Age and sex composition counts conducted by Refuge staff in late June
indicated that production of calves in 1991 was 57 calves/100 cows 2: 3
yrs old, which is near the 5 year mean. The survival of calves (1990
cohort) to yearlings was estimated to be 75%. Yearling mortality was
in the range of 20-30%, and was considerably greater than the five year
mean (16%). Winter conditions with heavy snow on the coastal plain in
1990-1991 may have reduced yearling and adult over-winter survival.
Dall sheep
The status of the Atigun gorge sheep population was monitored by
Refuge biologists for the fourth consecutive field season. Age and sex
composition data for a sample of 503 sheep was collected by ground
survey in mid-June. Production of lambs in 1991 was similar to 1990
(63 lambs/100 ewes in 1991, 62 lambs/100 ewes in 1990). Rams, 3 or
more years old, made up 15% of the composition sample, and 1.2%
were rams having horns 7/8 curl or greater. This area of the Refuge is
immediately adjacent to the Dalton Highway where hunting pressure is
relatively high.
In March, 1989, the Alaska Board of Game revised the minimum horn
curl requirements from 7/8 curl to full curl for sheep harvested in all
areas of the state except the Brooks Range, where the 7/8 curl
requirement remains in effect. It is anticipated that in the near future a
full curl requirement will be established for the Brooks Range
(including the Refuge). This would create a uniform standard for the
entire state, and improve the quality of sheep hunting opportunities in
the Refuge.
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The dust flies from rocks kicked loose by sheep visiting mineral licks in Atigun Gorge.
F. Mauer

Work towards establishment of a second sheep population trend area
continued south of the continental divide of the Brooks Range in the
Chandalar drainage. Aerial surveys were conducted in June to obtain
distribution information, measure relative densities, and identify
potential areas for age and sex composition surveys. Six adult females
were captured and fitted with radio-collars during late September (See
G-16) to augment an original sample of 15 sheep that were marked in
1990. A third trend area was initiated on the Hulabula River where 15
sheep (10 females and 5 males) were radio-collared in late September.
The marked sheep of both areas will provide information necessary to
define the trend area subpopulation(s), and seasonal
distribution/movements relative to trend area boundaries. The ultimate
goal is to establish a system of trend areas which is representative of
the Refuge Dall sheep populations.
9.

Marine Mammals
During October and early November polar bears were abundant along
coastal areas of the Refuge. Two polar bears were harvested by Inupiat
bunters at Kaktovik in 1991. (see Section G.2).
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Nutrient-rich shales support abundant forge for Dall sheep near Red Sheep Creek.
F. Mauer

10.

Other Resident Wildlife
Nothing to Report

11.

Fisheries Resources
Fish studies of relative abundance, distribution, population dynamics,
and habitat characteristics of Camden Bay, and Kaktovik, J ago, and
Beaufort Lagoons were carried out for the fourth year by the USFWS
Fisheries Assistance Office, Fairbanks. Another study of the spatial and
temporal distribution of Arctic fishes in Refuge rivers was conducted by
the same office in 1991. Both studies are described under the section
on Research and Investigations (D.5).

12.

Wildlife Propagation
Nothing to Report
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13.

Surplus Animal Disposal
Nothing to Report

14.

Scientific Collections
During the 1991 field season approximately 100 plants were collected
and added to the Refuge's collection. These included approximately 30
vascular plants (mostly graminoids and willows) and approximately 70
non-vascular plants (mostly mosses and lichens).

15.

Animal Control
Nothing to Report

16.

Marking and Banding
In 1991, mammals, birds and fish were captured and marked as part of
continuing field studies in the 1002 area of the Arctic NWR and other
areas of the Refuge. These studies are described in the sections on
Research and Investigations (D.S) and Game Mammals (F.8).
Caribou
Sixteen caribou were captured from the Central Arctic herd and 27
caribou were captured from the Porcupine herd in Alaska and Canada
in April 1991 and fitted with radio-collars.
Dall sheep
Twenty one Dall sheep were captured between 26 September and 1
October 1991 in the Brooks Range along the Hulahula River, Water
Creek, Spring Creek, Cane Creek, Flat Rock Creek, and the East Fork
of the Chandalar River. Four were ewes aged 1-3, seven were 5 year
old ewes and five were ewes aged 6-11. All five rams captured were
between 1 and 2 years of age. The sheep were collared with
conventional radio-collars and red visual collars with yellow numbers.
Muskox
Twelve muskoxen were captured and collared in and near the coastal
plain of the Arctic NWR in April 1991. Eight were recollared cows,
three were cows captured for the first time and one was a young bull.
Satellite-collars were deployed on five cows. The other seven were
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Base camp for Dall sheep capture operations on the Chandalar River.

F. Mauer

marked with conventional radio-collars.
Brown bear
Eighteen brown bears were captured in the Arctic NWR in May and
June 1991. All were captured between the Canadian border and the
Jago River on the north side of the Brooks Range. Collars were
replaced on all 18 of these bears. Eight were adult females, two were 3
year old females and eight were males, age 4 or older.
Peregrine falcon
Twenty-three peregrine falcon nestlings were banded along the
Porcupine River between the U.S.-Canadian border and Graphite Point
from 13-16 July, 1991. Birds were banded by Refuge biologist Fran
Mauer with size 7A aluminum leg bands. Band numbers 1807, 005, 4668 were used. The nestlings were estimated to be 10 -25 days old. Sex
was undetermined.
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Fisheries Assistance Office biologists, working in Camden Bay, and
Kaktovik, J ago and Beaufort Lagoons, tagged with orange numbered
Flay anchor tags the following; Arctic char (996), Arctic cisco (290),
Arctic flounder (143), and fourhorned sculpin (189).
17.

Disease Prevention and Control
Nathing to Report

H.

PUBLIC USE
1.

General

Senator John Seymour (R-Ca.) toured the Coastal Plain on April 6th.
He was accompanied by Jim O'Toole (Senate Energy Committee staff),
Warren Matumeak (NSB), Tom Cook (Chevron), and RM Glenn
Elison.
RM Elison met on May 22 with the Northern Alaska Environmental
Center, to discuss the 1002 program and VIP tours on the Refuge. The
environmental community has long criticized orientation trips for
Congressional members. They contend that their interests are not
adequately represented. The Service doesn't agree.
On July 2, DRM Voros accompanied a Congressional Staff tour, and on
the following two days he was host to the Secretary of Energy.
RM Elison toured the 1002 area with Senator Tim Wirth (Colorado) on
July 5-6. The Senator was able to see approximately 130,000 caribou
from the air and ground, plus other assorted wildlife.
On July 9 RM Elison accompanied Dana Rasmussen, EPA
administrator for the Northwest Region, and other EPA staff on a
coastal plain tour.
On July 21st RM Elison toured the 1002 area with DOI Assistant
Director for Environment, Ralph Morganwick.
On July 24th DRM Voros toured the 1002 area with Lt. Governor
Coghill and a group of State Legislators.
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Senator Baucus takes in the view from 4,000 feet above Peters/Shrader Lakes.

G. Elison

On the 29th of July, RM Elison hosted a group of state legislators on
an overview of the Refuge.
On August 5-6, Senator Baucus (D-MT) and staff toured the refuge.
On August 7, Senator Stevens (R-AK), Senator Biden (D-DE), Senator
Grassley (R-IA) and staff toured the coastal plain. Later that day
Congressman Peterson (MN) toured the coastal plain.
On August 8-9 a large group from the House Merchant Marine
Committee toured the refuge and Prudhoe Bay. Members included
Tallon (D-SC), Unsold (D-WA), Anderson (D-CA), Jefferson (D-LA),
Abercrombie (D-ID), Weldon (R-PA), Herger (R-CA), Goss, (R-FL),
Hastert (R-IL).
On August 13, the Comptroller General, James Duffus, and his staff
toured the 1002 area.
On August 26, Congressmen Synar (D-OK), Harris (D-AL), Klug (RWI), Barton (R-TX), and staff toured the 1002 area.
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On August 27, Scott Sewell, Director, Minerals Management Service
toured the refuge.
On August 28, Congressmen Marlence (R-MT), and Laughlin (D-TX)
toured the refuge.
On August 30, Tom Weiner, Chief of Staff to Secretary Lujan; Mike
Hayden, Assistant Secretary, FWP; and Jim Fitzhenry and Gary
Blumenthal, White House staff toured the refuge.
In early June, a crew from ABC World News Tonight spent most of a
week fog bound at Kaktovik. They were unhappy campers.
The American Oceans Campaign staff, including its founder Ted
Danson (a.k.a. Sam Malone, Cheers) toured Prudhoe Bay and the
Refu!le coastal olain on Seotember 15-16.

Alaska Governor Walter Hickel is interviewed by CBS's 60 Minutes.

D. Voros

Media
Several free-lance writers visited Kaktovik and the coastal plain in 1991.
Some of their articles are included in the appendix.
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A film crew from KING-TV (NBC) in Seattle toured the Coastal Plain
and Wilderness area on April 25. They obtained video which was aired
in mid-May.
On May 23-25, Elizabeth Arnold, National Public Radio in Washington,
D.C., visited Kaktovik, but bad weather prevented any overflights of the
coastal plain.
RM Elison, WB Heffernan, ORP Edgerton and Fairbanks Daily NewsMiner reporter Kelly Bostian floated the Hulahula River on the north
slope of the Refuge from June 18-26 (See section H.12). During July
the News-Miner printed three news articles as a result of the trip.
During June RM Elison or DRM Voros participated in field
tours/briefings of the 1002 area for the Public Policy Group staff, radio
talk show hosts, CNN, Governor Hickel, CBS's 60 Minutes and
MacNeil/Lehrer. They also briefed Tom Sansonetti, Department of
Interior Solicitor, and Mike Bear, Federal Inspector for the Federal
Natural Gas Transportation System.
Meetings
ORP Edgerton met with BLM and NPS personnel on January 14 to
discuss the content and development of a standard interagency slide
show for use by personnel working at the Coldfoot Visitor Center
during the summer.
On February 27th, ORP Edgerton met with other agency personnel to
talk about implementing monthly "round-table" discussions about public
use issues. The first and only meeting occurred in March.
In March, RM Elison spoke to a gathering of British Petroleum (BP)
executives about the Service's perspective on the 1002 issue. BP had
assembled key staff from around the world in Anchorage to focus on
the coastal plain issue.
RM Elison met with BLM and 1002 office personnel to discuss the
recent reassessment of oil potential of the 1002 area. BLM released
information in February that increased the estimated mean recoverable
oil on the 1002 area from 3.2 to 3.6 billion barrels and the probability
of finding oil from 19% to 42%.
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On March 28, ORP Edgerton participated in a meeting with personnel
from the State and BLM to discuss the State's Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Planning effort.
On April 4th, Service personnel from Arctic, other interior Refuges and
the Regional Office met with BLM staff to learn about and discuss
agency interpretive needs and plans for the Dalton Highway Corridor
and the Coldfoot Visitor Center.
Manager Elison attended a meeting with Fairbanks Project Leaders and
Associate Manager Constantino to discuss an initiative for public
outreach/ environmental education in Fairbanks. Elison later
coordinated development of a funding initiative.
Manager Elison attended the North Slope Borough Fish & Game
Management Committee meeting in Barrow April 11th. He briefed the
committee on the Service's upcoming research efforts on the Arctic
Refuge and discussed spring waterfowl enforcement policy.
On May 3rd, personnel from Arctic, other interior Refuges and the
Regional Office met with BLM staff to be briefed on and provide input
to the nearly-completed Dalton Highway Recreation Area Management
Plan. Formal input was later provided through a memorandum from
the Regional Director.
ORP Edgerton represented the Service at a planning meeting with
BLM and NPS personnel on May 24 to discuss future facility needs of
the three agencies at the new Marion Creek site north of Coldfoot.
ARM Weiler met with the Kaktovik village council in May. He briefed
the council on the Refuges upcoming research efforts and discussed the
spring waterfowl enforcement policy.
In October, ORP Edgerton met with BLM personnel to brainstorm and
discuss ideas for a training package to be developed for tour bus drivers
operating on the Dalton Highway.
On September 13, ORP Edgerton attended a meeting in Anchorage to
help brainstorm and discuss concerns about the Service's environmental
education program. The information gathered was used to help the
new Office of Training and Education in Washington develop a
national education plan to submit to Director Turner.
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RM Elison participated in a meeting on October 4 with the Alaska
Visitor's Association. The group explored opportunities for increased
tourism on public lands.
On October 23, ORP Edgerton attended a meeting at the Regional
Office to help identify and clarify Region 7's environmental education
policies, objectives and activities. The meeting was a follow up to the
Service's National Environmental Education Workshop held in St. Paul
in late September.
ARM Weiler attended a public hearing on the draft subsistence EIS in
Kaktovik on October 28. The meeting was conducted by Jim Kurth,
Cheryl Cline, and Bob Seemel from Subsistence Division. Eleven
people were present during the presentation by Kurth and the following
question and answer session. Only five people gave statements for the
record. Overall the subsistence team did a very good job and the
meeting went smoothly. Attendance was high considering that many
people were out of the village.
Presentations
In late February, Ann Rappaport from the Regional Office presented a
Refuge slide program (put together by the Refuge) at an Anchorage
conference on the Refuge oil and gas issue.
In March, WB Patricia Reynolds presented a talk on muskox studies to
the student chapter of the Wildlife Society and a lecture to the wildlife
101 class at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks on wildlife studies being
conducted in ANWR. RM Elison presented the Service's perspective
on the 1002 issue to a group of British Petroleum executives gathered
in Anchorage.
On April 12th, ORP Edgerton delivered a presentation and answered
questions about the river planning process for a natural resource
planning class at the University of Alaska.
On May 2, RM Elison briefed James Meisner, Regional Director,
Government Accounting Office, on the 1002 program. On the 30th, he
gave a briefing about Arctic Refuge programs and participated in a
discussion about management of the Refuge System with a panel
assembled by Defenders of Wildlife to look into management of the
Refuge System.
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ORP Edgerton conducted a one-hour program for 22 students in a
natural resource planning class at the University of Alaska on October
16. The program, which focused on how recreation fits into the mission
of the Fish and Wildlife Service, included a valuable question and
answer session about the Refuge's river management planning process.
On November 4, Pilot Kaye made a three-hour presentation on public
involvement in planning to a graduate seminar at the University of
Alaska.
Dalton Highway Corridor (Haul Road)
In 1991, the Arctic Refuge increased its involvement in the interagency
planning and management efforts for the Dalton Highway Corridor and
the Coldfoot facility. From June 10-12, ORP Edgerton traveled the
Dalton highway with two other Service employees and three BLM
Staffers to discuss specific interpretive needs and potential sites along
the road north of the Yukon River.
In late July, ORP Edgerton joined BLM employee Jan Burris on a twoday bus trip, courtesy of Princess Tours, from Fairbanks to Prudhoe
Bay. The purposes of the trip were to obtain first-hand knowledge of
the needs and interests of the average Dalton Highway bus tourist and
to find out what information the tourists were receiving on board the
bus and from the oil companies at Prudhoe Bay. The information will
be used when planning and developing interpretive waysides and kiosks
along the Dalton highway.
Other Activities
BT Dave Cox represented the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
Region 7 at the Pacific Northwest Sportsman Show during February 610 at Portland, Oregon. The purpose of the involvement by Region 7
was to inform the public about the mission of the Service, and the
opportunities available to them on Alaskan Refuges.
Throughout the year the Refuge responded to nearly 300 letters,
telephone calls and personal requests for information about Refuge
resources, visitor opportunities and issues such as oil development.
Standard letters and an item check-off sheet were used to facilitate
quick responses to visitor inquiries with minimal staff time. Three
Freedom of Information Act requests were also handled, complete with
file searches and copying of documents.
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2.

Outdoor Classrooms - Students
Nothing to report.

3.

Outdoor Classrooms - Teachers
Nothing to report.

4.

Interpretive Foot Trails
Nothing to Report

5.

Interpretive Tour Routes
Nothing to Report

6.

Interpretive Exhibits/Demonstrations
Coldfoot Visitor Center
The Coldfoot Interagency Visitor Center serves as an information
center for bus tourists and others traveling the Dalton Highway. The
center offers exhibits, interpretive programs, a variety of free
publications and a small sales outlet of the Alaska Natural History
Association (ANHA). The center was open June lOth - September
lOth from about 1:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. During that time 3,216 visitors
came to the center, only slightly more than in 1990.
This was the third year that the Service worked with BLM and NPS to
staff and operate the center. Don and Evelyn Redfearn volunteered for
the Service from June 3 to August 21st. They did a superb job serving
the public, improving the visitor center and grounds, and otherwise
helping to ensure the smooth operation of the facility. This year the
Refuge housed the volunteers in a brand new 30-foot two-bedroom
trailer parked at the nearby Coldfoot Services campground.
In late June, BLM personnel arranged for the Redfearns to join a
commercial bus tour from Coldfoot to Prudhoe Bay. The trip provided
the couple with valuable information and a perspective which helped
them conduct evening programs for the tour groups.
Fairbanks Public Lands Information Center (FPLIC)
The FPLIC, which has an impressive array of exhibits applicable to the
Refuge, provides visitors with information and brochures about various
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Volunteer Don Redfearn talks to visitors at the Coldfoot Interagency Visitor Center.
G. Elison

public lands in Alaska, including the Arctic Refuge. The center also
hosts a variety of programs (lectures, slide shows, children's activities
and movies) throughout the year and is a popular stop for tourists and
local residents.
On May 20th, ORP Edgerton delivered a 20-minute slide program
about the Refuge for FPLIC employees and other Federal employees.
The program was part of a 3-day seasonal, interagency training session
hosted by the FPLIC.
Other Activities
BT Cox and ORP Edgerton set up and helped staff an information
booth at the first annual Interior Sportsman's Show at the Carlson
Center April 19th-20th in Fairbanks. The Service cooperated with the
State Department of Natural Resources, Alaska Department of Fish
and Game, and the FPLIC in operating the booth. Although hundreds
of people were contacted, they were primarily interested in obtaining
the 1991 Alaska Fishing Regulations.
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WB Curby, BA Waln and ORP Edgerton planned and coordinated the
Service's booth at the Tanana Valley State Fair held August 10th-17th.
A total of 19 employees from five offices helped staff the booth, which
was much simpler than in past years. The booth utilized an exhibit
about Alaskan Refuges from the Regional Office and had lots of open
floor space for visitors to look around, browse through the brochure
rack and talk with Service employees. WB Curby added some artistic
humor related to the fair's theme ("Days of Swine and Roses") which
was appreciated by fair-goers. The Service also sponsored a contest
centered around an aerial census photograph of part of the Porcupine
caribou herd. Fair-goers were invited to guess the number of animals
in the photograph and win one of several prizes donated by ANHA.
The contest was the single most important change to the fair booth this
year because it acted like a magnet for visitors to the booth. Nearly
1,400 people participated in the contest. All totalled, Service personnel
contacted nearly 3,000 fair-goers (almost three times the number during
1990), distributed a good amount of written material and sold 12 duck
stamps.
In 1990 the Refuge received a challenge grant under the America the
Beautiful Wetlands Initiative to create an interactive computer program
to inform elementary school children about the tundra ecosystem. The
Service's grant of $20,000 is being matched by a generous donation of
$23,000 in time and technical expertise from Monarch Software of
Fairbanks. Significant progress was made on this project during the
year. In the spring, WB Curby developed and distributed for comment
the preliminary script for the software. During the summer, she
accompanied Mike and Barbara Kelly, owners of Monarch Software, on
several trips to the Refuge to videotape wildlife and habitat scenes to
use in the software. Contract design of the packaging and diskette
labels was completed in the fall. At year's end, editing and refinement
of the draft scripts was progressing, in preparation for graphic and
speech digitization and the programming of the final product. Since
this is the first time the Service has created a software package, there
are no set project standards, including the use of forms and necessary
approvals. As a result, coordination of the project with the Regional
and Washington offices has been unduly confusing and time-consuming.
In November, ORP Edgerton helped Regional Office personnel review
and refine the text and layout of a new fire management exhibit to be
used by field stations.
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7.

Other Interpretive Programs
February- ORP Edgerton was interviewed by two students from the
University of Alaska-Fairbanks seeking public use management
information for class research projects. WB Curby and Ecologist
Reynolds judged the Alaska Science Fair for the Fairbanks School
District. WB Curby also judged the local Science Fair at Ryan Junior
High School.
March - RM Elison gave a presentation about the Arctic Refuge to a
local cub scout group.
April- On the 29th, WB Curby gave three 20-minute presentations
about wolves to fourth graders at Twin Bears Recreational Camp,
located near Fairbanks.
May - While on detail as Refuge Manager of the Selawik NWR, ARM
Garrett presented a program about oil and gas exploration on the
Arctic Refuge to the fifth grade class at the Kotzebue Elementary
School. WB Curby traveled to Twin Bears Camp twice to present six
45-minute talks to fifth graders about wolf behavior and rabies. She
gave a similar program to a class of second graders in Fairbanks on
May 1. Pilot Kaye made a presentation to Kaktovik Middle School
students on Refuge projects.
July - Early in the month, ORP Edgerton conducted a one-hour
program for 23 high school students involved in a six-week field study
of the Arctic Refuge and the oil development issue. The study,
sponsored by the Institute for Global Awareness from Wyoming, is an
annual event that involves students from across the United States.
September - On the 3rd, ORP Edgerton gave a one-hour presentation
about the Refuge and the 1002 issue to 40 people involved in the local
Elderhostel program sponsored by the University of Alaska.

8.

Hunting
Sport hunting is one of the most popular recreational activities on the
Refuge. Hunting use has grown steadily during recent years, although
the number of persons hunting Arctic Refuge's most popular species,
Dall sheep, decreased in 1990 and 1991. We speculate this small
decrease may be a short term aberration more indicative of the
economic status of hunters than a change in the general trend. The
overall number of non-resident hunters, who are required by State law
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to have a guide when hunting sheep or brown bear, are limited by the
Service's interim guiding policy.
Hunting within ANWR by both non-resident and resident hunters is
predominantly for Dall sheep, grizzly bear, and moose. Multi-species
hunts are quite common with some guides, especially those catering to
European hunters. Occasionally caribou or black bear are the primary
species being sought, but most commonly they are of secondary interest.
Wolf and wolverine are occasionally taken while hunters are seeking
other species.
Dall Sheep
Dall sheep is the premier species attracting hunters to the Refuge.
Perhaps nowhere else in the world are large numbers of this animal
found under such favorable hunting circumstances. However, the
maximum size of Brooks Range rams is usually less than rams found in
more southerly Alaska areas, such as the Chugach and Alaska mountain
ranges.
The 1991 sport sheep hunting season for 7/8 or larger curl rams began
on August 10 and ended on September 20. Subsistence hunters were
allowed three sheep from October 1 through April 30.
Sheep sport hunter and harvest numbers from Alaska Department of
Fish and Game's voluntary harvest reports for the 1970-1991 period are
shown in Figure 1. Few additional reports are expected, although the
1991 information shown in the graph is preliminary. Generally late
reports are from unsuccessful hunters, thus the number of reported
hunters may increase somewhat but the number of sheep taken should
increase very little.
A minimum of 312 sheep hunters reported hunting in the Refuge
during 1991. This number has increased steadily since 1970. Sheep
hunt success decreased from approximately 70% during 1970-1989 to
59% in 1990, and 56% in 1991 (Figure 2). Several factors are likely
responsible for the decline. The number of walk-in hunters using
Refuge lands adjacent to the Dalton Highway increased from 19 in
1989 to 48 in 1991. Hunt success in this part of the Refuge has been
relatively low for several years. There has also been a disproportionate
increase in hunter density at certain convenient air access points such as
the Canning River during the past 7 years (Figure 3.). Hunter success
on the Canning River has been correspondingly less than in other areas
of the Refuge such as the Hulahula River where hunter density
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Figure 1
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remained stable. (Figure 4.) In addition, the number of winter killed
sheep reported suggests that sheep mortality was higher than the
average in some areas of the Brooks Range during the winter of 19901991. Reduced abundance of mature rams may have had a negative
effect on hunter success in those areas.
The subsistence sheep season for the 1990-91 regulatory year (July 1June 30) continues through April 30. Subsistence sheep are taken on
the Refuge by residents of two villages which lie in close proximity to
the Refuge. Estimates at this time are less than 10 sheep taken by
Arctic Village and less than 15 for the village of Kaktovik last fall.
However, Kaktovik hunters usually do most of their sheep hunting
during spring.
Moose
The number of moose hunters and harvest for the Refuge roughly
doubled from 1983 (55 hunters, 34 moose) through 1987 (96 hunters, 76
moose), then dropped during 1988 and again in 1989 (55 hunters, 29
moose). The number of moose hunters increased to 103 in 1990, a new
high. The 103 hunters took 64 bulls in 1990. Preliminary 1991 figures,
are 73 hunters who took 50 bulls.
Hunting pressure on moose from 1983 to the present, has increased
disproportionately on some Refuge areas causing declines in hunter
success. The number of hunters on the north slope from the pipeline
east has increased at a rate much greater than that for the Refuge as a
whole. Hunters and harvest in this area increased over five-fold during
the 5 years from 1983 to 1987. We suspect the easier, more open
hunting terrain, good access and the presence of trophy bulls
contributed in luring greater numbers of hunters to the north side of
the Brooks Range.
Surveys in these north side areas (see section G.8) indicate that large
bull moose may have been heavily harvested in some of the drainages.
This situation was closely examined in conjunction with the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game. One guide operating in the area also
reported seeing a drop in trophy bulls and proposed to the State and
the Refuge that only bulls over 50 inches should be taken, creating a
trophy hunt area. The Alaska State Board of Game took action in
March 1990, reducing the seasons in Units 26(B&C) by 20 days (to 10
days) and limiting non-residents to bulls with antlers over 50 inches.
These changes should have reduced the pressure on the north slope,
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but the data are too incomplete to confirm this. Data for the northern
drainages will continue to be closely monitored.

No bears are known to have been taken on Arctic Refuge this year in
defense of life and property (DLP) and no bear incidents were
reported. One DLP bear was taken in 1990 by the Refuge staff. This
is quite a change from 1989, when 6 bears were taken on the Refuge
under the State's defense of life and property law.
Caribou
The preliminary sport caribou take for the 1990-91 regulatory year was
78 animals taken by 98 reporting hunters. These preliminary figures
will undoubtedly increase.
The subsistence caribou take for the 1989-90 regulatory year was
estimated to be 150-200 animals for Kaktovik and about 200-300
animals for Arctic Village and Venetie. The Porcupine caribou herd
moved out of the village's hunting area relatively early in 1990-91, thus
take was considerably less than during the 1989-90 winter, when many
caribou wintered in the village's area.
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Subsistence Division, conducts a
harvest survey in Kaktovik during the fall following each regulatory
year, and interprets the information the following winter. Fifty-seven
Kaktovik households were contacted during the 1990-91 season. Seven
chose not to participate in the survey or were not available. Twentyseven reported no caribou harvest. The remaining 23 households
reported harvesting 90 caribou. Subsistence Division's estimate of total
take, after adjusting for the non-reporting households, is 110 caribou
harvested in the 1990-91 season.
Muskox
Muskox were declared a subsistence species in 1990 and hunted only
under a Tier II permit in 1991. Tier II permits are issued by the state
only to local residents of an area for subsistence purposes. All permits
were issued to people living in Kaktovik. Hunters were given the
choice of hunting in fall (October) or spring (March). Nine bull
permits were issued for hunting within the Refuge in state Game
Management Unit 26(C), and at least 5 bull muskoxen were taken
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during the 1990-91 season. Two bull muskoxen were taken west of the
Refuge.
Guiding
The Refuge has been divided into exclusive guiding areas for a number
of years by State regulation, which also requires that all nonresident
hunters pursuing sheep and brown bear must hunt with a guide. These
exclusive guiding areas were challenged in 1988. The State Supreme
Court, in the Owsichek Decision, declared them unconstitutional. The
State failed to successfully apportion guide areas in 1991.
The Service, to protect big game from over harvest by an unrestricted
number of guides, has continued the existing guide areas on Refuges
through the use of Special Use Permits. The numbers of both guides
and outfitters under this status quo policy are limited to those who had
been issued special use permits in 1988. Additionally, client numbers
for all hunting operators were limited to the maximum annual number
of hunting clients each operator guided in the areas during the 5 years
previous to 1988.
During 1991, the strengths and weaknesses of the 1989 State
Guide/Outfitter law continued to become apparent. The fundamental
distinction between guides and outfitters was that outfitters could not
accompany hunters into the field, i.e., assist with the hunt. Outfitters
could merely provide transportation and equipment. Essentially the law
placed additional limitations on outfitters and made numerous other
changes in the state requirements for various other commercial
operators who deal with wildlife use. The new state law required
outfitters (who were not covered under the old law) to obtain guide
licenses. New requirements included insurance coverage, business
licenses, and commercial use permits by some businesses. The State
administrative machinery, which was not geared-up to handle the
demand in 1989, reached equilibrium in 1990 and improved during
1991. Nevertheless, it did not provide for limitations of guides within
specific big game hunting areas; something the Service insists on.
Thirteen hunting guides and one outfitter obtained Refuge permits this
year. We continue to receive inquiries from guides who could not
qualify under the moratorium placed on new commercial hunting
operators. One former outfitter obtained an outfitting only permit for
the Refuge. Both guides and outfitters are required to submit reports
for the season's activities. Table 5 gives compilations of the guiding
and outfitting special use permit reports.
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Table 5. Hunting Guide and Outfitter Special Use Permits.

SHEEP

GRIZZLY

BLACK
BEAR

MOOSE

CARIBOU

WOLF

CLIENT
DAYS

NO. OF
CLIENTS

AVERAGE
HUNT
PERIOD

NON-HUNTING CLIENTS
CLIENT
DAYS

NO. OF
CLIENTS

HUNTING GUIDES

Andreis, Art(Brooks Range Adv.)

29

3

9.6

15

120

15

8.0

Helmericks, Harmon ("Bud")

2

22

2

11.0

Hendricks, Joe (Fair Chase Hunts)

8

69

10

6.9

50

5

10.0

50

8

6.3

142

10

14.2

Grasser, Ed (AK Guides & Out.)

Jameson, Sandy

4

Knutson, Howard (Sea Hunter)

4

2

Koontz, Keith

4

2

7

Peterson, John

5

Rivers, Larry (A.W. Enterprises)

9

Schetzle, Harold

5

Troutman, Don (AK N. Sport & Rec.)

21

9
2
6

3

3

32

15

34

5.0

107

10

10.7

45

6

7.5

286

28

10.2

Want, Joe

16

Witt, Eugene (Brooks A. Hunts)

17

2

8.5

88

8

11.0

1,046

109

10.6

16.0

OUTFITTER

Mackler, Len (Wilderness Vent.)

TOTALS

4

74

11

- 1

11

18

64

3

66

16

Local Fairbanksan, R. McGregor, samples the char fishing on the Ko ngakut River.

9.

G. Elison

Fishing
Sport fishing for grayling, Arctic char, lake trout and northern pike
occurs incidental to other recreational activities, particularly river
floating. Fishing is not a primary recreational activity because of the
remoteness of the area and better fishing opportunities elsewhere in the
state.
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Volunteers at egress points monitored fish take on the Kongakut River.
Information was shared with the State in continuing efforts to monitor
the char population, which appeared to be reduced in 1989.
Subsistence fishing for both saltwater and freshwater species is
important to local residents. Whitefish, grayling, and Arctic char are
the species primarily sought on the Refuge for subsistence. For
Kaktovik, fishing occurs in the coastal lagoons during summer and at a
series of traditional fishing holes, primarily on the Hulahula River, in
spring. Arctic Villagers net whitefish and grayling in the Chandalar
River in the summer and actively pursue lake trout at Old John Lake
during the winter.
10.

Trapping
Trapping is allowed Refuge wide without a permit, but due to limited
furbearer habitat, less than a third of the Refuge is actively trapped.
Trapping may be the Refuge's predominate public use measured in
terms of use days.
Villagers from Arctic Village, Ft. Yukon and Kaktovik run traplines out
from their villages. Four non-village based families and one individual
live on the Refuge most or all of the year and continue a life style
based largely on trapping. Each has cabins under permit from the
Refuge. Fur take by trappers on the south side is not closely monitored
but is thought to be considerably less than the maximum sustained
yield. The primary evidence for this is the fact that during the period
when trapping dominated the entire region's economy and lifestyle
(1890-1950), it continually sustained greater harvest than today.
Furbearers trapped on the south side, in order of economic importance,
include marten, lynx, fox, beaver, wolverine, wolf, mink, muskrat, otter
and ermine.
PUSC/Pilot Kaye continues to make regular visits to trapline camps.
The four day trips are primarily preventative law enforcement, trapper
education, and to ensure that cabin permittees comply with permit
conditions. Kaye has been documenting trapping operations requiring
cabins, and photographing, mapping and describing all existing cabins,
and collecting oral history from trappers.

11.

Wildlife Observation
Wildlife observation is an integral part of every wilderness trip on the
Refuge. Visitors express a particularly strong interest in seeing
wilderness associated animals, such as caribou, brown bear, Dall sheep,
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wolf, wolverine and muskox. Prospective visitors often call or write
asking how they can plan a trip that will intercept the migration of the
Caribou Herd.

In May, Willow Ptarmigan trade white plumage for brown.

12.

T. Edgerton

Other Wildlife-Oriented Recreation
The Refuge is an important destination for visitors seeking a unique
wildlife and wilderness experience. River floating and backpacking are
the most popular non-hunting activities, but camping, photography,
wildlife observation and day-hiking also occur. People access the
Refuge with aircraft, by backpacking or, on rare occasions, by using
dogsleds in winter. People use motorboats to access south slope rivers,
however most motorboat users are local residents involved in hunting,
fishing and trapping. Visitors must be self-sufficient and able to meet
the mental and physical challenges of wilderness since the area is
unencumbered by trail signs, designated campsites or other
developments.
This year the Service lifted the interim use restrictions placed on
commercial river guides in 1990, and use by floaters and backpackers
increased to a level slightly above the previous high of 1989. Float use
accounted for most of the increase, which was more evenly spread
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among Refuge rivers than in past years. As expected, the Kongakut,
Hulahula, Sheenjek and Canning rivers received most of the activity.
Use by backpacking groups was about the same as 1990. Guided use by
floaters and backpackers (obtained from permit reports) from 1984 to
1991 is shown in Table 6.
Recreational use by the 16 commercial guides is shown in Table 7.
Guides took an average of 3.8 trips. River float groups ranged from 3
to 12 persons (average 7.6) on trips from 4 to 20 days long (average
10.4). Backpacking groups ranged from 3 to 14 persons (average 7.2)
on trips from 8 to 16 days long (average 11 ).
Private recreational use documented from air charter and transporter
reports is shown in Table 8. The data represents an unknown
percentage of the total private use that occurs, since access is not
limited and no requirements exist for check in or out.
Public use activity on the Kongakut River was monitored for three
weeks during July. A volunteer couple stationed at Caribou Pass
contacted recreationists to gather baseline trip information to be used in
the river planning process and for other purposes. Their presence was
very worthwhile, both from the public relations standpoint and for the
information they collected.
Refuge staff floated two rivers this year. The trips enabled key
personnel to, among other things, become familiar with the river
corridors, evaluate their recreation potential and document human
impacts within or adjacent to the river corridors. From June 18-26, RM
Elison, WB Heffernan, Kelly Bostian, staff writer for the Fairbanks
Daily News-Miner, and ORP Edgerton floated the Hulahula River 75-80
miles from Grasser's Strip near the continental divide to a tundra
airstrip approximately six miles from the Beaufort Sea coast. DRM
Voros and ARM Garrett conducted a 47-mile raft trip on the Coleen
River July 8-12 from Pass Creek to the old Campbell Cabin near
Coleen Mountain. Significant human impacts were not expected or
found on the Coleen. On the Hulahula, they were somewhat less than
expected, except for two native allotments which have been historically
used as subsistence hunting and fishing camps. The allotments were
severely trashed, representing a land ethic unfamiliar to most of us. A
major source of frustration is the fact that the Service had recently
helped cleanup one of the allotments through a challenge grant
program. The cleanup was short lived.
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Table 6.

Guided Recreation Visitor Use Days 1984 - 1991
(F=Floaters; H=Hikers)

Area

Users

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

Kongakut River

F
H

169
75

355
270

330
189

425
81

1287
28

1684
10

731
184

1,014
74

Hulahula River

F
H

65
8

116

6
44

167
36

410
126

1032
220

671
112

736
60

Sheenjek River

F
H

190
8

60

241
4

607

461
10

424

274
211

580
40

Canning River

F
H

190
123

494
90

308
12

486

44

F
H

6

52

120

94
81

36
104

160

238
42

Aichilik River

Jago River

Wind River

F
H

16

30

8

27

153

38

24

F
H

106
7

Chandalar River

F

18

Coleen River

F

74

Junjik River

F
H

8

Porcupine River

F

Turner River

F
H

Katakturuk River

H

Sadlerochit/Shublik Mts.

H

6
36

70

Totals

H

140
24

35

36
28
12
24
21

75

134

89

94

204

702

1000

1180

69

1639

60
53

196

521

167

608

768

182

278

390

317

3129

4875

4157

5,063

Other Areas/Brooks Range H
Schrader/Peters Lake

163

Table 7. Recreational Guide Special Use Permits, 1991. Page 1 of 3
PERMITTEE

USE*

RIVER OR AREA**
PUT IN

RIVER OR AREA••
TAKE-OUT

Adams, Macgill

H

USHEENJEKR

USHEENJEKR

(Wilderness Alaska)

H

JOE CREEK

TURNERR

F

UCANNINGR

LCANNINGR

F

UCANNINGR

LCANNINGR

F

UCANNINGR

UCANNINGR

F!H

PORCUPINEL

ARCTIC VILLAGE

Asb, Chuck

H

UAICHILIKR

LA!CHILIKR

(Hugh Glass Backpacking)

H

LAICHIL!KR

DRAIN CREEK

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

Decocl<, John

H

SUNSET PASS

SUNSET PASS

(Sierra Club)

H

CAMDEN BAY

SUNSET PASS

H

JAGOR

A!CHILIKR

H

JAGOR

AICHILIKR

H

MSHAKR

SPRING CREEK

Dittrick, Bob

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

(Wilderness Birding Adventures)

F

GRASSER'S

HULAHULA DELTA

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

F

UPPERJAGOR

BITTY

PERMIT
NUMBER

TRIP#

2

6

2

2

4

2
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JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

TRIP
DAYS

PARTY
SIZE

USE
DAYS

TOTAL
PERSONS/
SEASON

TOTAL
PERSON
DAYS

Table 7. Recreational Guide Special Use Permits, 1991. Page 2 of 3.
PERMITTEE

USE•

RIVER OR AREA•• PUT
IN

RIVER OR AREA•• TAKEOUT

H

LOWER AICHILIK R

DRAIN CREEK

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

H

OKPILAK LAKE

OKPILAK LAKE

H

GRASSER'S LS

EAST PATUK CR

F

GRASSER'S LS

LHULAHULAR

F

UPPER JAGO LS

BARTER ISLAND

F

GRASSER'S LS

LHULAHULAR

H

IGNEKCREEK

CAMDEN BAY

Kasza, Carol

F

GRASSER'S LS

LHULAHULAR

(Arctic Treks)

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

F

OLD WOMAN CREEK

LHULAHULAR

F

GRASSER'S LS

LHULAHULAR

F

GRASSER'S LS

LHULAHULAR

H

AICHILIKR

GRASSER'S LS

Jensen, Mark

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

(Alaska River Expeditions)

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

Finnoff, Ramona
(Arctic Brotberbood

En~)

PERMIT
NUMBER

TRIP#

2

4

6

8

2

6

2

Letarte, Joe
NO TRIPS
(Wilderness Enterprises)
Parker, Robert

H

SCHRADER LAKE

PETERS LAKE

(Nortb Star)

F

U MF CANNING R

CANNING R DELTA

F

GRASSER'S LS

LHULAHULAR

2
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JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

TRIP
DAYS

PARTY
SIZE

USE
DAYS

TOTAL
PERSONS/
SEASONS

TOTAL
PERSON
DAYS

Table 7. Recreational Guide Special Use Permits, 1991. Page 3 of 3.
PERMITTEE

RIVER OR AREA••

Leghorn, Ken
(Alaska Discovery)

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

F

DOUBLEMT

OLDWOMANCK

F

DOUBLEMT

OLDWOMANCK

Heim, George

F

DOUBLEMT

LOBO LAKE

(AK River Adventures)

F

U AICHILIK LS

L AICHILIK LS

Holzwarth, Rachel

F

GRASSER'S LS

LHULAHULAR

(AK Women of the Wilderness)

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

Kofinas, Gaty

F!H

SUNSET PASS

LCANNINGR

(Exp. for Global Awareness)

FJH

SUNSET PASS

LCANNINGR

Yarnell, Ron

H

GRASSER'S LS

E PATUK CREEK

(Wilderness Alaska/Mexico)

F

E PATUK CREEK

AREYISLAND

H

GRASSER'S LS

UJAGOR

F

UJAGOR

JAGOSPIT

H

DRAIN CREEK

DRAIN CREEK

F

DRAIN CREEK

CARIBOU PASS

F

UCANNINGR

LCANNINGR

Ford, Don

F

DOUBLEMT

KONESSR

(NaL Outdoor Leadership School)

F

DOUBLEMT

OUTLOOK POINT

H

AICHILIKR

DOUBLEMT

H

SCHRADER LAKE

SCHRADER LAKE

H

SCHRADER LAKE

SCHRADER LAKE

Benson, Gary

Abbreviations and symbols used

c

Coastal

E

East

MT
R

Mountain

CK

Creek

MF

Marsh Fork

River

L

Lower

u

Upper
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Table 8.

Private recreation reported in charter aircraft and transporter special use permit reports, 1991.

Company

Use Type

Animals transported for private hunters

Hunters

I Floaters I

Bursell, Bob (Wright Air)

24

7

Dix, Drew (Tundra Air)

4

Dowding, Roger (Yukon Air)

25

28

61

8

Firmin, Joe (Porcupine Air)

31

28

11

2

8

4

Hikers

I Other Rec.

Sheep

I Caribou I Moose I Wolf I Grizzly

Air Taxi

NO

10

Totals

7

10

13

14

6

1

10

31

4

18

11

11

NO

FLIGHTS

28

25

1

9

10

Seeley, Chris (Floatplane Tours)
Smith, Eleanor (Umiat Enterprises)

13

2

Ross, Don (Canning Air)
Ruff, Steve (Brooks Range Aviation)

1

REPORT

Miller, Dennis (Caribou Air)
Porter, Steve (Trans-Porter Alaska)

9

3

Lynch, Mark (Tatonduk Air)
McDonald, Marty (Alaska Flyers)

7

7

18

117

6

91

122

73

31

51

1

13.

Camping
Nothing to Report

14.

Picnicking
Nothing to Report

15.

Off-Road Vehicling
Four Kaktovik villagers were issued five-year special use permits in 1989
which allow ATV seasonal access to inholdings. This was a precedentsetting action because these were the first ATV permits issued for
Refuge use in Alaska. Particularly significant is the fact that the
permits were issued for access to Native allotments (private lands).
ATV use on Refuge lands for subsistence was not authorized.

Refuge efforts to help villagers clean up allotments, which are not subject to regulations related to
littering, have met with only partial success.
T. Edgerton
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Off-road vehicle use issues have remained quiet since the permits were
issued, in contrast to the series of meetings and intense interest
displayed before the permits were issued in 1989. No ATV use is
known to have occurred this year, nor have any additional villagers
applied for permits.
16.

Other Non-Wildlife Oriented Recreation
Nothing to Report

17.

Law Enforcement
The Arctic Refuge has five Refuge Officers on staff. This is the third
year we have conducted extensive law enforcement (LE) patrols on the
Refuge during hunting season. We feel our increased presence has paid
off, not only in violations discovered and prosecuted but also in
preventing violations.
All collateral duty Refuge officers attended one week of law
enforcement refresher training at Marana, Arizona.
A draft spring Waterfowl Law Enforcement Plan was completed and
submitted to the Regional Office.
Law enforcement patrols on the south side of the Refuge were often
conducted out of the Char Lake cabin located near the Junjik River.
On May 15, 1991, we were notified by a state law enforcement officer
that the Char Lake cabin had been burned. On May 17, Refuge
Officers Harvey Heffernan and Dave Sowards flew to Char Lake to
investigate. The cabin had been burned and was a total loss. This
investigation is still in progress. The National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation had been contacted about providing a reward for
information leading to conviction of the arsonists. At the end of the
year the Foundation's decision was pending.
RO Heffernan investigated two suspected cases of commercial
operations without a special use permit. One Notice of Violation
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RM Elison and WB Heffernan on the Hulahula float trip. Proper use of a fire pan helps preserve
the wilderness aspect of the area.
T. Edgerton

(NOV) was issued by SA Webb for a violation after a significant
amount of effort from several staff members. An investigation by RO
Heffernan and a detailed investigation by SA Webb resulted in the
issuance of an NOV for an illegal grizzly kill during the fall of 1990. A
reward was processed through Alaska's SAFEGUARD program for a
charter pilot who reported the violation and expended fHght time in
connection with the case.
Information on employment of a illegal alien by a commercial operator
investigated by RO Heffernan was passed on to the Department of
Immigration at their request.
Coordination with the Alaska State Troopers, Fish and Wildlife
Protection Division regarding the fall enforcement effort is an on going
program.
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Refuge Officer Sowards views the remains of the Char Lake cabin.

H. Heffernan

ARM Garrett and SA Webb conducted range firing for requalification
with sidearms for Refuge Officers on August 28th.
RO's Heffernan and Kaye performed an on-site investigation of land
clearing for an aircraft landing area on August 3. A large number of
trees and brush had been cleared and trash left at the site. A pink slip
was forwarded to the Service's LE office in Fairbanks.
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In August, ARM Garrett and SAC Crane accompanied two BLM
employees on an inspection of mining claims and a mill site claim
situated on the Refuge. ARM Garrett had requested assistance from
BLM mineral examiners to evaluate the validity of mining claims on the
Refuge. No mining activity was found, and additional efforts will be
made to have BLM declare the claims null and void.

The Refuge Super-Cub at the L.E. base camp on the Chandalar River. Officers Sowards and
G. Weiler
Weiler's story: the weather was too bad to go on patrol.

RO's Heffernan and Kaye performed two law enforcement flights to
check hunter camps and document mining claims. One violation of
special use permit conditions was detected and action is being taken.
Inclement weather forced the cancelJation of several flights during mid
September.
On August 13, 1991, RO's Greg Weiler and Dave Sowards assisted S.A.
Mark Webb in the investigation of an illegally taken caribou, shot same
day airborne, and wanton waste of the meat. The investigation resulted
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in a $2500.00 fine, a $1500.00 donation to Safeguard, one year
probation, and loss of Alaskan hunting privileges for one year.
A letter was sent to guides and outfitters holding SUP's. The letter
recounted instances of blocking airstrip access, hunter harassment, and
aircraft buzzing and advised operators that every effort would be made
to prosecute such activities. Reports of such instances were linked to
SUP holders, though prosecutable cases could not be made.
18.

Cooperating Associations
The ANHA outlet at the Coldfoot Interagency Visitor Center was
administered by the National Park Service until early December. At
that time, outlet responsibilities were transferred to BLM, the lead
agency at Coldfoot. The outlet brought in $3,793.93 during 1991, an
increase of $382 (10%) from 1990. The selection of items included: 33
publications, 31 maps, postcards, posters and a video. Several new titles
were added and slow sellers were discontinued. No interpretive projects
were funded through ANHA this year. In December, the Board of
Directors approved proposals to spend funds in 1992 on new shelving
for sales items, donations of interpretive resources to tour bus
companies, furniture for the visitor center, and possibly an interpretive
trail to and brochure about the old Coldfoot town site, an early gold
mining community.

19.

Concessions
Nothing to Report
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I.

EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES
1.

New Construction
Work was completed on the Jet fuel pumping system at Barter Island.
The system includes an electric fuel pump, hose reel, static line reel,
outlets for warming of aircraft in cold weather. This system greatly
improved safety and efficiency of operation over the old, now enclosed
motorized pump.
A 40' x 40' gravel pad was constructed adjacent to the field station at
Barter Island to facilitate easy access to the CONEX storage units and
for staging of equipment.
The CGS office assisted the Refuge with purchasing a cabin kit from
Pan Abode for construction at Galbraith Lake on the north side of
Atigun Pass. The cabin will be used for a variety of Refuge projects,
including law enforcement, sheep surveys, and public use projects on
the Dalton Highway. The cabin kit was delivered to Galbraith Lake
and off-loaded. It will remain stored until spring, when we hope to
have a gravel pad for its construction.

2.

Rehabilitation
Nothing to Report

3.

Major Maintenance
The field station at Barter Island was spray coated with wood
preservative and all fuel storage tanks were cleaned/chipped, primed
and painted.

4.

Equipment Utilization and Replacement
The lease on the joint use Fish and Wildlife hangar in Fairbanks
expired and we were forced to vacant the hangar which had served
Service pilots since the 1950's. A new lot was developed at the
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Fairbanks airport for aircraft parking for Law Enforcement, Migratory
Birds, Yukon Flats, Kanuti and Arctic Refuges. Funding for a new
hangar was approved and construction is to begin in the summer of 92.
5.

Communications System
The permanent mountain top repeaters continued to work well,
providing much improved radio communications over most of the
Refuge coastal plain.

6.

Computer Systems
Computer use at the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is dictated by the
Refuge's diverse needs. Computers not only do word processing, but
also spreadsheets, data management, advanced statistics, desk-top
publishing, GIS (computer mapping), telecommunications and language
programming. Both the biological and administrative sections of the
Refuge use IBM look-alikes running MS-DOS. The Refuge has
accumulated a diverse mix of some 23 brand name 80386, 80286 and
8088 computers, in desktop, laptop and notebook styles along with laser,
dot-matrix and color printers.
The emphasis this year was to create a rudimentary desk-top publishing
platform. A 20 MHz ALR 386 desktop computer was used for graphics
and advanced statistics. Attached to this machine is a Proscan PS3000C color flatbed scanner, a mouse, an internal modem, an HP
Paintjet XL color printer and a Polaroid Digital Palette slide maker.
This is the only computer that has Windows, since much of the
graphical software requires the Windows system. The software for this
machine includes SAS statistical software, Windows 3.0, Freelance,
WordPerfect and WordPerfect for Windows, Corel Draw and
GeoWorks. Refuge staff are just beginning to learn how to use these
components and programs to their best advantage.

7.

Energy Conservation
Nothing to Report
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8.

Other
Nothing to Report

J.

OTIIER ITEMS
1.

Cooperative Programs
The Refuge staff cooperated through the year on a number of
endeavors, including studies, articles and projects. More information on
studies is found in Section D. 5.
International Relations
Alexander Badyaev, a USSR citizen from Moscow, was placed with the
Arctic NWR by the USFWS Office of International Affairs. Alexander
assisted in several studies out of Kaktovik during the summer field
season.
State of Alaska
A cooperative agreement was developed with ADF&G to provide
Arctic Refuge with a 5 year furbearer harvest and population density
report for GMU's 25 and 26. The effort will include providing site
specific information wherever possible. This information will be used to
assist the staff in developing federal subsistence regulations in the
future.
North Slope Borough
DRM Voros assisted with the development of a North Slope Borough
video tape that was presented to the U. S. Congress during August.
The video presents the Inupiat Eskimo views of oil and gas exploration
and development on the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge.
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Career Awareness Institute
Arturo Tenorio participated in field studies as a student from the
Career Awareness Institute. His primary duties were to assist the
Fisheries Assistance Office with their summer field activities.
Research
Arctic Refuge and Research personnel cooperated on a number of
studies and projects during the year. The Refuge continued to provide
office, administrative, aircraft, and field support to the Alaska Fish and
Wildlife Research Center through 1991. Conversely, Research provided
their newly acquired aircraft for several Refuge projects. Refuge
facilities in Kaktovik, which are covered under a Memorandum of
Agreement with Research, were used extensively during the year.
University of Alaska
For a number of years the Refuge has issued a permit to allow the
University of Alaska Geophysical Institute's Poker Flat Research Range
to impact and retrieve rocket payloads on the Refuge. The Refuge is a
tertiary impact site. Several launches took place during the year. Most
launches occur during the winter, including all those impacting on
ANWR. Generally the rockets are flown under contract with NASA for
investigations of the upper atmosphere, specifically the aurora and
events in the magnetosphere.
Geologic studies on the Refuge again were carried out by several
graduate students in the Geology Department of the University of
Alaska Fairbanks working under Dr. Wesley Wallace. This multi-year
effort will continue next year. We also cooperated with six other
geological teams conducting research, including three universities
(Texas, UCLA and Rice) two USGS teams and the Alaska Department
of Natural Resources. Information from past geological mapping
studies is being used in our sheep studies to establish habitat
relationships to substrates.
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Local Media
RM Elison, WB Heffernan, ORP Edgerton and Fairbanks Daily NewsMiner reporter Kelly Bostian floated the Hulahula River during June
(Section H.l). The purpose of the trip was to gather first hand
information about human impacts along the river and become familiar
with the area, which is popular with recreationists. The News-Miner
printed three news articles with a focus other than oil, as a result of the
trip.

Fairbanks Newspaper reporter Kelly Bostian: "Thoughts about the issues didn't come easy in ANWR.
My senses were too busy soaking in other, more pleasurable thoughts." G. Elison
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Fairbanks Facilities
RM Elison is responsible for overseeing the combined Fairbanks offices'
warehouse space. Inspections and written reports are being performed
on a periodic basis to ensure compliance with regulations and
guidelines.
A combined conference room/library continues to be jointly funded and
used successfully by Fairbanks based Service offices. Other shared
facilities include the former aircraft hangar, aircraft parking ramp and
basement laboratory and office storage area.
Barter Island Facilities
Arctic Refuge field station personnel coordinated the efforts of five
separate projects working in the field during the height of the field
season. A total of sixty-seven crew members representing these projects
utilized the bunkhouse facilities and field station during the peak month
of July.
Coldfoot Visitor Center
This facility is being operated jointly by the NPS, FWS and BLM under
a cooperative agreement signed in 1990. (Section H.6)
Fairbanks Public Land Information Center
ORP Edgerton coordinated with the facility's staff through the year.
Refuge personnel gave a number of presentations to center audiences
(Section H.6).
School Presentations
ANWR staffers visited a number of village and Fairbanks area schools
to give talks, slide shows and other presentations in 1991. The public
use section contains more information (Section H. 7).
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WB Curby, working with ORP Edgerton and a cooperator, Monarch
Software, successfully obtained FY91 funding under the "America the
Beautiful" wetlands initiative for state-of-the-art educational computer
software program development. (Section H.6)
Tanana Valley State Fair
WB Curby, BA Wain and ORP Edgerton planned and coordinated the
Service's booth at the Tanana State Fair held August 10th-17th. The
Refuge had good participation with a total of 19 employees from five
Fairbanks FWS offices helping to staff the booth (Section H.6).
Interior Sportsman's Show
BT Cox and ORP Edgerton set up and helped staff an information
booth at the first annual Interior Sportsman's Show at the Carlson
Center April 19-21. The Service cooperated with the State Department
of Natural Resources, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, and the
Fairbanks Public Lands Information Center in operating the booth
(Section H.6).
Fairbanks Fisheries Assistance Office
Arctic Refuge continued to work with Fisheries on several studies
through the year. The Refuge supplied quarters in our Kaktovik
facility, logistics, transportation, and other items.
Ecological Services
Numerous project and permit consultations, including work on
contaminants, the 1002 area, and other items occurred. Logistics and
support sharing were commonly carried out in all combined projects.
ADF&G Sport Fisheries
Sportfishing information on the Kongakut River obtained by river
monitors was provided to ADF&G.
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Law Enforcement
Arctic Refuge worked closely with the Fairbanks Law Enforcement
Office on a number of cases and Refuge law enforcement operations.
Law Enforcement continued to be responsive to Refuge law
enforcement needs, assisting us on numerous occasions and conducting
Refuge patrols. These arrangements included sharing Refuge facilities
and logistics. (Section H.17)
Refuge law enforcement personnel also worked closely with Alaska Fish
and Wildlife Protection and FAA on a number of investigations through
the year.
Information Requests
The Refuge cooperated with a number of environmental groups and
ADF&G during 1991 by supplying information on various subjects.
These included several file searches resulting in compilations of data on
public use and various environmental subjects.
2.

Other Economic Uses
Guided recreation is the largest economic use on ANWR. Guided
hunting probably grosses the most money, followed by guided
backpacking and float trips. Changes in both guided hunting and in
river operations have occurred during the past three years.
The Owischek Decision, handed down by the Alaska Supreme Court on
October 21, 1988, declared that the exclusive guide areas established by
the State's Guide Board were unconstitutional and without force. The
decision generated quite a bit of activity in our office, which lasted
through much of the spring and summer of 1989 and into 1990, as
hunting guides called, wrote or came by to discuss the various items
required for their permits.
Alaskan National Wildlife Refuges continued to operate under the
"status quo" policy for guided hunting through 1991. This policy was
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established early in 1989 to protect wildlife resources from the
unrestricted numbers of guides allowed in any area by the Owischek
Decision. The status quo was maintained to give the state time to
adopt new laws and regulations to deal with guiding to the satisfaction
of Federal land managers. A satisfactory system has not yet been
adopted by the state. Permits for guides were restricted to those who
had operated on the Refuge in 1988, and areas were like-wise
restricted. Client numbers also were restricted to the maximum number
a guide had taken in any one year during the past five years. Insurance
was required in 1989 for the first time. All commercial operators
supplying on-Refuge client services had to produce proof of insurance
before being issued a permit. The work load increase in issuing guided
hunting permits caused by the Owischek decision abated somewhat
during 1990, and lessened again in 1991, since no major changes
occurred in the permitting procedure.
The number of guided clients decreased from 124 in 1990 to 109 in
1991. Three guide areas were vacant during 1991. Tabulations of the
commercial big game guide's client use, game take and other
information are presented under Hunting, Section H.8.
Recreational guides operating on rivers, who faced changes brought on
by ANWR's popularity during recent years, returned to pre-restriction
operations this year because the interim quotas on the most heavily
used Refuge rivers were lifted. See the Planning (D.2) and Public Use
(H.12) sections for more information on river use and the ongoing river
plan.
Surface Geology
Geological interest was definitely up in 1991. Six surface geology
permits (three in 1990) were issued to five oil companies for work
during the summer season, plus eight tour permits issued to oil
companies (or combined oil interest groups) for the 1002 area. All
surface geology permits were for Arctic Refuge areas outside the 1002
area (which has been closed to exploratory activity since completion of
the Coastal Plan Resource Assessment in 1985). Several oil companies
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have worked on the Refuge for several years. Most of the activity
occurred on lands near the 1002 area. Table 9 lists these permits.
Navigation Tower Permits
Temporary navigation towers are established on survey bench marks.
The towers transmit radio signals which are used to precisely locate the
positions of offshore seismic exploration vessels, drilling ships and land
vehicles. Generally these are used during the summer, but are
occasionally used during the colder months. Two tower permits were
issued during 1991, but no towers were erected (Table 9).
Air Taxi Operators
Air taxi operators were first required to have Special Use Permits in
1987, when three permits were issued. The number of operators
remained at three in 1988, then grew to eight in 1989, eleven in 1990
and twelve in 1991. The increase in permits was probably due to
increased compliance as well as increasing public use. Operators
continue to increase, although recent entrants reported few flights this
year.
Aircraft use reports are required from all charter operators under the
terms of their special use permits. Reports were used to compile an
estimate of unguided visitor use on the Refuge during 1991 in Table 8
(See section H-12). Only drop-offs (arrivals) in the Refuge were
considered in compiling the table.
Scientific Studies
Each year a variety of scientific research occurs on the Refuge, carried
out by a range of agencies and groups, and by other offices of the Fish
and Wildlife Service. Most of these investigations must be covered by
special use permits, including all non-Service operations requiring
helicopter landings or plant, animal or rock collections. Fifteen special
use permits were issued for research activities in 1991, compared to
seven in 1990. Seven of the fifteen permits dealt with various aspects of
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Table

9•

Special Use Permits issued in 1991. Page 1 of 3.

Permit
Number

Namca

ftJr]W
91-AlZ
91-Al
91-AlO
91-AZ
9l-A3
91-A7
91-AS
91-A9
91-A8

91-All
9l..:.A6

9l-A4

Bursiel. Bob (Wright Air)
Dix, Drew (IUndm Air)
Dowding. Roger (Yukon Air)
F"mn.in, Joe (PoroupineAir)
Lynch. Ma.rk (Iatondult Air)
McDonakf., Marty (Aliub Flyen)
Miller. Dennis (Caribou Air)
Porter. Steve (Trans- Porter Alub)
Rca. Don (Canning Air)
Russ. Steve (Sourdough Air)
Seeley. Chris (Fairbanks Floatplane)
Smith, Eleanor (Umiat Ell~)

Air'Illxi
Air'Illxi
Air Taxi
Air Thxi/I'nulsporter
Air 'Dud
Air'Illxi
Air'Illxi
Air'Illxi
Air Taxi
Air'Thxi
Air Taxi
Air~porter

H):n:atipg Gvida
91-Hl2
91-ID
91-H6
91-H9
91-H3
91-HS
9l-H7
91-H2
91-Hll
91-HlO
91-Hl
91-Hl3
91-H4

Andreis, Art (A&L Outdoor Blltrlprisea)
Grasser. Ed (AK Guides & Outfitters)
Helmericla, Bud
Hel'ldricb, Joe (Fair Owle Huntll)
JailiCIOO. Sandy (Buabc:ratt. Inc.)
Knutson, Howard (Sea Hunter. Inc.)
.Koontz. Keith (Cban6alu .River Outfittca)
Peterson, John A.
Rivers, Larry (AW Enterprilel)
Scbetde. Harold (K.icllatna Guido Service)
Troutman. Don (AK N. Sport & Rec.)

Want. Joe
Witt. Eugene (Broob Range Are. Hunts)

Guided Hunts, Photo.

G.Hunt. Hike, & Photo.
Guided Hunts
Guided Hunts

G.Hunt. Hike, 8t Photo.
GuidedHun111
GuidedHun111
Guided Hunts
Guided Hunts
Guided Hunts
Guided Hunts, PboiO.
Guided Hunts
Guided Hunts

QytfiUer
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Table 9

Permit

Number

Special Use Permits issued in 1991. Page 2 of 3.

Permit Type

Iadividualaad

NaiDCIII

.MiJs:ellaDWUI
91-M9

Aglow, Bob (CBS News., Peter Jennings)

91-M20 Bowler, David (Conooo, Inc.)
91-M22
91-M3
91-M12
91-M16
91-M6
91-M23
91-M17
9l...;M4
91-MlO
91-M24
91-M5
91-M15
91-M21
91-M14
91-M7
91-MlS
91-Ml
91-M2
91-M8
91-Mll
91-Ml3

Burns, John (US Anny Corps of Engineers)
Cinooua, Joe (Shell West. E&P)
Fanner, Mark (Governor Hickel)
Gallant, Joseph (ARCO .A.Iaska. Inc.)
Gtay, Ardie (AOGA)
Gustafson, Stu (Exxon)
Hochl:letl. Lee (MacNei~ Lehrer News Hour)
Mayra, Rory (BP Exploration)
McManus, John (Cable News Network)
Menard, Jean (Canadian Broadcasting Co.)
Miller, Scott (King 51V)
Pierson. Fred (Mobil Exploration & Producing)
Prindcville, Dennis (Alycska)
Ringland. Natalie (North Slope Borough)
Schindler, Mark (ARCO)
Smith, Richard (Canadian Broadcasting Corp.)
Stauffer, Marie (National Geog. Soc.)
Thoen~ J. E. (Chevron USA, Inc.)
Toohey, Robert (CR-Ncxus)
Van Gilder, Bonnie (&J Minutes)
Yoshida, Fumihik:o (Asahi Shimbun)

Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Contaminants Sampling (Helio.)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (fours & Photo.)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Oil Spill Exercises (Helio.)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (fours)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)
Helio. Landings (Photo.)

Bemtati2Ml Gui\\a
91-R6

91-R3
91-R9
91-R5
91-Rl
91-Rll

91-R13
91-Rl5
91-Rl4
91-R8
91-R7
91-R12

91-RlO
91-Rl6
91-R4
91-R2

Adalll!l, Mac Gill (Wilderness Alaska)
Ash, Chuch (Hugh Glass Backpacking)
Dittrick, Bob (Wild. Bird Adv.)
Finnoct: Ramona (ABEC)
Ford, Don (NOlS)
Hardy, Charles (Sierra Club)
Heim, George (Alaslca River Adventures)
Holz:warth, R.achael (AK Women of the Wild.)
Jensen. Mark (Alaslca River Expeditions)
Kasza, Carol (Arctic Treks)
Ketscher, Dave (Sourdough Outfitters)
Kofinas, Gary (IFGA)
Leghorn. Ken (Alaska Discovery)
LeTarte, Joseph (Wilderness Enterprises)
Parker, Robert W. (North Star)

River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River Float/Backpack
River
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Table 9 . Special Use Permits issued in 1991. Page 3 of 3.
h,rmit Iyps;

Permit
Number

Purpose
Names

Individual alllld

~~m"

aeotm
s. Geology/Mapping

91-G4
91-GS
91-G1
91-G3
91-G6
91-G2

Barker, Petcr(ARCO #1)
Decker, John (ARCO #2)
Hooper, John (Conooo, Inc.)
Mortgridge, Deau (EXXON)
Pierson, Fred (Mobil E&P)
Thoeni. Jade (Chevron USA)

91-12
91-TI

Roberts, Mike (Western Geophysical)
Walker, Bill (Alaska Telerom)

I~mooraa l:!!!ia1i!2!1

s. Geology/Mapping
s. Geology/Mapping
s. Geology/Mapping
s.~ogy/Mapping

s. Geology/Mapping

I2!!'ll
Temp. Nav. Towers
Temp. Nav. Towers

:Weulifi!e
91-SS
91-Sl
91-SlS
91-S13
91-S2
91-Sl2
91-S8
91-S14
91-Sll
91-S3
91-S7
91-SlO
91-S9
91-S4
91-S6

Dover, James ((USGS - AK Geology)
Farrell, Mary (Poker Flat)
Fatland, Rob (Jet Propulsion Laboratory)
Ford, Jesse (U.S. Environmental Prot. Agency)
Gubala, Chad (EPA Research)
Harun, Nina (IX Dept. of Geological Sciences)
Johnson, Mark (USGS Pet. Geology)
Kuntz, Mike (BI.M. Archeology)
Leo, Roger (New Eng. Science Center)
Oldow, John (Rice UniversitY)
Parker, Tim (UClA - Geology Dept. )
Philip, Kenelm (UAF, Arctic Biology)
Pollard, Bob (LGL Alaska)
Reifenstuhl, Rocl::y(AK DNR)
Wallace, Wes (U of A, Geology Dept.)

Sunace Geology
Impact/Retrieve Rockets
Satellite Reflectors
Contaminants: bioassay
Sample Lake Sediment
Sunace Geology
Surmce Geology
Sample flint
Collect Plants
sunace Geology
Sunace Geology
Collect lllliCCts
Aerial(aribouSurvey
SurW:e Geology
Surmce Geology

~
91-Cl

Melissa

cabin

92

geology. The geological topics under investigation this year included
crustal tectonics, marine sediments and geologic mapping. Several
Alaska areas are apparently made up of bits and pieces of the earth's
crust which has been aggregated after riding for eons on the rift edges
of the Pacific plate. The geologic forces resulting from plate tectonics
have wrought huge, impressive formations in many areas of the Brooks
Range.
Other scientific special use permits included two for plant and animal
collections. The EPA collected several plants, small mammals and fish
samples for trace contaminants analysis in an effort to shed light on
global warming. The remaining permits were issued for a variety of
studies and scientific uses. All scientific permits, including their
purposes, are listed in Table 9.
Cabin Permits
One five-year cabin permit was issued this year (Table 9). The permit
was issued for an existing cabin which had been used for over three
years. No new trespass cabins were found during the year, nor were
any claims received for the 7 abandoned cabins advertised last year, as
required by the cabin policy.
Miscellaneous Permits
Twenty-three special use permits (fourteen in 1990) were issued for a
variety of purposes during the year. Ten (six in 1990) were issued for
tours of the 1002 coastal plain, eight for the media, three for helicopter
landings in association with commercial photography, and one each for
contaminant sampling and practice oil spill drills by the Alaska pipeline
company. Table 9 lists the miscellaneous permits issued.
3.

Items of Interest
Nothing to Report

93

4.

Credits
The following personnel drafted the indicated sections of this narrative.
Introduction
A.

B.

c.
D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

Phil Garrett

Highlights
Climate Conditions
Land Acquisition
Planning
1,4,6
2,3
5
Administration
1,2,3
4
5,7,8
6
Habitat Management
1-8
9
11
12
Wildlife
1,2,6,8,9,10,17
3,4,5,7,11
14,16
Public Use
1,10,11
2,6,7,12,18
8,9,15
17
Equipment and Facilities
1-5,7,8
6
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Greg Weiler
Cathy Curby
Harvey Heffernan
Roger Kaye
Tom Edgerton
Pat Reynolds
Sheryl Wain
Tom Edgerton
Phil Garrett
Dave Cox
Fran Mauer
Phil Garrett
Tom Edgerton
Roger Kaye
Fran Mauer
Mark Willms
Pat Reynolds
Roger Kaye
Tom Edgerton
Harvey Heffernan
Dave Sowards
Dave Cox
Cathy Curby

J.

K.

Other Items
1,2
3
4
Feedback

Harvey Heffernan
Phil Garrett
Greg Weiler
ANWR Staff

Individual researchers provided project summaries. Editing: Glenn Elison, Greg
Weiler, Roger Kaye. Selection of photographs: Tom Edgerton, Greg Weiler. Typing:
Julia Mcisaac, Donna Christensen.

K. FEEDBACK
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The midnight sun, looking north over Peters Lake.

T. Edgerton

Its the great big broad land 'way up yonder,
Its the forests where silence has lease,
Its the beauty that thrills me with wonder,
Its the stillness that fills me with peace.
- Robert Service
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(Continued from page 1)
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"We don't plan on allowing it to to save a pieee of America ..w~·re
die in committee," he said. "We underdogs." ·
· ·
want to bring it out, pass it by a big
Johnston wants the energy bill~
vote. I mean by a good margin."
the Senate floor by early May, hQ, ·.
·The committee bas 20 members. . said. He said it may be next y~~'
One is freshman Republican Sen. · before the }Joiise. approves a b~ ·;
John, Seymour of California, who and tl1e ~onipeting versi?ns arti,~J-'·
visited the refuge last weekend.
viewed m a joilit ~omhuttee .. ~. ~';.\
President Bush's proposed
"But clearly ·we need to be ·
national energy policy includes throughtheSenatethisyear-and
opening AN\VR to _oil exploration I expect to be," Johnston said.
Energy Secretary James Watand development. It also includes
provisions for conservation, trans- kins also spoke to tile development
portation fuel efficiency and · group. ·
·
"
alternative fuels.
"Let me say here, for the first
Sen. Frank Murkowski, R- time since becoming secretary of
' Alaska said last week he wasn't energy, I see some real opportunity
sure u' Johnston had the votes to for moving forward in ANWR,"
move the issue out of committee. Watkins said. "We must convince
• But Johnston said Monday he is tile American people that energy
sure he can.
development,donecorrectly,isfulBen Beach, a spokesman for the ly comp<ltible with environmental
Wilden1ess Society, said the pros- quality." ·
·
pects of killing ANWR in Johnston' s committee are fading.
The federal governmeri'tand oil .
"It will be very hard fought, but industry say huge new oil reserves·
probably Las Vegas would say the can be found under ANWR's coassmart money is on tile oil industry tal plain.;
'
in the energy committee,'' Beach
The environmental community
'· said. "It is a place that has been
.
.
pretty receptive to the industry. I~ ~~!beds
the. ~ha sthdould be lefttu~ ..
·
~w
anu_., a . eve1opme~ wow_u
, threaten~ fragile ec~~~~::,,: ·:
~, ·Johnston dismissed enVIronmen-

I

'
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
chairman of the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee said
Monday he will not allow a proposal
to open the coastal plain ofthe Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to oil
exploration to die in committee.
Committee members soon will
vote on whether to send the ANWR
proposaltothefullSenateaspartof
President Bush's energy plan, said
committee Chairman Bennett
Johnston.
Johns.ton, D-La._, said the le~el of
support 1S uncertam but he behe~es
the full Senate will consider the measure by May. · · .
·
"There is something like 44 for
and 40 against," he said about a
coming Senate vote.
Johnston spoke at a conference of
the National Ocean Industries
Association, an energy develop, mept group. .
·
·

·t

·. talists'

c~ricerns ~hai:f)~Jlin&:r

ANWR will devastate Its Poteupin&·"'
· caribou herd and
·
-. '-.ruin the.. refuge.
.
.
...._

~

~

-~

'-"

•
'' ~ .".:'BY BRIGID SCHULTE

National Ocean Industries Associa- ' finishing touches on legislation outtion convention. "Both OCS (Outer. liningthenation'sfirstcomprehen. WASHINGTON-While the Bush Continental Shelf) and ANWR are sive energy policy.
It comes also just as two Senate
adn'Unistrationhasneverhiddenits ,.key elements in the NES •.. , Help
desire to· allow oil and gas drilling~; us spreadJhe message in a re- Environment and Public Works
in the Aictic National Wildlife Re- ~ 8ponsible way." .
· · subcommittees, many of whose
tug.e, offidl;lls ~ave just. .kicked
· W~tkins told the like~minded rep- members have pushed to preserve
their camprugn mto overdrive.
·
f ff h
·1
_ th
f
ild
ak
·.,In 'tlie first of several appear- rese~tabves o ? .s o~e 01 com
ere uge as w erness, m ere;and s~hes scheduled for pames that. drilling 1~ ~NWR, commendations on the fate of
thiS · k 00
where an estimated 3.6 billion bar- ANWR.
.
W.~. • t . El'!ergy Secre~. rels of oil are located, would be the
Watkins is scheduled to testify
Jam.es Watkms an~ Int~rio~ firststeptowardexploitingthevast before the Senate Energy Commit~~~y~!'f~n~Lfj!,~sga~d ~~ oil reserves under the Chukchi and tee today and Lujan .testifies next
Friday. .
center.piece of President B~sh's Beaufo~ seas in the Arctic.
National1Energy Strategy. . · : ·. The 'Intense lobbying to open ' Watkins also criticized the en. ,·, "At the Department of Energy, ·what some have called the .last vironmental community, which
:we are making our case to the Con- great oil. field in North America . has made preserving the refuge as
fgress in the most forceful te.rms," comes just as the. Senate Energy · wilderness its most pressing goal.
::Wa~ aai4Moaday at the annual
Comndt~ Ja ~~led to put Watkins called the refuge its latest

.' '

ances

States News Service

n'

·

I

1

.. ~j\.:. I~J·'Iolt»~'t'>~·

'

'

•. •.

"pet rock."
Both Watkins and Lujan said that
without ANWR oil, about 1 billion
barrels of dwindling Prudhoe Bay
· oil reserves could not be fully exploited. Because the pipeline must
pump at least 300,000 barrels of oil
per day in order to maintain enough
pressure to.flow, without AA'WR
oil, the pipeline would be \'Shut
· down, he said,
·
"In the case of ANWR, if we
· choose to forego its promising resources, the economic impact will
be multipled," Watkins said. "Not
only will we lose ANWR's potential,
, with a mean estimate of 3.6 billion
barrels, but we could also lose the
trans-Alaska pipeline system
around the year 2009." . . l
-----
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By BRIAN S.·AKRE '··~•·~~~...,c;:putychief of staff.· .
.
Robertssaidthatwasaproblem,.~
Associated Press Writer · ., 1' Roberts said the TV campaign but that it can only be corrected by,
the stereotypes
' JUNEAU-Television advertise- .,;would assure Americans that Alas- . trying to
ments and a lobbying campaign,~'-, ltahs can be trusted to be good ste- · ·Americans
about Alaska~ i . . ,r:.f
~part of the Hickel administra- . wards of the environment. :
'· · "Wehaveallowedourselveste1»i

-:tr~ri~f~~'f:ttrir~~=~~!·~~~ffo~~~~~~-·.··~~~~~r::~~~~f~
1

oil drilling in the Arctic National. money on aPR campaign. Roberts. impressiott that nobody ll:ved; up . ·
Wildlife Refuge.
said the governor did so because of here."
· ·· ·
'Theproposalhaditsfirsthearing the Persian Gulf War, President
Sen.RickUehling,R-Anchorage, ·
recently in the Senate Finance Bush's strong support of Qpening ~aid. he doubted a brief television :
Committee, WhiCh took nO immedi• I the ·refuge, and Stronger Oil indus-,, ca'~paign in a feW markets ,WOuld ~ '
·ate action on the bill.
. ·,.try support for~ dtil.lmg~ : '.b~ \enough' to chi~'tU~~:.thpse .! ..
~ Hickel's plan would spend about,
"For the first
~ w'e feel the ·,Stereotypes. :.,:·.':'."ff\•; ;' ,,<t. ,: : , ., ·
· $3.4millionfortelevision'ads,and· industryasawh
goingtoback
''Ith' k 't' ···: t....:.· l'.'~'~-1
~.ooo to hire a Washington lob-: ... this. effort,"
said.
.
·
m J •s .~us ."'A:lone.T ,gt...,.
bying firm to target kE!y congres- ,: . . But the carp.paigli should not be · down the dr~,. h .
,! .
sional distrids. The rest of the · ·teft just to Mdustry, whose inR~res=_y,~
.,
. mon~ywo~dbeusedtohirepublic , terests are not.·eec.essa;rilY tho
E.er,~ "__ 1a.tyonan _,:ti·~t ..
relations flrmS and for staff, travel' same as the state's, he SEnd.
. nergy.~un ' a cocw on w "'
and other expenses. .
.
. . . ·EnvironJil.~ntalists and some busl.n~ aud df!!Velopment groups,.
· During a hearing Tb
.. ., rolawmatenr tessed skeptic~.". test~led ~ilppo.
\ rt of ~~~s~m.~
Alaska truckers ani tl ~l
''Off' ' "It' ·
·'fmt a
·
'' :~··
. , · '
.'h" . :, ·
'businessgroupstestifi~insupport·;· cain .
-Ka_OOn
~~.l.c.IG.K:Gilo'tetnofthe'~nergygroup
. of the plan. Seyer~ ~nVll'Onmental . The Wild~ .~ty .. , . . . · · .s'aid the campaign· should: stress ;
. gr6~ps. and mdiVlduals spoke
. Sen .. Pat~d~il).Anch~rage, .. that explora;tion would occur only ·.
, agai.nst It. . . .· .
. ,
. questlone<f wb~ther A.meric~ns on the coastalplain, which is just a
'
; W1th Congress about to debate ' would buy a TV camprugn urgmg portion of t'he vast refuge.
.·.
.
. .. ,
. opening the refuge's 1.5 ~illion- development~ alandthat tbe state . .
acre coastal plain to oil explora"· 'for years ltal\ been advertising as . "~~rthe_he~Ro.bertssatdbe ,
'tion, the ·lobbying and public rela·.,:.~.t;an _untouched wilderness. . . · · , is optl~tlc the bill. will be~ \
tions campaign must start soo~~·~:~ ·,uftseemsthere'sacontradlction He saxd·}lt Would-like to start.tbe.~

f·
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i

~,,~aleolmRoberts, Hickel's~!,~:~~a1951" be $aid.: . •
. ·~.
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By BRIGID SCHULTE
States News Service

~-·.
. ·>:;-~-,-{·.
·,.
more than 40 ~cent chance that.

ANWR holds at l~ast ~- billioq bar~

WASHINGTON--1ne battle ~ver rels ofoil. -·,, ':\'f?;., ·.. ·
·
Jthe Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
Las~ week,· two Alaska. Natives~
is ~eating up as congressional com- . who l~ve near ~e refuge were in
m1ttees prepare this week to put Washmgton telling reporters and
finishing touches on the first-ever · lawmakers that oil development ·
comprehensive national energy has brought heat, schools and boapolicy.
. . pitals to their villages and that
. The Senate Energy Committee is ANW:R: development is key to their
pushing to finish members' energy future.
·· ·
proposals and President Bush's
"We don't think the environmenNational ~nergy Strategy before tal~sts are fair when they say
energy pohcy fervor wanes in the ANWR is of great beauty," said
aftermath of the Persian Gulf War· Oliver Leavitt, vicepresidentofthe
and before fears subside over U.S. Native-owned Arctic Slope Regiondependence on imported oil.
. a1 Corp. "For a wildlife refuge, you ·
ANWR is the cornerstone of both don't see much wildlife there."
energy policy proposals. Its lease
Leavitt a~d North Slope Borough.
sale revenues form the sole funding Mayor J esh~ Kaleak Sr. ha~d~ out·
source for research into alternative1 , po~ters t~ lllus~rate therr view-.
and renewable fuels.
.
.. pomt. . ·. . · " .·
:.~ · · ·
At press conferences, at hear::' · "'Fh~ Myth of the Arctic Coastal
ings, at lunches with congressional · Plam, . s~ows sk:tches of wolves
st~ffers and in private meetings and grizzlies, cartbou! ~~k oxen
.Wlth lawmakers, lobbyists on both and snow geese lymg ·around.
sides of the ANWR. debate are . streams and verdant pasttires.
i
pressing hard for their disparate · "The Reality" poster, 'however,:
points of view: one to develop the shows two grainy black and white
1.5-million-acre coastal plain as an . photos of a· windswept, barren
oil field and the other to preserve it · plain. ; ··-. : ": "I, "
· ~-: .•
·
as wilderness.
Taking another tack, Secretary
The Natural Resources Defense of Energy James Watkins Jut
Council, a non~profit environmen- ·week told a group of offshore
tal organization, on Monday re- company officials that without
leased a report that, although . ANWR o~, the ~mile-long traDSvague on specifics, declared that Alaska pipeline will become obsooil development in the refuge would Jete after the turn of the century.
alter or destroy thousands of acres
Speer of the NRDC sa1d that pipe-·
of wildlife habitat and pollute the line owners only expected it io lut.
fragile Arctic ecosystem.
. 30 years
.·
. :. ·1" . , :· ;
"The Bush administration would - Watkins and oil company offl-=
have the American public believe cials maintain that because of
oil d~velopment can be. done in a ' proved t~chnology, ANWR · faciil-_
surgiC~! m<:nne~-no pam and few ties would be_ substantiaDy more
scars, s~ud Lisa Speer, NRDC compact than oil extraction facili,senior scientist and author of the· ties at nearby PrudhOe BaY• i·,- ')
report. "That's a myth. 'Environ- · In answer~ Jay Hair, speakhig ,,
mentally sound' oil dt:ve1opment is a press conference Monday
a fantasy."
monstra ted the "take
"Tracking Arctic Oil: The En- prisoners" attitude that chara
~
vironmental Price of. Drilling the rizes both sides: "How about if we l'
Atctic.Nationai Wildlife Refuge" is , put an oil drilling pad on the White ·
the. env~ronmental community's House lawn? Certainly that wot,lldj
Jll~e_rna~rv~P:;~~ the Departme!lt of·.:- change ,thenat
_J!~ th!nkl
wterior"'s reports that claim a the White Ho
81:,"'"'" .. !!:··--~ ·
, \ ~- -~=- . . ~....· ,. ., :~~'....
-•-i ·~.._~ ... ;"....
J.,.t.:A \.h•'~""'~"l: "'",~'f\.o:, 4:-4:~t'1><~.~1!>-l i \
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1m-:
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Senate panel sUpports . . ··
refu oil explorationBy BRIGID SCHULTE
States News Service

WASHINGTON-The Senate
Energy Committee today voted to
allow drilling in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge as the centerpiece
of a proposed national energy
policy.
·
The vote is the first step on what
is expected to be a long and rocky
road in Congress for legislation
opening the refuge to oil drilling.
The committee voted 17-3 to pass
the nation's first comprehensive
energy policy. The bill includes
provisions for arctic drilling, reform of the electric utility system
and guidelines for the Strategic
_Petroleum Reserve, _arpong other
provisions.
. _·
'?ecomthltteevot~n-sag~

i .......!...• c..

. ..

Sen. Tim Wiith, D-Colo.'s motion to
strike the ANWR drilling provision
from thfenergy policy bill. Wirth
·and his supporters have argued
that drilling in the refuge is mis-.
guided, that only_ oil companies
stand to profit and that a comprehensive energy policy should be
based on alternative energy research and conservation.
· Drilling supporters, including
committee chairman and bill sponsor Sen. Bennett Johnson, D-La., on
the other hand, argued that drilling
on the coastal plain of ANWR was
the first step toward tapping greater reserves in the Arctic offshore
areas, and would further extend tbe
life of the trans-Alaska pipeline.
"Clearly, Alaska scored a big
(See

··----~~-

(Contirwed from page 1) ·· ·.
victory today and we're quite
pleased. ANWR needs to be part of
a rational national energy policy
and the committee recognized
that," said Mike Heatwole, spokesman for Sen. Frank Murkowski, RAlaska.
Voting against the entit_e energy
policy bill were ~ns. Paul Wellstone, 'D-Minn:, Bill Bradley, DN.J., and Dale ;Bumpers, D-Ark.
The bill, Which now goes to the
Senate floor for consideration, has
tw? major dra"Ybacks that may
ultimately doom 1ts passage, observers said.
.
. .
Johnston failed 13-6 today m his
second attempt to pass fuel efficiency standards for automobiles.
Without this conservation measure, undecided senators are less

-.;:

ANWR, Back Page) :t~ ,t
<;-·-- -----~r;:. _:_'>:.

lil{eiy ·to support the controversial
' prospect of arctic drilling.
·
Also, Murkowski succeeded in
passing an amendment to allow the
state of Alaska to sue the federal
gov~r~ment on the question of bow
to d1v1de the revenue from lease
sales and oil drilling. If the courts
decide in favor of Alaska and allow
a 90-10 split of revenue instead of
the 50-50 now in the bill, many lawmakers may no longer support arctic drilling.
~
The refuge has been the subject
of a bitter struggle between environmental groups, who say it is
the last intact arctic ecosystem in
the world and oil interests who
claim the ~timated 3 Qilliori barrels of oil underneath the 1.5million acre coastal plain is the last
great oil field in North America.
1
The vote came as no surprise to
either oil industry representatives:
nor environmental groups who
kicked lobbying efforts into high
gear once the Persian Gulf War put
energy policy legislation on the
·. front burner.
'
:
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-·debate
Critics say \
state fails
to enforce ..

"At~ Bay there problems with sewage treatmet, injection of toxic drilling mud, disposal
o! millions of gallonsol toxic brines
and air pollution permlt&-all of
these under the enforcement of the
stale," said Randall Wiener, attar,with Truat- for A.laaka in

J.re

industry record at Prudhoa Bay is a bad one, while the oil
industry says it has done a good job in protecting the environment of the North Slope.
track lasues on the North Slope, she
said. "It's really appalling," she
said. While EPA officials review oil
industry projects for Impacts on
wetlands, they have done little to
enforce discharge, hazardous
waste and air pollution regulations.
According to "Tracking Arctic
Oil," a report written largely by
· Speer, drilling activity on the North
Slope each day produces 40 million
gallons of toxic brine, 40,000 cubic
yards of liquid oily waste,· 3,000
·cubic yards of drilling muds and 300
cubic yards of contaminated &Qlid
waste.
Brandt-Erichsen said waste dis-

,..·.

;·

...
f

:·:

'.·

:
·.'·

poaal and rehabilitation of abandoi!Cd wells are two major problems on the North Slope that DEC is
just beginning to address. New regulations require that oil companies
surround open toxic waste pits with
liner. And two pilot projects are
underway to either inject the waste
back into the ground or bury it below ground where it would be permanently frozen, he said.
Wildlife could also be burt by
drilling, according to testimony.
Bear biologists told lawmakers
that oil drilling in ANWR could disrupt some of the on-shore dens used
by the 2,000 polar bears that roam
the Beaufort Sea.
However, Ron Somerville, deputy commissioner of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, said
that drilling outside coastal areas
and the areas used by caribou during calving probably would not significantly harm wildlife.
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Interest In oil development in the
.
. 'Arctic refuge broug~ r!lore,people
the river's · to see for thein.sel'ies what was
after the proclaimed "Th~ -.Last' Great
the midst or Wilderness." But some visitors
night before. were· disapp<Jinted by .what they
18, the low found. The pristine wilderness they
yed across anticipated was, on some days,
hues and abuzz with low-flying planes. Hikthe val- ers or river runners 'fOUld bump
. into each other. Old ca.J!lpsftcs and
. trash were everywbete,:.tbey told
Fish and Wildlife planners:
It was complaints trom 'rafters
and li:ayakers that s}>urred the
planning process in September
!989.• ;;
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Onll!lrmorn[ngstl'ol\.nearGrU-

ser Ajlj!rlp on the upper Hulahula
River; we foUnd 'camp trem;hes.
fire rings, and bits of miscellaneous
·trash.
.
Not fadrom our camp; two egg. shaped patche·s on·:\he ground
showed where !0-fooL-diameter
tents had been pitched. The outline
of each tent was marked by large
rocks, apparently placed to hold
area for camp d)1mage, and learn down the tent edges. ·A shallow
. more about the river.
· trench was dug around the periGlenn .Ellson,.ANWR director,. meterofeachtentslte,evidenUyto
.: organized the rafting trip along channel off rain water. .
· with Tom Edgerton, ANWR outThroughout the trip we stopped
door recreation planner,.and .Har::.... at gravel bars that looked like gOGd
· vey Heffernan, ANWR brologist.
camping spots..
__ ,,..". __
.
--~- Thlstrlorecentlybelpedwr!te a
In the mountainous area of the
draft oftbe'ANWR River Manage.. river, the "rocks in a circle" were
ment Plan, which will spell out con- common. As the trip progressed,
ditions of future usc on ANWR riv- we began to joke that the circles
ers, with the exception of the Por- marked "official campsites."
cupine ~ves-.:'J11is,plar(may resAlso near Grasser strip were
trict the numherofpeoplewho may several "fire rings," the black
travel to the rivers or, at least, con- stains that remain on the gravel
bar long after the campfires are
trol their activities.
..
The plan will co~!' several gone.
areas, Including: comnuircial vs.
The following morning we
private nses; aircrart traffic; size camped at East Patuk Creek.
of groups and numbers of people There,alargegravelbarwashome
allowed on the river; camping reg- to many old campsites. I spotted an
p
C-3!
ulations; and hunting, fishing and
trapping.,. .. ,
·
(See RIVER, age
walleriiilvs

- ThP - · -'<s of the Brooks Range frame the course of upper Hula hula River
'dlife Refuge. The river offers one of the most popular float trips
"Jat'

·,

·..:
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: Looki~g-'t~r·- trash, .crowds
(Continued from Page C-IJ

· old pair of socks, some orange.flagging tape snagged in the bushes,
and a plastic sack with the faded
words "frozen strawberries" on
the top.
Edgerton struck a garbage
~ ·motherlode. A grizzly bear had un• done the work of campers who
. buried their trash. Plastic, paper,
. metal and other garbag~ the bear
dug up was s!rewn.across the
·gravel bar.
'-o:;_

. -t{9 ~t

On
river we met one
group-a party of six rafters--and
saw them several times during our
trip.
·
:. . ·
When we first spotted the gn:mp,
they were camped near where Eli·
son had planned to camp. ~'Wilder· ·
.: ness et!~uette dictates that. we
: move on, ' Elison said.
· : . .;
Picking another campsite wasn't
a problem for us. But for someone
on a once-in-a-lifetime trip, moving
on could mean passing up a hiking
area the explorer intended to visit.
The group we met was led by
guide Ron Yarnell, owner of
Wilderness Alaska/Mexico Fair,
banks. Yarnell said the river has
looked worse. Barrels that held oil
or other chemicals used to be the·'<
principal trash along the river. "If
used to take photos of the batTels
and send them off to the companies'

wi~a:n~ife:~;lthi:~~iahula has :

JU11 ";- ·;;,·

• ·-. , - -

::-"::~"~'" •••• KofiY'doS!WVtwews-Mii>Br:· · ~

lost someofits commercial appeal.:'
Tom Edgerto~. outdo-;;r ;~creation planner
Because of its popularity, peqple'. for the ·~rct1c National Wildlife Refuge, collects a bagful of
think it's not "wild" enough, h~ trash frbm .V.pular camping spot on the HIJiahula,River.
said.
.
... ~
.
"I have to tell people we won't
: :G ""'~,.·
necessarily have the river all to rels and trash, 'along with hazar- Hulahula is not only an outstanding
ourselves," Yarnell said. "There's douswastes, were taken from three recreational rive!;', but that crowd·
always a possibility you might run inholdings ·along the Hulahula and · ing and trash prohlems might nOt'
into another group.
·
withill'·th!f wilderness area or the , he so bad as somi! believe. ·, :· ,
"Somewon'tgobecausetheyfeel ref4ge, said Edgerton.
"The junk largely appears to be
the river's too popular," he said.
K'a'ktovik Mayor Herman from fall sheep hunters along the:
Joan Reiss, state director of the·· Aishanna said villagers would wei- upper river in fall and subsistence ·
California-Nevada Wilderness • come cleanup help from Fish and hunters along the lower river in the'
Society, was traveling in Yarnell's Wildlife. •' ., , . : .
winter," he said. "Use of the river.
group. She wasn't too upset about
"There IS no· way of going up doesn't appear to be excessive at·
the old campsites, until she round· there besides by helicopter in the this point, and if there is a problem-'
ed a bend and spotted what Eski·. summer. We can't afford that," with crowding it seems that it is.
mos call Fish Hole Two, a private Aishanna said. "We would be glad perceived by visitors with unrealisinholding.
to (cleanup the areas) if there were tic expectations. I don't know il
"That was absolutely awful," she a way we could do it."
people have a God-given right
said. "I can't understand why they
Aishanna said the Fish Holes are not see other parties when they're.
have to leave it such a mess."
winter camping sites, usually used on publie land."
At Fish Hole Two, oil drums were in October for subsistence sheep
. Elis<ln would not elaborate on de' :
scattered about, several old Dall hunting and fishing. Arctic char is tails of the river management plan .
sheep hides rotted on the ground, a plentiful in th.e river's deep pools.
because the document is still too far:
brown patch of vegetation about 12
Aishanna s.aid the trash is placed from its final form.
feet in diameter reeked of fuel oil, in barrels, but often ~pread out IaThe public has had ample oppor·-'
and the ground around the area was ler by grizzly bears or wolverines. tunity to help in the river plan pro- :
littered with cans, wrappers and The garbage is left behind, he said, cess. A total of 680 comments. 70 ·.·,, .;,, ...
boxes. Windhadspreadsomeofthe because the space on snow- percent from Alaskans, wereconsi·
Jitter along the banks df the river machines and sleds is needed for de red in the initial draft. When ':.1. ,:·:;
opposite the campsite.
meat and cargQ on ;eturp trips. ready for public review, the first :::~ :';.'
Fish Hole One, located a day's Fish Hole Two is two days' snow- draft will be mailed to 1,200 p..."'ple, · "'" ··
travel downstream, has a large machine travel from Kaktovik.
Edgerton said.
·· ·::.
cabin. The grounds around that
Aishanna said the discarded
Edgerton said that any ANWR · .:'~
camp also were littered.
animal hides were probably too propo,~>al is bound to generate high •· ·
Refuge director Elison had heard bloody to be of value. "If they're interest. The level of comment on ·::
complaints about the private in· fairlycleanthenwetakethem,"he this plan, however, is outstanding·
holdings. but even he seemed sur- said. It's difficult to burn the hides, in comparision to similar plans. he
prised at the condition of the area. but he suggested that hunters could said.
He said he planned to work with leave the hides on the ril•er ice to be
The initial river plan draft was
Kaktovik villagers to see what washed away in spring.
finished last month and is going
through Department of the Interior
could be done.
:::J 0 0
reviews. It should be available for
Fish and Wildlife worked with
villagers in 1989and I!JW to clean up
public review in September. The
the two spots. Seven helicopter
Aftersel·endavsontheri\'er. Eli- final plan is due for approval in
sling!oads of abandoned fuel bar- son left with the i'mpression that the 1992.
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ANCHORAGE
(AP)-U.S. Energy
Secretary
James Watkins, returning from a trip.
to the Arctic
Nationai Wildlife
Refuge, said he is
convinced the refuge can become
the nation's newest
oil exploration site
without harming
the environment.
"I had to have
my own feel for it as this debate picks up and will
be quite heated," Watkins said Friday night after visiting the refuge for the first time Wednesday and Thursday.
"I needed to go up there and talk to the local
people, I needed to see the range myself, I
needed to get a feel for how sensitive the oil
,industry is up there."
Watkins flew on a BP Exploration Inc.
plane, he said, and met with officials from the
National Park Service, North Slope Borough
and some villages.
He did not meet any environmentalists.
"We met them many times in Washington,"
Watkins said.

,;

'

Opening the refuge's coastal plain to oil de- .
velopment is a key plank in President Bush's
proposed national energy policy. The Senate
Energy and Natural Resources Committee has
approved the proposal, whichcallsfordrillingin
the refuge but limits it to 3,000 acres.
The full Senate will take up the issue this
fall.
,
Sen. Tim Wirth, D-Colo., who has ~pposed
opening the refuge, toured it Thursday, Watkins
said.
·
If drilling is not allowed in the refuge, Watkins said, he will recommend Bush reject the
whole policy. Watkins said the administration
wants the country to develop other energy
sources, but that will take at least 20 years. In
the meantime, he said, the United States must
reduce its dependency on foreign oil. ,, . ·
Watkins toured Alyeska Pipeline a·nd Yukon
Pacific facilities in Valdez on Friday, and also
traveled to the Kenai Penins.Wa. This weekend
he planned to see the Usibelli coal mine. HI;! has
scheduled meetings in Anchorage Monday and
Tuesday before returning to'Washington. .
: Watkins and Gov. Walter Hickel had dinner
TUesday in Juneau with Sen. Frank Murkowski,
R-Alaska.
"The governor and I are very much in synchronism" about opening the arctic refuge,
Watkins said.
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"Wilderness is a very legitimate land
use. Tht: same goes for oil development or other uses. It's simply a
choice the public has to make. ,
ANWR's man
in charge keeps
an open mind
By KELLY B06:I:IAliL -·

S!Jtff Writer
HUL.AHULA RIVER-It was 1
a.m. and Glenn Elison puffed light·
lyon a cheap cigar-mostly he ju.st
held it m hiS mouth-as he watched
tbe sun paJO·t colors across the
north face of the Broolts Range.
He do..sn·t normally smoke, he
e~pl.aJJl('d,

but

J;avc~:>

the cigara for

special outdoor trips.
l::lUIOn rested on a ridge down·
•treamof Old WomanCreck,of!the
Hulahula River in the Arctic
National Wlldll!o Relugo. A north
wind blew from the Arctic pack leo,
VUitble aa a whito line on the OOC'thern herl.ton 20 miles away, on the
other side or Alaska's northern
coastal pl.ain.
·
The muddy, churning Hul.ohul.til
>hone plactd blue in the vo.lley be·
low, a trick of the Arctic awnmer
sun.
Elisoncommentedonthebeauty,
took .orne pheto~raphs and happily
soaked up the atmosphere.
A U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
employee Cor IS yean. Elison haa
lx>en director of thlS, the nation'•
largest and most controverwal ot
refuges, •I nee 19113.
While EIISO<l enjoyed the #Cenery
on thi• hillside June 22, a battle
raged over the future of very
~round on whtch be rested. But the
t}dttle's hcurt wa• thowutnda of
m~~ tw;_rC.,og...,.. ill in tho flllll.ot,
of debates over whether to open tho
coaslal pluin or ANWR lor oU exolorationanddevelopmentortode;.ignate the area as wilderness.
TheughL> of that quarrel are !ar
fromEiison'smindonendlesssumrner days like this. That is, until a
.>es:ky reporter reminds him of the
~-

"I don't dwell on it," he aaid.

"Becauae ot my job It'• ~~<>rMihtni
that is over·preoent. But when I'm
eut like tllis l don't think about lt."
He doesn't torture hlou.el! with
constant thought be«uso liQ rnuch.
is apoculatlon, be said: "Nobody
can say for sure 1! ollla pcwent, and
U It Ia, Wile':"," be aaJd.

·

Ranldag the values

Envlronme~>tal groups h.avc ac·

cu.sed the U.S. FWI and Wildlife
Service of aupponing oil develop.
ment 011 the relugo, and, at fint
glance, Ellaon'o personal vlewn
might bo In~ that way All
well.
But he ~·t ""Y outrlgbt,
be dropa juat enough hlnlll to~
any listener uncertain.
'"'
In the Alaaka National ~ C
.Landa Connervatlon Act ot Ifill(), ! 1:
FW. and Wildlife was charged <lrith
the duty ot researching wlldl.ite In
the &<H:alled "1002 area," a ~.tsmll-;
lion..,.,..,.,..,. on the eoutaJ plnin
11et a.s.icl.l> !01> ~atloal M•oil .,

'""i

•tNctlon activity can be curbed
the cnlving s.eucn, he said.
However, jwst when It seems that
Eli.oon would welcome the 011 riga,
he points eut that another, less
tangible reanoo exists for protect.

duria~t

~5~~l.R,.:~I plain-Its
Ho wouldn't give his own view on
whether the coaatal plain sbould be
•pared for tha """" ol wlldornesa
alone. However, he rx>inted out durIng the converutlon that he
obvlowsly dido 't becomo a biologist
to build oil weila.
·
"Wildern"'"' Is a very legltlmato
land '""'· 'The ume g<>OO for oil development or other uaes. It's simplyacheicethepublichaatornake,"'
be uld.
·
Unlike wildlife. the wllderntlll8
chancterofthe !nod cannot be pre&Cl'V<!>d """'-'1ld an oU field, he aald.

Glenn Elison
A(1411: 41 ;

,

Ocoupetlon::
Di.....,tor; Arctic National
. Wildlife RofuQ<II

Family; Wlfo, D<lnloe;
daughter, Heath .. r, 12; oon,
Travis. II.
Hobbio•: Outdoor·rolated
· eporta; 1\untlng with muzzl&

loa&lr. ·.:·~· ~·· ':: ··
· ·
~: r.c;2·h00koy- 11 I'm ·
not goOd a~ lt bilt l onjoy it."
~hli"'~·Ouck•

Un-•..,

limltod,Natur•'Conoervancy

SUirt out yoong
com.,.. tn Alaska olton to hunt. He
Elison never b.ad a doui>t that he shet a DaU >beep on a hunt in the
would 110medoy be a bioh:lgist. Ana· Brook& Range. •• He got a nice
Uvq ol Willl•=PArt, .?a., he eo· sheep. II real ll<:aqtiful animal,"
.
joyed hunting, fW>Jng Md a host of Elison ~~aid.
land
• ·
··
Hi.a wl!e, Deaisla, ill an outdoor
outdoor l>ctlvlUat u o youth.
~~~ ~ llllllla • • •Ill HIS 'OfFICE'-Glenn Elison, a U.S. Flsll and Wildlife Service employee for 15 yeans, directs other
Tbe WilllamJ~port area Ia moun- enthU&I.Iu:t u well, and his d.aughthose ':"udles. He a:~": t,he Aleaka National WUdlif11 Refuge, tho nation's most controversial refuge.
lalllOUII, by onatem stand..rda, be tor, Heatb.ar,ll, and 11011, Travl•. 9,
old. He #tlll returns every few are well on their way Into a lile of
catedthatwildlifewooldnotbulg-·
outdoor adventure.
For example, be said, oil com· yean to bunt wblte·Ltlled de<-'1'.
n.lflca.ntly banned by oU develop- 110me envlronmentallm wary of velop111MI,) and the aervle$ just
Travis shot his first caribou last
He vll.itli" bunting cabin that has
panios can use nuitable garbage
can't buy Into that," be Mid.
ment.
· the ~ts.
year. '!'be framed photo of the smil·
been
in
the
family
more
than
a
cen"I'm not saying there won't be site~> or p<>Mibly fence otf areas of
The studle• were completed : But Ellso'h said ho honestly
whilePr<m!dentRowald~anut
agrees with the service's position any elfecta, but the level ot impacts high humll.ll uso to prevent conflicts tury.lt wu built by a distant rela· ing boy and his big game trophy
tive In the li!l!Oa. "Tbe same group hangs on the wall in his father's re·
in tho White House, and partly "a!terlooltingatlhisthlngaheclcof ·would be within acceptable limits, with bean.
In addition, pipelines and roads is there every year.lt'u biguocial !uge olflce in Fairbanks .
given the potential oil reserves," be
wlilletheeontrovenl.alJames Watt a long time."
"You've gotta start them out
was Secretary of the Interior.
"People try tn use f!Bh and wil· uid. "Tho impacts can he mili· can be designed to aUow better pas· event," he s.ald.
El.laoa's father, now In hla 608. yOUng," he s.aid with a ~nul~
·
sage ol migrating caribou, and con·
'I'hose two facts t.hemaelvea make dite arguments against (oil de- gated."
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,'>ANCHORAGE (AP)-Perma- needed,itwillbelargeenoughto'do
; bent Fund chief. executive David the job.''
·;aose says development of the ArcAs oil production declines on the
;tic iNational Wildlife Refuge is . NorthSlope,pressureontheLegis!' needed to stave off declining oil re-, ·.,• ature will continue to mount from·
venues and the eventual pressures · different groups to take money out
•i.fuch a declin~ .would put on the of the Permanent Fund, Rose said.
, lund. . . . ; .: •·
', ·
Legislators will be tempted to take
>;.:·~Exploration for and develop- the fund's reserves, then its profits
· rllent of new.oil fields would further used for dividends and inflation
. aelay the disruption of the fund," protection, and finally' the prlncip'.nose ·told about 200 people at the al, he said.
.
·
~-AnchOrage Chamber of Commerce
"One day, the Permanent Fund
:luncheon.
~·So, when
it is truly revenue will exceed petroleum re..
. ':\
.

.

~

;

r.,..,

··,· "·" .,
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• ·""
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venues," Rose predicted.· "Stress ·to offset inflation.. · · ·
will be placed on the fund to fill the
The principal of the fund, set up·
left by oil declines/'
as a state'Wide oil wealth savings ·
will create more pressure account, is now at about $12 billion.
on Permanent Fund officials to
"The only real new growth in the
earn larger returns on invest- fund comes·from oil money," said
ments, a move that inevitably leads Fund spokesman Jim Kelly.
to riskier strategies, he said. , · • . • Inflatiortateup5.4lpercentofthe
Over its 13-year life span,
fund last fiscal year.
Permanent Fund has grown only ·
Kelly said the Permanent Fund
when it got new funds from oil re- would reap 50 percent of state
venues, a $1.3'billion appropriation ' _Al'\JVVR monies, compared 'With the
by the Legislature in 1986 and infla- 25 percent'taken ftom Prudhoe Bay
tion-proofing, or annual additi00f1, revenues. ·

..,..,~,"' .,, ••

·,
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•

·;;t~·w;~NWR ~~~;;ist

·

·JUNEAU-Becky Gay, executive director
of the Resource- Development Council for Alaska, will leave that post to become coordinator of
the state's· effp:rts to open the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge to oil exploration, the Hickel
administration announced Wednesday.
· Gay, who will be based in Anchorage, will
take a six-month leave from RDC to take the
· ANWR job• .which:will
pay $5,650 a month.
'~;'
I
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Can
and
VVIlderness
Mix?

THE BEST-KEPT SECRET
in the oil industry lies under a
steel pipe, six inches in diameter, that pokes out of the ttmdra inside or.e or the world's
last truly wild places. Eight
months of the year, the ptpe is
surrounded by the fro?;;n
chop or snow and blue ice that
covers the coastal plain of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in oortheast Alaska. A
desert. with less than 10 inches of annual precipitation, the
flat land bordering the Beaufort Sea holds the imprint of a
savage vdr.d for most of tlte

year: snowdrifts contorted
and hardened, a landscape
like paste from a blender.
In the summer, whell the
sun circles the horizon but

never sets, the snow melts,
·wildflowers rise in the plain
and grat masses of canoou
arrive to give birth to their
young. seeking the coastal
wLI!d as refuge from swarms
of mosquitoes. Driven by blologjca.l Imperative, the animal berds gorge themselves
oo grass and flowers, _storing
fuel for tbe loog rnigralioo
throogh the Brooks Range in
mkkummer.
.
In September, the tundra

Timothy .Egan is Seattle bu·

reau chief of The Times.

808KARTZL£ft/ALL$TOCK

1M .,.,_~a~ p!:Un ol
the Arclie National Wildlife
Rd'uae ma;y eonl:Un TUt
&m<>Unb of oil, hut many
(ear that dri!!ing will destroy
America's "la.s.t frontier...
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Above: The op<>i4 ol
oil-pro•peetinz
profits line !h.. main
!horou(fh(""" ol
Kaktovik, the onJ,.

hUiruUl communit,.
in£i<k the rJup.
Chevron'•
exploratory well
.,.... drilled ju.t •
( ew mil eo from !hit
villaaeof 200

Inupio.t E.J.kimoo..
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freezes again, the sea hardens, grizzly bears hibernate
In pockets of warmer air
near the mountains, daylight is squeezed from the
sky. Through the seasons,
the pipe remains - a totem
or the great mystery whose
resolution may determine
the future of American energy policy. The five-foot
shank of steel marks an exploratory oil well, called
KIC-1, that was drilled by a
partnership led by Chevron
U.S.A. in 1985 and 1986 at a
cost of more than $40 million. The oil companies
drilled to a depth of 15,200
feet on land owned by an

Eskimo regional corporation in order to peek beneath
the permafrost. They may
have discovered the largest
recoverable oil field in
North America, or they may
have struck out. reaching
only natural gas or water in
a reservoir mapped out by
geologists.
Fewer than 10 people
know what was found beneath the pipe, says Tom
Cook, a geologist who Is
Chevron's exploration representative in Alaska. The
oil company considers the
information obtained from
its exploratory well proprietary and will not share its

fmdings. Test drilling for oil,
like trying to forecast tbe
weather, is risky, an inexact
science. Nobody, not even
the Chevroo geologists,
knows for sure how much oil
there
be under the refmuch of It is
uge, or
recoverable. But the test results must have been tantalizing enough, prompting the
intense lobbying now underway in Congress by the major oil companies.
"What you get from that
kind of well is a better understanding of the geology,"
Cook says, poker-faced. He
lights a cigar inside one of
the drab huts latched to the

tundra In the oil town of
Deadhorse, at Prudhoe Bay,
65 miles west of the refuge.
"Hopefully that puts us at a
competitive
advantage
when - if - we start production," he says.
The question of whether
the nation's second-largest
wildlife refuge (the biggest
is the Yukon Delta Refuge in
western Alaska) will be·
opened to roads, drilling
pads and the clank of industry pursuing another jack·
pot is up to Congress. In
May, the Senate Energy
Committee passed legislation that would allow drilling
in the refuge, and the full
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180,000 caribou, a herd that is
to the native Gwich'in people
what the Great Plains bison
were to the Lakota Sioux, ml·
grate annually to calving
grounds in the same g<meral
area where the oil is supposed
to be. Chief among the questions now before Congress is
whether oil production and
caribou can share the same
patch of rold ground.
Beyond that, the fight oWlr
the Arctlc refuge has once
again raised the question of
just how far Americans are
willing to go for more domestic oil - how many
more wilderness areas, pris·
tine beaches and Wildlife ref·
uges will be violated as the
oil runs out. Eighteen years
have passed since the oil crisis of 1973, but American en·
ergy policy has barely
changed. More than 100
yearn ago, when oil production began in earnest in this
country, the wells were located on industrial land,
close to cities. Now drillers
are knocking at the door of
an Arctic wilderness in the
most remote comer of the
continent. For conservation·
lsts who would draw the line
around this vast home for
caribou and musk oxen, all
other environmental battles
are dwarfed by this epic
struggle over the Arctic ref·
uge. It may be the last big
land fight of its kind.

Senate is expected to take up
the matter in the fall. For
the time being, by law, the
19-mlllion-acre refuge is for
the predominant use of wildlife so abundant inside the
Arctic Circle that the area is
often called the American
Serengeti. (Map on page 26.)
Jn a symmetry so perfect it
suggests a modern parable,
the refuge also happens to
contain what many geologists consider the last great
untapped oil field on the continent - with a potential for
yielding up to nine billion
barrels, nearly matching
that of Prudhoe Bay, America's biggest. More than

point out that even if the
Arctic refuge proved to be a
bonanza as big a·~ Prudhoe
Bay, which produces about
!.5 mlllion barrels a day but
is declining at a rate of
roughly 10 percent a year,
the United States will continue to have to import up to
half Its oil. "We simply cannot drill ourselves to energy
independence," says George
T. Frampton Jr., president
of the Wilderness Society.
The Arctic refuge - with
Its prehl.storlc-look!ng musk
oxen. millions of migratory
birds, Dall · sheep, wolf
packs, moose, majestic carl·
bou herds and fearsome polar bears -·has taken on an
importance well beyond its
potential abllity to keep gas
prices down and soldiers out
of foreign lands. The ancient
human cultures of Inupiat

Below: Arctic Villap,
jwt oouth of the
refuge, ;, home to the
Cwieh..,tn,an
Indian nation that
depend• '"' the
ean"hou b...d.,. ita
pnrruory food _ooun:o.
Bo !tom: The
Davidson Mountains
in the &outheastcm
part of the ,.,.(uge, one
of the lar&e•t
protected wildlife
uea..s in the nation.

RESIDENT BUSH
has made drilling
in the refuge the
centerpiece of his national
energy policy; Democrats,
joined by many Republi·
cans, are pushing fuel effi·
C>ency as an alternative. Increasing the average fuel·
economy standard for new
cars from 27.5 to 34 miles a
ganon by the year 2001, the
argument for conservation
goes, would save more oil
than could ever be pumped
from the refuge. But the
President will veto any energy bill, according to Energy
Secretary James D. Wat·
kins, that does not include
lifting the restrictions on
Arctic oil development.
For those who want cheap
Alaskan crude to keep flowing into the next century, the
argument is simple. As Tom
Cook says, "Do you want
your energy policy always to
be, 'Shoot the guy who's got
the oil,' or should we develop
our own resources?"
Sixty-five percent of the
world's known oil reserves
are in the Middle East; the
United States has only about
4 percent. Conservationists
THENtW YOI\K T1M£$MACA:tiNE/ AUGUST .C, 1991
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Above: The
Porcupine un"bou

herd,nasnedforthe
Porcupine River,
ealv<» on the eou!al
plAin in the refuee.
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u.ncert&in what
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complex would
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Eskimos on the one side and the year, the area lacks color
Gwich'in Indians on the oth· and the untidy edges of life.
er are also part of the ref- "A barren desert," In the
uge's ecology. As metaphor, words of Alaska Senator Ted
the refuge is a sort of frozen Stevens, perhaps the most voEden. the last paradise at cal proponent in the Senate of
the far northern edge or the opening the refuge to drilling.
Final Frontier. Larger than But its emptiness is what
10 of the states, it Is without · some peop,le fmd ;;o ~m
the industrial footprints that lng. They see value in what
cover the rest of the globe the plain does not have- the
the Ngeography of hope," as lleavy metal and caterwaulthe Writer Wallace Stegner Ing tools of the oil Industry. Of
defmed w!!derness.
the 1,100 miles of northern
Even the most poeti<: of na- Alaska coast along the Arctic
ture writers fmd themselves Ocean, only the 125-mlle
straining to describe the stretch inside the refuge is off
coastal plain - 8 percent of limits to development.
the total refuge - which is
"Oil and gas development
where oil drilling would take would destroy this area, with
place if Congress gives its ap- all its wild and spectacular
proval. Few would call it ma- diversity, forever," Sydney J.
jestic. "Grave, austere and Butler, a vice president of the
beautiful" Is how Peter Mat- Wilderness Society, wrote in
thiessen described it recent- a letter to United States Senaly. Unlike the rest or the ref- tors in May. At the same
uge, which enjoys the more time, three major environmoderate climate of the south mental groups - the Nationand abounds with spruce al Wildlife Federation, the
trees, flowering heathers and Natural Resources Defense
alpine crags, the 1.5 million Council and Trustees for
acres of the coastal plain are Alaska - released a report in
nat· and harsh. For most of which they pleaded with Con-

gress to keep the refuge inviolate. At stake, the report said,
Is "the biological integrity of
America's only Arctic sanctuary and the future of the wildlife it protects."

LYING LOW OVER
the snow on ,a day
when the surface Is
crackling under 24-hour sun.
·We leave the intersecting
roads around Prudhoe Bay
and enter a white wilder·
ness. The landscape seems
to be in a burry to make the
elemental transformation
from ice to y.oater - alive
With "breakup," a word used
by Alaskans to describe late
spring. The snow pack Is sur·
prisingly low, less than a foot
on average. Bits of grass
show here and there. The
Beaufort Sea is just starting
to reveal itself through broken ice; offshore, Eskimos
have begun their annual hunt
for seals. Inland, about 25
miles from the coast, grizzly
bears are rousing themselves
from a winter slumber in the
foothills of the Brooks Range.

Alld all through the low draws
and passes of the range, caribou, led by pregnant cows,
are heading north.
A large, picked-<lver piece
of whalebone, a remnant of a
spine bigger than most liVing
rooms, Is perched on the
beach outside the town of
Kaktovik, the only human
communifY inside the refuge.
Entering the village of 200
people, you can see the two
worlds, past and future, of the
lnupiat. a name that means
"the Real People." They still
hunt bowhead whales, their
centuries-old source of subsistence. But the town has
satellite dishes, off-road vehi·
cles, new housing - all spoils
of oil money. Chevron's exploratory well was drilled
just a few miles from this
village,on lands for which the
mineral rights are owned by
the Arctic Slope Regional
CorPOration, whose shareholders are Eskimos. Any
further drilling would require
Congressional approval.
"We don't want to return
to the past," says Archie
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Brower, a Kaktovik resident, toothless an<! chainsmoking. "Oil is the future."
In l980, 20 years after the
refuge was set aside, Congress designate<! the northernmost 1.5 million acres as a
"special study area" for its oil
and gas potential. In 1987, the
Interior Department estimat.e<l there was about a 20 percent chance 'of rei:overing
Ia rge quantities of oil in the
Arctic refuge. This year, citing more accurate geologic
studies and recent wells
<!rille<! on the periphery or the
refuge, the department upped
the odds to 46 percent - a
move environmentalists label
political, time<! to influence
the legislation now making its
way through Congress.
The Govemment places
the amount of recoverable
oil in the refuge at between
, 600 million and 9.2 billion
barrels. The mean, e;.r··,1ated at 3.57 billion b ·els,
would be enough tom
the
United States' total
demand for 200 days.
if
that oil were pumped at a
rate of only 1 million barrels
a day, it would keep the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline the vital artery on which
Alaskans depend for everything from an annual check
to performing-arts subsidies
- busy for another decade
or two. For the companies .
that run the pipeline, timing
!s crucia~ the vast oil complex inside the Arctic Circle
must be fed a steady diet or
North Slope crude. I! the refuge were opene<l to drilling
today, it would take 8 to 12
years in exploration and
construction time before oil
could now from the coastal
plane to the pipeline.
In one report, the Interior
Department drew a picture
of what oil development in
the refuge would be like. The
handful of oil companies expecte<l to be involved would
need about 100 miles of pipeline, 120 miles of main roads
and 160 miles or less-developed spur roads, two airfields, some 60 drilling pads
and up to 50 million cubic
yards of gravel, use<! to
make hard surfaces over the
tundra. The coastal plain is
underlaid by up to 1,500 feet
of permanently frozen water, rock, sand and loose soil
- called permafrost The
thin layer atop this, which
thaws to a depth of several
feet, is considered extremely vulnerable to environmental damage. To minimize the industrial footprint,
the oil companies have said
they would try to do much of
I"HOTOCRAPH~

the construction work in
winter, using ice roads Instead of those made of gravel. They say new technological advances make it possible to put all the drill pads
and service centers closer
together and to use about
half the space required for
the construction at Prudhoe
~ay in the early 70's.
• The oil would be sent to the
lower 48 states through the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline, which
disSei:tS the state and runs
800 'miles from Its origin in
Prudhoe to the icc-free port of
Valdez. What happens after
the oil leaves U1e frozen north,
of course, has as much to do
with the politics of op;:ning
the refuge as what may happen near the drill sites. Legislation to allow drilling cleared
the Senate Energy Committee once !;>efore, in 1989 eigHt days before the Exxon
Valdez struck a reef and ruptured, spiiling nearly 11 million gallons into Prince William Sound The nation's
worst oil spill, killing more
than 260,000 birds, at least
3,500 sea otters, 200 harbor
seals! an<! staining a marine
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wilderness with blankets of
crude, cause<! many in Con-

gress - and in Alaska - to
thlnlt twice about the pursuit
of black gold inside the Arctic
Circle. The measure to open
the refuge died in the 1989
Congressional session.
"After the spill, when I
went to give talks about oil
development in the refuge, I
had some people spit on me,
call me every name in the
book," Cook, the Chevron geologist, says. "It was rough."
One who <lid not change
his mind about Alaska's relationship with oil was Walter J. Hickel, the state's new
Governor. He dismisses the
Exxon spill as a "mechanical thing" that would never
ha,ve happened if there had
been tugs escorting oil tankers all the way through the
sound. Running on the plat-
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Above: Ar<:hle
Brower ln Kaktovik:

"Oil is tbe future."
Left Sa.n.h Ja.Jne$ in
Arctic Village: For
too lone "no oae
wanted to bear about

the

Gwich'in~'"
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form of Alaska's Independence Party - which advocated secession from the
Union, an idea he later dis·
avowed - the 71-year-old
Hickel was returned to the
Governor's mansion last fall.
more than 20 years after an
earlier term in the Statehouse. Elected with less than
.1() percent of the vote in a
three-way election, Hickel's
vision for Alaska indudes
opening up the refuge, laying
railroad tracks to the far
north and constructing a pipeline to deliver fresh water
from his state to the parched
metropolises of Southern california.
The state controls Jess
than one-third of Alaska's
370 million acres. The rest is
tied up in national parks, wil·
demess preserves, wildlife
refuges, military fields and
land owni:d by native corporations, the 13 regional
groups that represent 70,000
Aleuts, Eskimos and Atha·
bascan Indians. In his inaugural address this year,
Governor Hickel described
Alaska as "a state on the
brink of colony status once
again -because we have Jet
our rights be taken away by
the Federal Government"
Tbe Governor's plan for
Alaska has been dubbed
"Wally World" by the Anchorage press. He has just
limped through a legislative
session In which few of his
init!a tives were passed into
law, and his deal to settle all
legal claims against Exxon
In return for a payment of
$1.1 billion fell apart under a
shower of criticism. Nonetheless, in his disdain for of·
tlcial wilderness areas, he
speaks for a large segment
of Alaskans. Wild areas, off
limits to motorized vehicles
and resource extraction,
are, he says, "places where
people have to break laws in
order to see them."
ERTAINLY, FEW
people have ever
tried to see the Arc·
tic refuge. Last year, ooly
about 15,000 visitors were recorded, an amount equal to,
say, the number or people
who might cross the street in
Times Square on a given
morning. Hiking the coastal
plain, in summer, has been
compared to walking onawater bed. Those woo do visit
come to raft under the midnight sun. to camp in the foot·
hills of the Brooks Range, to
take pictures of the big ani·
mats or to exalt in the feeling
of being an inconsequential
part of nature.
26

Beaufort Sea

tnx!uctfon 20 years ago, they
have thrived In the refuge,
where they live year round,
eating shrubs and willows in
the valleys of the Brooks
Rarige. Now numbering
about 500, ~e musk oxen In
the refuge make up one of
·the ·largest populations in
North America. Klein woriies that gouging streams in
the refuge .to build new
roads would displace the
shaggy, lumbering oxen
from their prime habitat. a
concern that the oil compa·
nles say .Is ill-founded. Ac·
cording ·to .Rooald
Chappell. a spokesman for ARCO
Alaska, gravel would most
likely be taken from one or
two central pits.
Klein speaks in the cau- tious language of science.
Both sides· of the refuge delmte have tried to use his
conclusions to oolster their
arguments. \\'hen asked for
his opinion on whether the
Porcupine herd could survive oil drilling in the refuge,
he says: "These animals are
extremely complex, but
lieve it would be very diffi·
cult ror oil developmen
take place in the coastal
plain without having a detrimental effect on them. How
great that would be, no one
knows.•
For the Gwlch'in Indians,
who live in 15 tiny communi·
ties just south of Alaska's
Brooks Range and the Canadian Yukon. the caribou are
a matter of sumval. Most
Gwicll'ins, who .· number
about 7,000, live a subsist·
ence life, depending
the
Porcupine caribou herd as
their primary food source,
much the way some coastal
Alaskan commu1lities still
;rurvive oo seasonal salmon
runs. The Gwlch'lns are the
northernmost Indian tribe in
North America. perhaps the
last big aboriginal group to
resist assimilation and modern ways.
.
sFor too long this has been
an Issue about environment
versus energy, and no one
wanted to bear about the
Gwichrnl,"
says
Sarah
James, a native leader who
lives in Arctic Village, just
south of the refuge. In a
statement before the Senate
Energy Committee in April.
James wmpared the Gwi·
chrm to the buffalo-hunting
Sioux of the Great Plains:
MThe Gwich'in are caribou
people. For thousands of
years we have lived with
caribou right where we are
today. We're talking about
an Indian nation that still

w:
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Fo.-conMreali<>nistt who dnn¥ the li"" &.r<Y.tnd thla 'II1!ISt OOm.e forean"hou and
battla are dw&r(ed by the ~gle over the Arctic refuge.

Even if a million visitors a
year came to the Arctic ref·
uge, it would not change the
core argument against oil
development. For ANWR
(pronounced an-whar), as it
is called, is not primarly for
people, but for animals.
In arguing that Industry
and wild animals can share
the same land, the oil companies that want to drill in
the refuge
Chevron,
ARCO, British Petroleum,
among the major ones cite the experience of the
Central Arctic caribou herd,
just to the west or the refuge.
The fear expressed during
the last great Alaska lands
debate, over the pipeline,
was that North Slope production would harm this
herd. But in the last 18
years, following large-scale
development at Prudhoe
Bay, the herd has grown
from 3,000 to nearly 20,000.
Pictures of caribou crossing
under elevated pipelines and
over gravel roads are regularly trotted out to show that
oil drilling has had no discernable effect on the ani·
mats. During the 1988 Presi·
dential campaign, George
Bush proclaimed that cari·
bou like to "snuggle up next
to the pipeline."
The animals are a common
sight at Prudhoe dunng the
SUQ1mer. "They cross pipelines and roads with very few
problems," says G. Scolt Ron·

zio, manager of environmen-

tal sciences for ARCO Alaska. While concedfflg that
there is ~a lot of mystery to
these animals,~ Ronzio says.
"I'm fairly conCident that oil
development can continue on
the North Slope with no harm
to caribou."
The expansion of the Central Arctic herd has been at·
tributed by biologists to a retreat ot pre<l..ators, mainly
wolves and grizzly bears,
which keep their distance
from humans, to a series ot
mild winters and to normal
ups and downs of animal ~
ulation cycles. Caribou have
increased throughout Alaska.
Most
biologists,
Ronzlo
among them. think the Central Arctic herd will eventually decline, and there is evidence that their growth rate
is already shlinking.
The animals that migrate
to the refuge. ltnown as the
herd
Porcupine caribou
(named for the Porcupine
River, wruch flows through
the southern edge of the ref·
uge), are a different story.
For one thing. the Porcupine
herd is nearly 10 times larger
than the Central Arctic herd.
For a.nother, the bigger herd
does its calving in an area
where oil development would
take place; about half of the
Cent rat Arctic calving takes
place away from oil facilities.
Few biologists know exactly
what would happen if preg-

nant caribou cows, given
their limited time to give
birth, tried to calve within
sight and sound of an industri·
a! complex.

"Among the Central herd,
females have never adjust·
ed to oil development." says
Dr. David R. Klei!i, a biologist considered ooe of the
natloo•s foremost eXperts on
caribou. A frequent witness
before Congressional hear·
ings, Klein has been study·
ing Arctic caribou for nearly
30 years. "What oil could
mean to the Porcupine herd
Is that the females and their
young would be deprived of
their best feeding grounds."
he u.ys.
.
Calibou eat grasses and
flower buds, at a rather In- .
tense nue, during the short
Arctic
summer.
The
swarms of mosquitoes that
rise from the spongelike.tundra have driven them to the
coast for the relief or ocean
breezes. If the animals were
forced to sea tter inland,
says Klein, insects would
likely harass them to a point
where they would be unable
to eat enough food for their
return migration, a march
of nearly 1,000 miles.
or equal concern to Klein
are the musk oxen, which
look like creatures out of the
"Star Wars" movies. The
musk oxen are native to
Alaska, but were hunted to
extinction. Since their rein·
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heart attack, u'lanks to a hellcopter from Barrow that
(Continued from page 26)
airlifted him to a hospital a search-and-rescue made
lives on the land and de- possible by oil money. Matupends on this herd. In my meak still remembers when
village, about 75 percent of some Esklmos lived In lgour protein comes from car- loos; now his grandchildren
ibou."
wear Los Angeles Raiders
In Arctic Village, heat from caps and the family takes
thesummersunisus.edtodry occasional vacations to Discar!boo meat Unlike other ney World.
naUve people, the Gwlcb'lns
Some Inup!at are angry
do oot own any mineral rights !hat they cannot lease their
In the refuge and have oot own land, Inside the refuge.
organized Into a reglooal cor- to on companies. "We've
poratlon. Can1lou Is the cen- lived bere thousands of
ter ot their lives. The Gwi- years," says Matumeat..
ch'lns consider themselves . "We should be able to do
part of !he natural ecology ot what we want with our own
the Arctic refuge. "We tbinlt land. And what we want is to
of It as a biocultural reserve, a!low drilling. Oil Is the best
oot just a V<ild1ife refuge: thing that ever happened to
James says.
us.":
." .
The Gwich'ins, who have . . Desplte s~ t>taternents,
barely been heard from dur· L'1e Esldmoo· ta.ke a someing the decade-long debate, what contradictory apcame together for a meeting proach to oil drilling in the
in the summer of 1988, the far north.. Whlle they advofirst time all the tribal com- cate opening the refuge,
muntles had gall}ered In ooe which would benefit them
place in more than 100 economically,
they
are
years. They signed a procla- amocJg the strongest oppoma tion, agreeing to •speak nen!s o_f an Interior Departas a single voice" against on meot plan to allow offshore
drilling II) the Arctic Ocean,
development in the refuge.
1be other naUve people which poses a potential threat
near the refuge, Eskimos 011 to their whale hunting.
For roost Americans. it
the northern border, take the
opposite stand \\'hale bunt· would be easier If all the reers represented by a power- maining o!l fte!ds were in
fu1 region.al corporation, the West TeXas or Oklahoma But
Inupiat say oil has changed the search for petroleum has
their lives for the better. 1hey now ·guoe to the far edges,
receive millions or dollars In ooac pleasure beaches in
royalties from dri.lling on the Florida and California, off the
North Slope, and stand to gam wilderness coast or the Olymadditlooal mlllloos if the ref· pic Peninsula In Wasbingtoll
uge Is opened About 6.000 In- State and Inside u Arctic
upi.at live in elght vl1lages In- pre!!4;rve that WIIS supposed
side the Arctic Circle, most of to belong to wild anlmaJs.
them In the town of Barrow.
These potential drill sites, 011
"We used to be afraid of or OOli' natlooal treasures,
what t.'le oil industry would force the questloo of just bow
do, but we saw that it has oot far the natloo will go to satbanned fish or wildlife," lsfy Its oil habit.
says Warren Matumeall:, an
Those who want to open
lnup!at elder who lives In the Arctic to development
Barrow.
"Things
have tee a peculiar fonn of Arnerchanged for the better. We 1can nalvete In the arguhave schools, roads, fire- ments tor preservation. "The
figthing equipment. Our idea ot all that oil just sitting
houses have ldtchens and there, untapped. wllile the
flush toilets and TV's. It's United States ups its trade
sad that some people think imbalance with Middle
we should have to go back to Eastern OOW1trles is Judithe old ways.~
crous, they say. But by keepMatumealt was 11>ith his lng the refuge inviolate, the
grandson, fishing ror char, a counter argument goes.
type of Arctic trout, four AmerlcartS can take the frrst
summers ago, when he suf· steps toward independence
fered a heart attack. "I said, from a substance that, once
'Grandson, I'm going to pulled from the ground, inwhere Jesus Is.'" His choles- evitabiy spewns trouble terol built up. he said, be- wars, foul air and dirty wacause he was spending too ter. The debate, in itself, Is
much time in froot of the familiar. What bas changed
television, dipping canbou is thet we are running out of
fat in whale blubber - a places over which to have
tasty snack. He survived the tbe argumeill II
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ibe U.S. Senate this session Is considering"

ff{7-

.

" President Bush's proposed national energy poli- ·..
cy, which includes opening the coastal plain of·
Alaska's Arctic NaUonal Wildlife Refuge to oil
drilling. The noisy debate over development has
·centered in Washington, D.C., between politi. clans, oil indtJSlry lobbyists and environmental-

ists.
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Far away but caught in tlH; middle are two
Native villages whose people have lived off tbe
bounty of the coastal plain for centuries. To the
Gwich'in Indjans of Arctic ViJJage in :Alaska's
Interior, drilling threatens the caribou at the
hea.rt of their culture. Many Inupial Eskimos in
tlJe North Slope village of Kaktovik also hunt
caribou, but oil drimng could bring muchdesired economic opportunity.
This Associated Press report explores the
conflict within these villages and between them
as they try to balance tradition and economic

·

~ange.

By T.A. BADGER

Associated Press Writer
KAKTOVIK-Irs hard to argue with what

.
oil has done for this small Inupiat Eskimo village on the Beaufort Sea in Alaska's northeast ,

corner.
When villagers get Bkk, they visit -a.
cious modern clinic.

r

When a house catches fire, trained and wellequipped ru-efighters come to the rescue.
When elderly residents need to go out or
have something brought in, a minivan is available to them.

In many ways, the 225 people of KB,ktovi.k"seining place" in lnupiaq--live as their ancestors did. Their seasons still revolve around hunt!. ing, I!Shing and boating out among the ice floes
in pursuit of seals and bowhead whales.
But they've
grov.n to rely on
modern conveniences that cost
money-pickup
trucks, fourwheelers, motorboats and gaspowered stoves.
And in North
Slope Boroughlarger than Utah
with a population
under 6,000nearly all the
money flows out
of the ground as
black gold.
Kaktovik, a
grid of gran~! streets and wood-frame
..Ji!i;<'lv•~~c•~ on the north~m ;;dge of Barter Island,
sits next to what could be a multibillion-barrel
oil field on the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
And with lh<- decline of the giant Prudhoe
Bay field. 75 miles to the west, drilling in the

rsee 1\..J.KT(J\'IK. Page A-5'

PEDALS AND PARKA-Ekosik Tagarook, 6, rides his bicycle down a street in Kaktovik in
July Top photo the Eskimo village of Kaktovik s':s o:c Barter lsla:>d in the Arct1c Oc~a.,. off
the ~ortheast c~ast of Alaska. Behind it lies the coas~;:! plain of the Arctic National 'Ni!dlife
Refuge and the Brooks Range.

: bSKilllOS t~y
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balance the modern, traditional

from Page A-I!

rE"fuge is seen by many here
a way !o pay Ule bills.
don't live in the 1950s any
.ere's a lot of progress
ou!side Barter Island and
: _ ingus,"saldJoeSoplu,a
_vfough employee. "Our e.."'nomy
Isn't keeping up."
•
Others aren't so conceroed about
lceplng up. They fear that drilling
on the coastal plain, where the
100,000 caribou from the Porcupine
herd travel hundreds of miles each
spring to drop their calves, could
tamper with their traditions.
"I hope they don't start drilling,"
iald Mick~f Go~don. "They're
;omg to go throUgh the land I was
born in, where my father was born
and hl8 !ather. I don't care about
money-l just want to hunt on my
land."
That land includes 92,000 acres
o_wned by Kaktovik Inupiat Co~.
adjacent to the coastalplain, giving
the village corporation a potentiallY lucrative stake In any explora-

tion.

·

Under the AlaSka Native Claims
Settlement Act,Barrow-based Arctic Slope Regional Cqrp. owns the
subsurface rights to the land. But
Herman Aishanna, v!ce president
oC the village corporation, said It
could reap a healthy return from
service contracts and surface
leases, well as a 2 percent royalty on the value of any oil pumr>ed.
-"Everybody needs_ money,~ and
on would provide employment for
KIC &harebolders," said Aishanna,
who also is Kaktovik's mayor.
"We have a lot of young, energetic people here who don't have jobs.
We
snow removal and a
ng (acUity for boats.
ai gas hooked up to
and better doors and
"-...v..-s. All oC these things cost
lots oC money."
Alahanna dismisses the notion
that the PotCUplne herd would be
. ~ by oil exploration.
· ''Wben they were having the first ",
~ about the (Arcfk refuge>
leal;e was, everyone was against
It, but tt ~rna the fears aren't
valid ll.llY more," he 81lid. He beIkves the oil companies at Prudboe
Bay "have done everytlting they
can to conserve the animals."
A couple of doors down from
Ai!lhanna'a office is that of Jlllle
Tbomp!!OO., the \-ill~~~~ vocal
cppor;ent oC refuge drilling.
''Tbere wlil be rules and regulations ~there aren't any oow,"
Jaid ThomPIOO, who works for the
borough. "Look at Prud.hoo-you
walk oot mto a field and a safety
officer pkb you up. There's going
to be oolae 24 hours a day, there's
going to be metal trees (drilling
rigs) sticking up. It's going to be
ugly.
"It will take away the grounds
where we ~o fiShing and hunting
-and campmg-that's the main
thlng for me," she &aid. "Those are
our happiest moments-it's our
way of life. But KIC Is a corporation

as

Alshanna agreed the village
needs a larger voice in faraway
places.

"Whoever drew the (preliminary) infrastructure map didn't consult with North Slope Borough or
Kaktovik," be saki. "They want to
build a seaport to the east to service
the oil industry, butpcoplebereare
worried about that because it's in
the migration pattern of the bowhead whale."
The Inuplat may be willing to
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ANWR at a glance
II The Lud: The coastal
plain of the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge is touted by en·
viroomentalists as a delicate
wilderness vital to many species
of wildlife, and by some proponent& of oil exploration as a remote, mosquito-Infested wasteland.
The 12S-mile-long, 1.&-millionacre coa.<tal plain stretches between the Beaufort Sea and the
northern foothills of the Brooks
Range, in the northeast corner
of Alaska.
It represent& about 8 percent
of the 19-million-acre refuge,
which itself is about the size of
Maine.
II Environmental Issue: Oil
companies say no more than
12,000 acres, less than I percent,
would be affected by drilling.
They say drilling could be done
in an ecologically safe manner.
But conservation groups say
an industrial complex on the
scale of nearby Prudhoe Bay,
with its 1.500 miles of roads and
pipelines. and tons of daily drilling wastes, would harm caribou,
bears. birds. musk oxen. fish

and other wildlife.
Environmentalists have accused oil companies of destroying hundreds of square
miles of tundra on the North
Slope already.

Congress made about 40 percent of the arctic refuge wilder·
ness under the Alaska NatJonal
Interest Land Conservation Act
in 1900, and conservation groups
are pushing to have Ule coastal
plain similarly designated so lt
would be off-limit& to oil drilling.
II Energy, Economic Benefits: Drilling proponents include oil companies, federal and
state governments, the North
Slope Borough and the Arctic
Slope Regional Corp. They cite
Ule need for new sources of oil,
especially since the Prudhoe
Bay fields are declining.
The U.S. Interior Department
has pegged the coastal plain'soil
deposit at 600 million to 9 billion
barrels, the high-end figure
nearly the size of the Prudhoe
Bay strike. A mean figure of 3.57
billion barrels is often quoted.
-The Associated Press
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SPECKS ON "fU,;ioM~A caribou herd mills .about ·on the' North Slope

is .1989':

photograph. ,Pic\ufes st;i~ as this, taken with a 1950s-vintage Army surptu·s camera, a~e·

~se~ by bi~l~~!f~s t~ ·cpunt,_!h~. ~.~~?e~-~f.a!limi:lls_ in herd~:~J.OU~-~-AJa,~~":#f.~·-2;~ :·;~· .·
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··Caribo1l :¢ensus

.. · .•

take~

·

good· eye~:1gHt

Have you
~~~rel~·i' several weeks waiting f01: the
biologists count caribou 'herds!
right conditions," Whitten said.
The answer is waiting at U.S.
"What you want is hot, dear
'Fish and Wildlife's Tanana Val- .. days where mosquitos cause the
ley State-Fair booth.·
. ;. caribou to aggregate in large
.· .. VIsitors to the booth are ·en-· t groups."
.
couraged to try their own h,and . In 1969, tbe last year a coma.t estimating the.number.of pletecountisava.ilable.,thePor·
~t_i})p~ recorded in ;a recent . cupine Caribou Herd number-ed
~~photo. It~a ana contest,
about .178,000. Tbe 1988 census
t~n.sOred by the'i(iaA& ·Natu~
measured the Western Arctic
H~tory A.SsOei'at!on, wbkhfJf Caribou Herd at about 34{1,000.
ardlng.:l{ey ·
· · b' a·~,-~ .... The future of the Porcupine

ever

inm

ters to
JM.':. .herd is at the center of debates
oo_~,U~l:fma
~.ft., .., over whether to drill for oil in the
Th-e']5icture nl}· disj?Iay in the ~ .... Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
air booth is an eb'fatgetl verston.; ~i.~ Environmentalists and some
.tM'Wtndard 9-lfy:s-lliclr~:.[--·: ·Native groups say oil developuil2Plro1~~biol<@~~:t,!~~:t::- me.nt ~hurt the pop~ation,.
efr'-clf!eial counts, :state. cart)~: .while oil mterests and the state
u biologist Ken Wh.ifterf~t'-L>.government say it won't. ·
50scvintage ArmJ~~tWplusV .,.. Both herds have been growing
mera to shoot ;A'ftiSka•s
·recently, but the 1990 census
biggest herds: the Ce
·
1:;. photos have not been counted
tic and the Porcup· '
"tyet, 'Whitten said.
A census is condu
·~+ State and federal wildlife
'{he big herds-·_
;•-: offices share the drudgery of
~ry other yeru;~
. · compiling ~he actual c~unts ~n
.
. : an alternatmg year bas1s, Whit"'The photos ta~
(d?~·~,butwe'redft_~~~!J:~~ tensaid.
'

~

·two'i:

I
1

.

~

L_.i:n_n•--_...:;_;.

...

r

tv· . . , ... ,_ .....-

r'·d,·~-.>c,'¥'tl;"~f:t~~··r-'·~
Using a magnlfyfug~

.

a plastic grid laid oyer the..Photo,
biologists have_ tf'count each
adult animal a~·~a1f, one
one,sa.idCathycurby,a
biologist with the U.S.,f!sb and.

WiJdllie Service.

' ··:- ·

.. To correct for :variances
·among biologists, a number of
control census photos' are ineluded in each counter's batch.··
By comparmg the variations-'b
the control photo counts, officials assign a weight factor to
each individual counter and use
this to adjust the filial census fi.

gures.

·

"Some people tend to always
overestimate," .Curby. said.
"Others always underestimate.
The last time I did it, I was sort
of half high and half low."
Scrutinizing all the tiny caribou blots also takes a personal
toll on the counters.
"The worst I ever had was a
photowith9,000caribou,"Curby
said. ··You ca~'t do it forever.
By the end, I m really nauseated.''

·-----------.....J
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By T.A. BADGER •

Associated Press Writer?;'
KAKTOVIK-They arrive by
helicopter, cameru slung lll'OUDd
their necks. A converted school bws '
picks them up for a ahol"t
around the villagt's.few'
streets while a guide·· fltllda
tiOM. Then the heliCO,Pterl
themaway.:····· :>·,;:,•'.:·• · ·.
But tourilltl they are
:~ are what the
Hrn•l'ft!!;anltatlvefi Of
business,· trade
- people with a nnanc:uu
stake in keeping the oil
from Al!Uika's North
opening the Arctic
life Refuge to ':'Xj)IQ,!-IW:n:y ""'""-U'IS•'",
Dozens of them
from outside
to this tiny Inupiat ,I!;BII:1llltO,V:t.WI.24
on the Beaufort Sea for·•whmoind'
tours of the refuge's COIUital plain, ..
under which many believe may .liO '
billions of barrels of oil.
The trips are paid for by· the
American Petroleum Institute, the
nation's largest oil industry trade
group, whose 250 members include
all major U.S. oil companies.
API says it has earmarked $6
million for its arctic refuge campaign this year, of which it has
spent about $2 million so far.
And it isn't the only pro.drlillng
player spending heavily to get the
word out.
The state government favors
drilling, and has set uide $3 million
to fund its efforts on the stump in
fiscal 1992. The Aluka Oil and Gas
LOBBY TRIPS-A member of a tour group photographsKak·
Association, which arranges API's
tovik before getting back on a helicopter recently during a
Alaska trips, also has a war chest,
trip to the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge on the North
though it won't say how big.
Slope. The oil industry and environmentalists have in·
And oil companies like BP Ex·
ploration (Alaska) Inc. and Arce
Alaska Inc., as well as local entitieS week or more hildng in the Brooks coastal plain is vital to many spelike the Arctic Slope Regional Corp. Range or floating down one of the cies of wildlife and should be declared wilderness.
and North Slope Borough, are coastal plain's many rivers.
The tiattle to reach decision maltspending on visitors.
"We do what we can," said Rex
On the other side of the issue are Blazer, executive.c:lirectA>r of the era heated up this summe~r when ·
environmental groups, which have Northern Alaska Environmental President Bush included drilling on
been bringing their own supporters Center, In Fairbanks. "Even the coastal plain in his national
to the arctic refuge this year.
thoogh we're outJij>ent 20 to 1, when energy strategy. Bush's plan pasAnti-drilling visitors, however, we get the cha.n¢e to present tbe sed the Senate Energy Committee
and Is scheduled to go before the
usually pay their own way and facts, we hold our own."
sleep in tents while spending a
Opponents of drilliDg say the full body this fall.

creased the number of tours they have sponsored in the area
as part of a growing fobbying campaign about whether oil
exploration should be allowed in a small portion of the
wilderness area.
·
"I'm going to contact my local
senator when I get home," said
Robert Smalley, president of
Cruise America Inc., a Miamibased motorhome and van rental
company, who recently visited the
arctic refuge with Afl. "I went
through one energy crisis, and
don't want to go through another."
API says most of the $2 million it
has spent wu to bring allies and

potential allies- including legislators, their staffs and sometimes reporters - to the proposed 1.5·
million-acre coastal plain, about 75
miles east of Prudhoe Bay in Alaska's remote northeast corner.
"A lot of people don't have the
chance to come up here - an they
know they get from the press,'' said
Carlton Jackoon, director of external liaiaon for the Washington,

D.C.-based API. "For us it's an
educational effort. If after coming
up here they f~l that oil and ~as
shouldn't be drilled, that's f111<'."
But it's not the result API deslrt•s
or expects.
"We hope that, bas<'d on what
they see, they'll agr~ with us, and
that they'll go back home and ex·
press their opinion for drilling."
Jackson said.
One recent API group seenwd f•l·
led with a missionary's zeal as it
1touMd the Prudhoo Bay and Enclicott oil cemplexea, the coastal
• p.la.in and. Kaktovik:. · ·~
Ji1 ~Any doubt~ or~ tb&t I
· had b<llfore co.t'l1ing up· bere have
• helm~... D.ld Scott Pattison,
.dl.nlctor of tha Waabingtoo office of
Colll1iumer Alert, a California·
· blued ~profit group thst promotes competition in markets.
"There is an incredibly meticulOWi pr«ection of the environm,·nt
at Prudhoe, and I'm sure it is going
to be even stricter for (arctic refuge) drilling."
Pattison's views were ech<wd hy
others in his group.
"What I saw here wiiJ.rcfresh my
. effort to make the argument that
responsible development in the
arctic is possible and is a gnud
thing," said Curry Ann Lawless,
director of legislative aff<urs for
the American Institute of Merctwnt
Shipping.
The Sierra Club and the Wil<kr
' ness Society are among oth<'r orga·
nizations using arctic refuge v1s1ts
to further their cause.
"Our trips are a mix of the corn·
mitted and the curious," said .lack
Hession, the Sierra Club's Alaska
representative. "We certainly hope
they go back and become activihls
in the campaign to keep this pia•·•·
inviolate."
Hession said the Sierra Club
. charges about $1,000 per pNS<>Il lor
arctic refuge trips, whilt" AI irn
Smith of the Wildernt•ss So··•<'~ I'
said his group provides lrivs at c:o;t
to major contributors.
"They're in a position lo dorwt<·
funds or help with getting us more
people interested in conlaclinJ.(
legislators," Smith said.

'
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fndustry predict~ few'prQble«pS ·

::
By T.A. BADGER
;· ;r eludes a key ~ l:iW would
:· Associated Press Writer
• openthecoutalplalntoollandpa
:: ANCHORAGE-,.From the begin- exploration.
ll)ng, the caribou hu acted as an
The measure Is supported. by
Jmofficialmnseotforthosefighting federal, state and North SIOjM>
tokeeptheArctlcNationalWildlife Borough governments, and
Refuge off limits to oil and gas ex- opposecl by conHrvatlon groups
ploratlon.
who- the coutal plaln Iiiii vital to
Conservationists and others have wildlife nod want it doalgnated
long told all who would listen that wilderness.
•
the refuge's coastal plain ia the
Conservattonlsta fear thet notaa
main calving area for the Porcu· andindWitrialactiv!tyaccompanypine caribou herd-the primary ing the search lor oil could limit pofood source for a number of Ia.r bears' movement, expoa.e them
Gwlch'in Athabnskan villages in to oil spills, poisonous ebomlcals
Alaska and Canada-and that oU and other pollutants, and harm the
drilling would destroy that pur- aalmais thet the bears depe.nd 011
pose.
lor food.
: But as the Issue moves closer to a
'!'bey alsony drilling would raiss
vote in Congress, its seems the fate the likelihood of increased bear·
of the Porcupine herd alone might human contact and could damage
pot be enough of a rallying point. repreductlon by driving female
Time to summon the polar bear bears with cubs out of their
from the bull pen.
maternity dens before the ciubs are
: A new campaign Is under way to ready for the harsh arctic climate.
raise consciousness about dangers
Alaska's polar bear population
critics say arctic refuge oil drilling and its habitat Is protected under
could pose for the great white hun- the federal Marine Mammal Proters of the north.
tectinn Act and the 11176 Intemn"The information we've received tiona! Agreement on the Conservaindicates that there would be a sig- tlon of Polar Bears.
nlficant impact on polar bears that
Defenders of Wildlife and the
until today has gone virtually un- American Institute of Biological
noticed," said Robert Dewey, re- Sciences this month asked the
fuge program associate for Defen- Marine Mammal Commission, an "
dcrs of Wildlife, based in Wllllhing- advisory group thet overseen the
ton, D.C.
workoffederalageaclesregording
"It's an important aspect of the polar bears, to determlu if ANWR
arctic refuge debate, and we plan to coastai plaln drilling would violllte
·
a.lcrt as many legislators and dec!- · the act or agreement. · ·
,ton makers to it as possible." ·.
Tho eommiulon bas Ioiii ...,..
· Recent reports, baaed on ilcl~ · vlowed polar bear ~WMreb, and
tilic research over tho post decade, last week rudted inderal agooctes to
Indicate that, while most of Alas- provide It with addltionallnforma~
ka's female polar bears have their tlon on bear findings and manage.:
eubs in dens on offshore pack lee, ment plllll3.
·
the bear's leading onshore btrthing · "Drllllng at anyone s!ta may uot
area in the United States Is along cause a problem but the collective
the refuge's coastal plaln. . . ., drilling at a number. of sites may,"
It IS under the same 1.5-mllliOn- said Robert Hofman, the commisacre stretch of land between the sion's scientific program dlrectar.
BrooksRangeandtheBeaufortSea "If polar bears are disturbed and
In Alaska's northeast corner that caused to abandon the area it Is
many think could contain the na- inconsistent with the 1978
tion's next giant oil field.
ment."
· ··
TheU.S.SenatelsexpectedtobeThe work of wildlife l;llologists
gin debate this fall on a proposed supports the argument tbat the
national energy policy that in· coastal plain Is important, to the

agree-

ON THE ICE-Environmentalists are now arguing in Congress that oil development in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge will harm Alaska's polar
bears. But industry officials say that there are only a few bear dans at any one

area's 2;000 polar bears, particularly denning females. But the sci-

entists draw different conclusions
r<~gardlng the potential impacts of
oil exploration.
·
"The statistics point out very
clearly that (the coastal plain> and
.! adjacent Canada are slgnillcant in
polar bear reproduction," said
Steven Amstrup, project leader for

northern polar bear studlea for the
U.S. Fish and ·Wildlife Service in
·
Anchorage.
"But we ndve the technology and
wherewithal, l1 •PPlied carefully,
thet something like (oil and gasJ
exploration and development could
proeeed and still provide for the
continued survival· of polar bears
and other animals, ;• said Amstrup,

time in an area of 1.5 million acres and that the real problem will be keeping
workers safe from polar bears.

who is putting the finishing touches
on a report baaed on 11 years of
studying Beaufort Sea polar bears.
Jack Lentfer, a former biologist
for the state Department of Fish
and Game and U.S. Fish and Wild·
life Service with about 15 years of
polar bear experience, has drawn a
contrasting conclusion about
drilling.

"The risk to polar bears is not
worth taking," said Lentfer, a
Homer resident and member of the
Marine Mammal Commission.
"(The coastal plain) doesn't need
to be declared wilderness, but on
the other hand, the activity necessary to support oil development Is
jWJt too much activity."
Ann Browne, senior envlronmen·

tal scientist at BP Exploration
(AlllBkal Inc .. said she sees little
chance for disturbance because of
the annual number of polar bear
dens on the coastal plain is smalL
"The most dens surveys have
round in one year is four over 1.5
million acres. <but> those areas
right for denning would be looked
at," she said.

ROGER KAYE
Correspondent

ur Cessna rose with the updrnlt. roll·
ing gracefully where the arctic wind
eocourilered the steep rock fci&, l!s
·wavering !eft wing pointed north roll:e
coastal plain of the Arctic Natiooal

Wildlife Refuge, and beyond to the still
frozen Beaufort Sea. The right )'ling
followed the northern side of a Brooks
· Rt~nge foothill, an austere, gray wall
sweeping upward for
Wildlife
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or lllQre.

. tened to

:::

·· .:G ~:.:;'~1.· telemetry receiver as
? '~-~-.all!llicrWstope,s. Son:tewhere.!hev

.'·?-!;!food 4-yt!al'·<tld S<tvi he ltnl.n;·
.
,s,Pi$;• • •. Y..pung. a.P!t
.• ~.· r~archer with the U.S. Fish Snd

1:~. Wildlife Sel:viC~ js 'irtndylllg the ecology and move• :.. fuent;s af~~ !JlareruwftheAreticRelugethlit ·
~.'.):iuiy.oo !mpaeliedbypJleipWation and development.
'' · ' This ~s! isummet be ~p!ured ~adio-eollared bear$,
replaced .their ag'.ng r:edlos with fresh ones and fol· ·
• !vwed bear's travels with periodic relocation flights.
~ .• Rill project seeks to compare the predatiOn risks to the
P~me caribou herd oo their traditional coastal
flaln elilvlng grounds with areas they may be dJs.
p!aced to should oll devek>pment occur.
t,".-.,
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BEAR OF A JOB-Biologist Don
Young prepares to process a tran- :·
guiliz!;ld bear which became im- ..
.
. . ... •
!r!Obilizea on the edge of a creek.-~··;·
,•~·..:,,,de,,,v,_elopment or · · · ,
1, ~ears u~ually go down within five ' ·
.· .e~t:·minutes of being hit with the trail- •
-~'~'t·~ quilizer dart.
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sublimetotheridiculoustopassthe Lopez' award-wim1fn~ ~'Arcue·.
time. ·
·· · · ·· . :_
Dreams: Imagination and Desire;~
WASHINGTON-Words from au\Vhile no one can predict wnether in a Northern Landscape" tO lists of ;
thors Barry Lopez and Debbie Mil- cots will be set up on the floor of the all species on the barren
·
ler may be used in Washington this- . Senate chamber when t.he ·energy Slope tupdra~ S:{~•.:~;.fi.;,;;~; ;;,~
week to save the Arctic National bill comes up for debate this week,
Other optiqns:a~~~dry ~e
Wildlife :Refuge from 'oii:.ctrill b.its Sen: Joe ~ieberman, D-Co'nil.; has· such as the -~sov_er\rzew .Df.
and production pads. · · ~: "·.
. .. written nearly six hours original · Slope Production'
19$\) ~::~;:
Ten U.S. senators have vowed to text just'in case.
· .f.>'; 1 ··• . 2010, prepared for the Legislatfvt,t:f•!
talk to death a bill that would open
And his staff has gathered 'a Budget and Audit Committe of the :_ ·
controversial national energy poll- waist-high stack of materi<il for Alaska State Legislature.!' : · ·
cy bill, and their staffs are scramb- him to read once he runs out. of
"As you can see, we're commit~' .
ling to gather everything from the steam-everything from lmthor
(See A.NWR.;'J'age A~7) .~ · _·lt:.~~-.
:
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_,;:..,:<~ ----By BRIGID SCHULTE
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tee on Thursday. The energy bill
ted to this," one staffer said.
. had earlier passed the Senate EnerDrilling for the estimated 3 bil- gy Committee but is not scheduled_'
lion barrels oil in the remote Arctic to be sent to the Environment com- '
refuge is the centerpiece of the mittee.
· ,".:. t.:;~.§.!:;;;
proposed energy legislation. CriAlthough aides said they!eitSect
tics, like the filibustering senators, the energy bill's sponsor, ~n. Ben:
call the energy bill fatally flawed nett Johnston, D-La.,:to try seek a ~
because it promotes oil drillingf "cloture vote" to limit debate, oo
easfs ·regulations for nuclear and one knows whether he ha8 the 86 _
electric utilities, and does
little votes he needs to ·do s'o.
f.
for 'alternative energy, fuel effi- . "That's the $6_4,000-questiQn dgbf
ciericy and conservation~ •·· now," said Ste.v.e Moore, spokes:"!think there's plenty to talkab- ·
out just about ANWR itself," Said man for filibu8~er}ng ~n. David
Marla Romash, spokeswoman for Duren?<:rger, ~~~~· •.:;., .
~
Sen; Al Gore, D-Tenn. "I hate to be _ Some predict that Senate Major·
humorless, but the tbought~f drill i'.:.ff1 Leader -(}eorg·e Mitchell, wh6
ing in one of the last; most pristine . opposes ANWR drilling, may dr-op
wilderness areas provides more· ,. the energy bill if Johnston fails to
than enough for the senator. He, get the votes to limit debate.
.._. .... - .
won't have to rely on Shakespeare;~_,_ ;;,,.,,...:_,. ...
or rpodernpoets." · . ·
.. ': ~ \
~n. William Roth, D-Det, plansj.
to read newspaper articles and pas-- ':it
sages from Fairbankl:; resident Debbie Miller's "Midnight Wildert:~ess; Journeys in Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge."
Rpth's bill, which would designate as wilderness the same 1.5 million.acres of the refuge targeted for.
drilling in the energy bill, passed
the Senate Environment Commit:'~...
(Continued from Page A-1)
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WASHINGTON '<AP)-The conference 'TUesaay. "It is· no
Senate debate on opening the answertosaythereoughttobea
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge filibuster.''. .
·, ·
to oil develo·pmenfcould begin . Sen. Josepll'J,iebe .,, an} Das
as Thursday, according . C$mn:;J!id
lip
ven
to Senate leaders/A big fight is., possib,f. · ~
·
looming.
·.·,
·: . · .···"'''·: the ris
The first step hi gettin[Oh~ .sive n
d fauna of
Bush administration's energy million-acre coastal plain is not
bill before the Senate will come worth the environmental risk.
when Democratic leader
"A timeless resource is on the
George Mitchell of Maine seeks line here, a magnificent piece of
unanimous consent to do so.
God's good earth -for a qu!ck
Opponents promise a filibus- oil fix," Lieberman said at a ·
ter to delay consideration of the news conference.
.
bill until Sen. Bennett Johnston,
The energy bill crafted by
D-La., scraps the ANWR de- Johnston and backed by the
velopment portion of the pack- White Ho1,1se calls for greater
age that passed his Energy and use of nuclear fuel, natural gas
Natural Resources Committee and competition among electric.
in May.
. utility companies.
Under Senate rules, Johnston · But. its .cornerstone is oil dewould need 60 votes to end the ~ velopinent in ANWR, where oil
filibuster. Opponents need only leasing could generate up to $6
41 to blunt him.
billion and help underwrite
"I am confident we have the other costly provisions of the
votes," Johnston said at a news measure.
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WASHINGTON-With a filibuster still possible and a compromise
becoming more and more likely,
the U.S. Senate this morning began
its debate on national energy policy
· and its bitter fight over the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge.
At issue in the strenous threehour debate is whether to even
bring the controversial energy bill
to the Senate floor.
Oil drilling in ANWR is the centerpiece of the bill. Revenues from
lease sales are to fund many of the

more progressive alternative fuel

and renewable energy programs in
the energy bill.
"It is not just the foolishness and
greedof destroying the Arctic Wildlife Refuge, one of our last truly
. ~-~
~

pristine wilderness areas. This bill
is fatally flawed from start to finish," said Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-

Minn.
Taking the opposite tack, Alaska
Republican Sen. Frank MurkoWs- ·
ki, called the drive to stop debate a
"travestyu and urged his cplleagues to authorize what he said·~
would be the 1arge8t' construetioz)'
project in North America.
·
"I think we'~ seeing im extraordinary thing.:..... we're debating
whether this bill,..shohld even be
taken up," Murkowski said arigrily. "There are those who threaten
to kill it before it even gets up for
debate. And now we're hearing about this petty, jurisdictional
. squabbl~~:·~, ,: ?. ····-.:~;.:- _
~.~-·- ~·- ~A.;;: ~;...-~~ ~~-
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By BRIGID SCHULTE

. . -J

States News Service ·
. . . , .I
WASHINGTON-The
Sen..·.·. .. . 'I.. ate today derailed the U.S.
proposed

...

.

..·. . ·

~

·.

.

.
··.,

.

national energy bill today because
of opposition to opening the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge to oil drilling. The fate (If the entire energy
bill may remain unresolved this
·session.
.
The Senate voted 50-44 on a proc-edural motion that, in effect, kills
further consideration of a comprehensive national energy policy, of
which drilling in the ANVr'R was the
centerpiece.
. Bill sponsor Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-La. quickly took the floor to
deliver a eulogy for his bill.
"In case anyone wants to know
what this means, it means we lost,"
he said.
He said he would refrain from an
attempt to end debate on the bill
and would work with the opposition
on "where we go from here." But,
he said, "I fear, I really do, that
. where we go from here is where
" we've boon.".
"We may have defeated a comprehensive bill here today," he
said, pounding the table. "But we
have not defeated the problem."
Supporters of oil drilling, includAl~a'a, two senators, needed
Pl!ge A·l) t:
l.

.

· •

oiL

.: ! "''This is a tremendous victory
. ;and it spells the beginning of the
'end or a 1950s style energy policy,"
'Said George Frampton, head or the

'

:Wilderness' Society, shortly after
lhe vote. "Those or us determined
.$0 protect the Arctic Refuge are one
:,tiant step closer to passing it on
"findamaged to future generations."
: Bill sponsor Sen. Johnston said
!le would not ask for another vote to
limit debate, called a cloture vote.
· : Unclear, however, is whether
-Johnston will agree to the filibuster
group's offer to split Arctic drilling
and auto fuel efficiency standards
from the bill.
If Johnston agrees to split off
ANWR drilling, he knows the Senate is unlikely to pass a stand-alone
drilling bill-especiallv as elections near. And withou(A:-\WR in

d(/ad~

'

l{:.i,,~l' ..

;

00 votes to limit debat-e in order tO

stop a thr~atene<J /iHb).iste_r ·iha~
would have tilled the. bilt 11oow
Senate rule'S, a vot(tt01Imit Ctebate

would ensure that "a 'bill'woilld ·be:
brought tc: the tiCf?r, considered an~
voted on 1ts ments. ',,;..!':--.· ..;.,u; ::: ,
While the filibustering l~wmak-:
ers called the vote an jncr~ble
victory, Sen. Ted .Stevens, R~
Alaska, called the 44 ~nators who:
voted to kill the bill "know-not~
and do-nothing" lawmakers. He
said he looked forward to "undres-'
sing" their arguments in floor de~
bate and he criticized them foi.
.
stopping discussion. , ·· ;.~ r
"These people are extremists UD-'
willing to do anything but stick
their head in the sand," Stevens'
said after the vote. · ·
Sen. Frank Murkowski, R~
Alaska, said the vote would send
OPEC countries laughing all the
way to the bank.
·
;

!·.
l

I
I

I .

'

I
I

Drilling for ANWR's ·estimated a· I
billion barrels of oil on Alaska's re- f
mote Arctic coastline WJlS.the
·
enlng rod in the enefgy bill
mobilized environmei:lt:aUstsi' woo'
called it the last great wil~ i
on Earth, and drilling -advOei.tes, ·
who said theres.ar

I

"dangerous" U
(SeeANWR,

an ~nergy
~~AJ~-B~
threatened to veto
bill that

bill: ant
reaches his desk, and llJ1

<~f

the

energy conservation; elficlency
and alternative fuel proviSions will

fall apart.
: : · ~ 1°
Lease sales from ANWKdrllling
were to have funded all theSe progressive renewable and altetnative
energy programs.
. ,.
An angry Stevens said that by not
authorizing Arctic drilling, tbe filibustering senators are telling
American women not to work.
"We now have 65 percent of our
women working out of the home.
Instead of one family car,· there's
two. Then beyond that, there's
probably one car for the kids,"
Stevens said. "Those do-nothings
are going to say to those women,
'You can't have a car ... and the
electric dryer, washing machine
and coffee pot can't be left on."

,
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Arctic· refuge drilling- emerges a~

··plan's 'lightning

r~d'.

som~thing Johnston advocated . En~rgy Co~Umlttee, credited the with "Js stronger fuel econom.r hill.
While environmentalists ·were
strongly,
.
,
environmentalists, saying they
Environmental groups such as "wrote the textbook on how to de- unified, the business commtinlty
was fragmented. The oil indW>try
the Sierra Club and Friends of the feat bill ... ·Earthroobllizedlet1er-writlngand, ~.But they were not alone. The wanted it, the auto lndiistt¥
telepbcirie cil.mpalgns. A te-ii days ·. coali.tlon of opponents was .lUI un- opposed it; some el_ectric ut!llti~
liked the proposed overhf!ul in utn-.
biD thathM something for every- before the vote, ;,oo,ooo letten usiuu alliance. ·· · · "'\"
ooe, hoping that would smooth Its opposetl~to .such drilling were ·· There·were 00 solid party lines. icy regulations wh!l e others feared
. -~; .,, . :~~ •- ~~
way through the Senate. '·· ·
hauled loCf!pltol HJU.
The 35 Democrats who vot.ed ro ldll --..them. Insteltd, his bill had so many
The Alasu reru~e bad oocome the legislation got help from nine
And while the Arctic wildlife rethings {}pposed by at least some what Sen. Malco,m Wallop! R· ltepublicans. Of the 50 senators . fuge caught the spoUight,.some
8enators that It died in a cvngres- 'f/(yo., a COSJ?O~r of the l~psla- who sought to teep it alive, IS were lawmakers didn't like the proposed
l!'!OOJ!l crossfire;
tion, calk1i a ligh~mng rod that Democrats.
. easing of regulations to build nucThe package's derailment last promp!e(l at least etght senators to
Senators who want more fuel effi. lear power plants or some other
Friday, and the strong crosscur· filibustet.;·forclng Jo~nston to get cient cars voted with senators who aspect that helped a s~ific sector
rents of interests that action repre- 00 votes, mstead ~fa s!mple major- have vowed to fight such moves.
of the energy industry.
,,;: ·,
sented, left many on Capitol Hill lty, to leep the btll ahve. · ·
Lawmakers who said the bill faSome of the bill's advocates
wondering whetJ1er Congress can
He !ell Hl se1:ators shc:rt, 50-44, a vored only s~ial interests voted found the 'White House support hal·
e.nact significant energy legislation surpnsin~y W!de margm for such with those who opposed it ~a use a fhearted. It backed the bill, espea vote . .' ·
special interest back home didn't cially drilling in the Alaska refuge,
anytime soon.
The primary issue that doomed
ll.'hat went VrTong?
like it.
but some White House officials
the bill was oil dJilling in Alaska's
Jo~nston, "':ho had spent a year
The explanations for voting were concerned about the fuel ecoArctic National Wildlife Refuge, crartmg"llJe ~ill as charrman of the against the bill varied.
nomy Issue.
In the end, said several senators,
·· ' ' · ·- . . . . .... _ ___ _. "With tooay's victory, the Arclk
·- --·~··---- ·---.- -;-·
reCuge will remain for the moment a coalition representing diverse .inuntouched by drills and pipelines," terests kept the bill fr<>m even getting to tl:e Senate floor-a major
proclaimed Sen. Bill Roth, R·Del.
_
Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-Minn., defeat for Johnston.
"I certainly have great admiraargued the bill was both a gift to the
energy companies and undemocra- tion for those who fought the fight,"
tic because the people want more Johnston said.
emphasis on energy conservation,
and the bill gave that only lip ser·· B; H. jOSEF HEBERT • ·
.4ss_ociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)--Sen. Ben·
nett Johnston, D-La., one cJ the
Senate•~ master tacticians,
thought-~ bad cra~ed an ~rgy

vice.

Sen. Donald Riegle, D-Mich.,
looking out for the automakers in
Detroit, found the bill's reopening.
of thE automobile fuel economy
Issue ''poses great dangers to the
U.S. auto industry and tens of
thousands of U.S. jobs. That troubles me greatly."
Ironically, one vote against the
bill came from Sen. Richard
Bryan, D-Nev •1 who has zealously .
advocated Increased auto fool eco.nomy requirements. Bryan said
the measure's fuel economy sec.tion was too weak and competed

........ .. . · . .
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Heartland

Taking refuge from the politi~s
Stacy and Photos
tuck them up under my baseBy KELLY BOSTIAN
ball cap.
The dome looked lifeless. It
I kept walking. "1 didn't
was little more than a huge come to the Arctic to see a demound of flat, beige rocks, and sert," I said aloud:
_
grit and pebbles ground from • Maybe God heard me. A fe\v
the same. I looked up the ridge steps later I saw the.answer to
at Torn Edgerton, probably 5.0 unspokenprayers.:....a pat;;h of
yards ahead. His outline blur- snow.
.
red in the heat waves.
.· ... ..:·:.!.hurried over to itgreedily,
My tongue felt like. a dry;
irate ~vho had faun~ a·
wonge,.butl'd al[eady in·'f'sl:iil?t
gold.;·I pulled !JfL
julged too}Uuchin the.dwindc;:> < · . . . ·edT-shirt, filled degre'e~'11£lllthe:u:rn
.fing contents of my canteen/~' lt.'with the icy·snow and rub:
The tops of my ears stung in · bed. it on.my head, s1wulders
the sun. The left one felt blis- and chest. I picked up the
tered, I tried without success t~: ~now in
hands and washed

c

like a

.

my

Three musk ox bulls graze on shrubs on a .Hulahula River sandbar.

..

.,

l

I

I would have several stories
to write once I gave up my raft
seat for my office chair, including this description of the
Hulahf;fa for others who might
never get a chance to see the
nation's largest, and most controverSiat, wildlife refuge.

l~~~~cdible View.
11that dome above Kolo:
! captured my first
gaJH~se of the Beaufort Sea
pack
on the northern hori-

';er.

zon. r pointed my camera lens
toward it, but the vision wasn't
striking, just a thin white line.
Still, my soul was stirred by
the thought that the white line
·was the demarcation of the
northern boundary of the continent.
I sat beside the patch of snow
on a recliner-sized boulder a·nd
enjoyed the view. l filled a
small cup with snow and
poured powdered,. punchflavored Gatorade over it and
sipp-ed and
mixiure.
tidy

plumage, stopped ~y to offer a_
short serenade. . >.c: .
·
A cool breeze.1ick~d up'
from the north, and breathed
·life into me. I slung 'niy pack
over one shoulder' and hurried.

(Confinued from Page ll-9)
unmaintai~ed. I never
looh•d smooth and inviting, as age someone to land there beif I could stroll lo the top. l cause mRybe they can,' and .
knew better.
maybe they can't.:!
.. ; _:
Innumerable 'unnamed
ln an airplane, tlw s'ctinery.
peaks, some snowcapped, rolls distantly by like it's prosome brown or black,rcached jected on a giant-sized movie:···
' fortheskyasfartotheeastand screen. But when 'walking·
west as the eye could see. 'lt ·. through Al:'JWR's mountains
loqked 1likethe Grand Canyon ·,kicking around the· coas
inside-out. To the north, tl:ie plain; you
the wind, vnn "''" ·,,
range slOplJg !1.)\'ayJo Ihe Coas:: $\\·eat,
..
tal plain· and the{)ffsh.ore
'smile
ice. , ; '~::J; '; :; f;( · ~ :;-~;: ,; ·know
, The'refuge lqoked ,differe~t ). '
. ·than it had from the airplane,''·
when Fish and Wildlife pilot ·
Roger Kaye narrated the fligh(,
north from Arctic Village, over
the divide to the upper Hula·
·
.,
· :·:.
hula.
.
.
After finishing my lunch·:I.
1 Kaye knows theTefuge like a · str1)!1ed abCJut the fl;;t top of tlie·~
taxi driver knows his city. Vill.- rocky dome and considered·
leys and riv£:rs arc s!rects, and_, ·routes for the afternoon:.'·.:: ·
mountain passes are inl•crsec- ' To the _£2:st lay a green field, .
. pocked with boulders and
lions.
. ·
1\1oimtaiii pilots land on flat sliced by a hundred tiny
gravel bars,· some of which streams i:ind potholcs<Froni ·
have· semi-pe_rmanent air~ myvantagepoiniillool,edlike ·
strips. Th'c strips-little rnore. a'hw_elt putting!! gdreyn_, ___ ,,,.,,,.,,;K
thanapairoftiretracks~on't. w ic1\vercspie a
show up''on
but pilot's ,c 91
talk abou~ the)lJ).s if they were;;·:..
establishes! a!rpons.. ;' ·,:
. the dome,

pack

I

•.• t

1.

~-

. (;rasser Airslrip,_.named for .form\) d. a

. hunJirtg gui~e Eddy Qrasser covered
who first established 'the--run; slightly
way;is a roguJar}yusr,d SlOP. on .)he
tkti!Jpilr Htj}~hul?:.,'-'~ .~' ~.:·~.~.~ .
'J;h'e !Urger ·r&ks~hai.'ez'!:ieclt:Z, !han
. eni9v)u;Jroin-'th"e'Ja'rid~ng i'?-l {~lt

· · strip;but'stiliJJift:\YoJfa'cksJn ,Jan
thegravelappearfaint from the
air:. "It's only ·about 3 feeL. about
wider (than landing
in a · ' Tile
p•o~c:~-;,,.,. 1 ,,,.,. g&j
. the

f
!

li

1i
r.

I·
I

niaps.

· 1

the
Edgerton "'"'~"~;~-<~,.;
binoculars.
look behind
see
some prehistoric man in a loiri
cloth carrying a spear," he
said.
The four beasts stopped on a
snowfield at the base of a ridge
about a half-mile away. Two of
them turned to face-off at about
·30 yards, ran at each other and
crashed their horned heads
together. The collision was audible over the rushing water of
the Hulahula. It sounded like
the pop of a softball against a
wooden bat.
As the oxen ran up the distant ridge
noticed four
blond spots on the hillside
above--a
with her
three
·
time

we

(-

As I satthere on that boulder, looking at Tugak Peak, I
thought of a woman I met at the
Fairbanks airport as I set out on
the trip. She was fornier.director of the Wilderness Society
in Alaska, and she was bound
for ANWR. "This is the first
time I'll be going there for fun
in years," she said.
She grimaced when I told
her who I was and who I was
going with. "Don't let them
feed you a line," she warned.
Environmentalists hm·e long
been critical of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service for supporting oil development on the
coastal plain of the refuge and
have accused the service of
fronting for oil industry.
But she shook off the
thoughts and tried to concentrate on her trip. "I'm not going
to think abcmt it," she .said.

was plcJa~antly rnn•l~·h~~~-~1•1•1.,'~"'
ice. . . • .. .· .<. ·. . .
it was
;.,
.
Although the line that di: way.
vides designated. wilderness
The cool evening was only a
area from the. coastal plain. is taste of what was to come the
marked clearly on.maps, the lasttwodays.Fogrolledinimd -sian:
...
only division in the refuge is 'the wind picked up. Later, we · But there were caribou ·
one from a mountainous land- ·heard thatthetemperature was to camp-again-and longscape to a plains landscape. It iJ:l the upper 30s, with a wind- tailed jaegers, and a dozen·
all looks wild. Thoughts about chill of about 17.
other types of shorebir~.:~par
the issues didn't come easy in · We finallv had reached the rows, and the longspurs. ·
ANWR, mv senses "were -too coast, and visibility was about
I heard . the chopper
busy soak(ng in other, more a quarter-mile at best. I feH a approach and I had that same
pleasurable thoughts.
little angry and cheated at first, feeling I experienced at the
The weather changed drasti- but finally took the coastal ridge over Tugak. I didn't want
cally' as I began taking photos plain for what it was-con- to leave. I wanted to stay and
of Tugak. A rainstorm washed stantly changing, and unpre- watch some more, just to see
the Chamberlin massif and dictable.
what I cOuld see.
·
was working my way. It was
Elison radioed Kaktovik in
The woman at the airport
time to go. Tuga'k disappeared the morning and tried to line came to mind again. Her mein the clouds.
up a helicopter. The weather tives were. probably political,
I didn't wimt to leave. A hint was too harsh for airplane and I wasn't feeling too partiof rainbow almost drew me travel.
·
san at 'that moment, but her.
was on target. "Just go
back, but I had a long hike
I barely had swallowed my
ahead of me, and mv traveling first gulp of coffee when Elison,
fall in love with
companions would- probably: saida chopper was on its way
said.
·
wonder where I was. Besides, I and that \\'8 needed to dismandidn 't want to be. late fo(' tle
·
dinner.

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
REGION i
BRIEFING STATEMENT
TOPIC:

ANILCA Section 1002

BACKGROUND:
The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act required that
the Secretary of the Interior:
1)

Conduct a baseline study of the fish, wildlife, and
habitat on the coastal plain of Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge;

2)

Develop, implement, and administer an oil and gas
exploration program on the 1:~ million acre area; and

3)

Prepare a report to Congress by September 2, 1986, on
the oil and gas potential, impacts of development, the
national need for additional domestic sources of oil
and gas, and recommendations on whether or not further
exploration and development -should be authorized.

CURRENT STATUS:
The u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) conducted baseline
fish and wildlife studies on the coastal plain from 1981-85.
Fifty-seven separate field studies were designed to define: 1)
the ecology, distribution, and abundance of fish and wildlife
species; 2) wildlife habitats within the CQastal: plain; and 3)
the impacts of seismic exploration on tundra vegetation. The
initial baseline report and update reports were published in
1982, 1983, 1984 and 1985. The final baseline report was
published in December 1986.
Under a Service permit, Geophysical Services Incorporated (backed
by 25 industry participants), collected 1,333 line miles of
seismic exploration data on the coastal plain during the winters
of 1984 and 1985. Exploration crews from 13 different companies
collected surface geologic information during the summers of
1983-85. One permittee collected gravity readings along a 1 x
2-mile grid covering the entire coastal plain. All exploration
activities were closely monitored by the FWS, and all companies
were required to submit copies of data obtained.
An interagency memorandum of understanding with the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) and the u.s. Geological Survey (GS)
provided for the assessment of the hydrocarbon potential of the
coastal plain and assistance in developing the report to
Congress. An "Interagency Advisory Work Group", chaired by the
Service oversaw preparation of the report. The work group was
made up of Service, GS and BLM representatives. The group called

on over 50 individuals within the three bureaus to write various
sections of the report.
To help Congress weigh the hydrocarbon potential of the area and
the national need for additional domestic sources of oil and gas
against the environmental consequences of opening the area to oil
and gas developmen , the report included a legislative
environmental impact statement. Submission of the report to
Congress was delayed when the Department of the Interior was sued
by a coalition of environmental organizations {Trustees for
Alaska, American Wilderness Alliance, Defenders of Wildlife,
Northern Alaska Environmental Center, and the Wilderness Society)
for failure to fully comply with the National Environmental
Policy Act. The court decision in favor of that coalition was
unsuccessfully appealed by the Department. Consequently, the
Service was required to prepare an environmental impact statement
and solicit public comments prior to S~Rmission of the report to
Congress.
A draft report assessing the environmental consequences of five
management options was released to the public November 24, 1986.
Those options ranged from opening the area for oil and gas
leasing to designating the entire area··as wilderness. Options
involving development of the 1002 area were based on the
government's analysis of exploration data and oil development
scenario for the coastal plain. Measures for mitigating the
negative consequences of each option were also included. During
the public comment period nearly 11,400 letters were received.
Written comments were generally opinion statements, which favored
development over wilderness designation by two to one .
.

The final report was released on April 20, 1987. ··The Secretary
recommended the entire 1002 area be made available for oil and
gas leasing. The recommendation was based on the national need
for domestic sources of oil and gas, and the oil industry's
ability to develop such resources in an environmentally sensitive
manner as demonstrated by two decades of success at Prudhoe Bay
and elsewhere.
The original estimate of mean recoverable oil was 3.2 billion
barrels with a 19% probability of finding economically
recoverable oil. The minimum economic field size was estimated
to be 440 million barrels of recoverable oil. These estimates
were revised recently due to reanalysis of some existing data and
new information available from nearby areas. The revised
estimate of the mean recoverable oil is 3.6 billion barrels with
a 46% probability of finding recoverable oil. The minimum
economic field size was reduced from 440 to 400 million barrels
of oil.
This issue is currently being considered by Congress. Bills
dealing with the 1002 area were considered in both chambers
during the 100th and 101st Congress. The bills covered the
spectrum from wilderness designation to full leasing of the 1002

area. The Exxon Valdez oil spill in March 1989 delayed further
consideration of proposed 1002 legislation in the 101st Congress.
Concerns about stable world petroleum supplies, the recent war
with Iraq, the release of the President's National Energy
Strategy and successful passage of oil spill legislation have
combined to renew interest in Congressional action on the 1002
area. Several bills have been introduced in the current
Congress. As in past Congresses, the current bills represent a
wide range of options for dealing with the 1002 area. The
National Energy Security Act, S.341, is currently before the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee. It appears to be
the likely vehicle for dealing with the 1002 area in the Senate.
The National Fish and Wildlife Enhancement Act of 1991, HR 1320,
has been introduced and referred to Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, and Interior and Insular Affairs Committees. Other
bills are also being considered in the.ijouse
.
.... ..
Should Congress decide to allow further oil and gas activities, a
variety of regulatory and planning processes would immediately be
itiated to implement associated legisl~tion. Inherent in these
processes are the development of site-specific environmental
stipulations designed to mi~igate potential impacts from oil and
gas activities. Recognizing this prospect and existing statutory
responsibilities, the Service continues to pursue a biological
study program on the area. The goals of this study program are a
better understanding of:
the natural dynamics of the 1002 area ecosystem;
the altered ecosystem dynamics that might result from
oil and gas activities;
~

the adverse effects associated with those altered
dynamics; and
the means by which to avoid, minimize, or rectify those
adverse effects.
The current research focuses on species and habitats of primary
concern, as identified by the 1002(h) report. The complex nature
of arctic ecosystems, possible alterations to those ecosystems
from development, and need for effective mitigation require that
studies continue. The investigations build upon the information
obtained during the 1002 baseline studies and summarized in the
1002(h) report. Many of the studies involve cooperative efforts
with other resource management and research interests, and some
of the studies represent components of more comprehensive
investigations. Collectively, they represent an opportunity to
develop a better understanding of fish, wildlife, and habitat
relationships that will ultimately translate into improved
resource management for the Arctic Refuge. The first three year
segment of the post baseline studies was completed in 1990. Data
are currently being analyzed and reports prepared. studies

dealing with the following are
Service:

curr~ntly

being conducted by the

Caribou population dynamics
Muskox population dynamics and habitat relationships
Polar bear population dynamics and denning characteristics
Lesser snow goose staging areas
Tundra swan nesting and brood rearing
Fish use of coastal areas
Migratory bird use of potential port sites
ThalasQi arcticum (completed)
Caribou habitat needs
Habitat delineation and classification
Vegetation recovery from seismic exploration
Contaminants in the environment
Water resource inventory and assessment
Issue Date
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ARCTIC NWR FACT SHEET
History
1949

The National
recreational
deserving of
conservation

Park Service (NPS) began a
survey in Alaska to determine areas
formal protection under the national
unit system.

1954

The NPS recommended that the northeast corner of
Alaska be preserved as a unique ecosystem and
important area for scientific studies.

1957

As a result of support from various conservation
groups and prominent conservationists, notably
Olaus Murie, the Interior Department announced
plans to seek legislation establishing an 8000
square-mile arctic wildlife refuge in the area
identified by the NPS study.

December 6, 1960

Following controversial debate in
congress and failure of legislation to
establish the refuge, Secretary of the
Interior, Fred Seaton signed Public Land
Order 2214 withdrawing 8.9 million acres
of land in northeast Alaska and
establishing it as the Arctic National
Wildlife Range.

September 6, 1969-

First Arctic NWR Manager~·~ve Thayer,
entered on duty.

December 2, 1980

Through Section 303 of ANILCA, the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge was
Congressionally established,
encompassing 18,000,000 acres.
Approximately 8,000,000 acres were
designated wilderness. ANILCA Section
1002 mandated a baseline wildlife
resource study and oil and gas
assessment of an approximately
1,550,000-acre study area on the
refuge's coastal plain.

May 1982

July 1, 1983

Initial baseline report for ANILCA
Section 1002 was published. Update
reports were published yearly
thereafter.
Eight oil companies began surface
geological studies on the ANILCA Section
1002 study area.

October 20, 1983

An inholding of approximately 971,800
acres was added to the refuge as a
donation by the State of Alaska.

January 14, 1984

Seismic exploration began on the 1002
area.

August 10, 1985

Section 1002 oil and gas exploration
ended.

April 21, 1987

Interior Secretary, Donald Hodel
released the 1002(h) Report, and
recommended Congress authorize full
leasing of the Arctic Refuge coastal
plain.
Mean recoverable oil reserves were
estimated to be 3.2 billion barrels.

August 16, 1988

The 100th Congress enacted Public Law
110-395 on August 16, 1988, adding
approximately 325,000 acres to the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

weather
Average minimum January temperature in the northern portion of
the refuge is -20°F. In the southern portion it is -28°F.
Average maximum July temperature in the northern portion of the
refuge is 47°F. In the southern portion it is 75°F.
Continuous daylight or twilight prevail on the refuge from late
April to mid-August.
The sun remains below the horizon on the North Slope from
mid-November until mid-January.
The northern portion of the refuge receives little precipitation,
averaging only about 6 inches annually, but because of the
underlying permafrost, which prevents water seepage, and a low
evaporation rate, much of the area is wet or soggy during the
summer.
During su~mer, permafrost may be 2 feet or less below the ground
surface.
Snow cover usually isn't completely gone until the first week of
June. Snow normally starts accumulating again by the first week
of September. Snowfall and freezing temperatures may occur
during every month.
The Land
The refuge spans over 200 miles in north-south
directions.

and~ast-west

The Brooks Range bisects the refuge creating a natural
north-south division. The north slope is mostly treeless Arctic
tundra. The south slope is sub-arctic boreal forest.
The proximity of the Brooks Range to the Arctic Ocean within the
refuge creates a unique diversity of habitats offering
exceptional wildlife, scientific, recreational and aesthetic
values.
The refuge includes the four tallest peaks in the Brooks Range:
Mt. Isto, 9049 ft.; Mt. Chamberlin, 9019 ft.; Mt. Hubley, 8914
ft.; and Mt. Michelson, 8855 ft.
Sadlerochit Springs, a warm spring (warm by Arctic standards;
water temperatures are in the 50°F range year round) flows
through an area with a unique plant community. It is the only
location known north of the Brooks Range for several plant
species.

About 173 applications have been filed for native allotments in
the Arctic refuge, totaling 15,000 acres. Twenty-six allotment
sites are found within the 1002 area. Kaktovik Inupiat
Corporation Lands include approximately 91,000 acres.
The refuge area has an extremely complex and unique geology.
Scientists speculate that commercial quantities of oil and/or gas
may underlie the coastal plain. The estimated economically
recoverable range is .6 billion barrels to 9.2 billion barrels.
In place estimates are 4.8 billion barrels to 29.4 billion
barrels.
The refuge contains an 8 million acre wilderness area, almost
half of all Congressionally designated wilderness on refuges in
Alaska and more wilderness than all refuges in the lower 48
combined. It is the second largest wilderness area in America
and the largest within the National Wildlife Refuge System.
Much of the vegetated area is covered by a thick peat layer
overlain by a mat of mosses, sedges and grasses. Trees rarely
grow taller than a foot or so on the north slope. A few poplar
groves occur in north slope mountain valleys. Larger spruce,
birches and an assortment of other tree species occur on the
south slope.
Wildlife
The "balance of nature 11 truly prevails on the Arctic NWR due to
the pristine nature of this vast area.
There are no known non-indigenous or introduced species on the
refuge.
~
One endangered species, the peregrine falcon occurs on the
refuge. The bowhead whale, also an endangered species, occurs in
offs·hore waters.
Two caribou herds utilize the refuge. The Porcupine herd,
numbering over 165,000 animals, winters in the southern portion
of the refuge and in Canada. Calving and post-calving occur on
the refuge's coastal plain and adjacent portions of Canada during
late May and early June. As much as one-quarter of the Central
Arctic herd, which numbers 17,000 animals, spends considerable
time on the western portion of the refuge.
Muskoxen were extirpated from northern Alaska in the mid-1800's.
In 1969 and 1970 muskoxen were reintroduced in the refuge coastal
plain area. From 35 surviving transplanted animals, the refuge
herd is stabilizing between 300 and 400 animals, and has expanded
its range off the refuge. The estimated north slope population
is over 500 animals.
Polar bears commonly occur on offshore ice. A few pregnant
females annually den on the refuge's coastal plain.

Five wolf packs totaling approximateiy 30 individuals occur on
the northern portion of the refuge.
Moose are common along the refuge's north slope river drainages.
In the most recent north slope moose survey, 629 moose were
counted.
Snow geese that nest in the high Arctic islands of Canada stage
for fall migration on the eastern coastal plain from mid-August
through mid-September. The area is very important to the geese
as they feed extensively to gather energy for their migration.
Peak population averages 110,000, though it may exceed 300,000.
The grizzly bear population using the north slope of the refuge
is estimated to be between 130 and 150. Bears prey and scavenge
on caribou during early summer and shift to other foods later.
Denning occurs primarily in the mountains.
Tundra swans nest extensively along the coast.
pairs utilize the coastal plain for nesting.

Approximately 150

A variety of waterfowl nest on and otherwise utilize the coastal
plain and coastal lagoons. The primary species is oldsquaw, but
king and common eiders, pintails and other waterfowl are also
found. Oldsquaw numbers may vary from 20,000 to 35,000.
Besides waterfowl, over 70 migratory bird species nest on or
otherwise utilize coastal plain habitats in summer. Bird
densities are high on the coastal plain, ranging as high as 400
per km 2 in certain habitat types.
. :
""'!

Wolverines occur on the coastal plain, but are rare. The
population level is apparently low compared to some other Arctic
areas.
Large Dall sheep populations occur in the mountains of the
refuge. No reliable population estimate exists. the Sadlerochit
Dall sheep population is the furthest north population in North
America.
Black bears occur on the south slope of the refuge but not on the
north slope. A reliable population estimate does not exist.
J_:>eople
Two Native villages occur adjacent to the refuge. Kaktovik, an
Inupiat Eskimo village is located on the northern edge of the
coastal plain. The population is approximately 200. Arctic
Village, an Athabascan Indian village is located at the southern
end of the refuge. The population is approximately 100.
Both villages hunt the Porcupine caribou for subsistence.

Arctic

Village relies primarily on the herd_for subsistence. Seventy
percent of the caribou taken by Kaktovik residents come from the
Central arctic herd, thirty percent is from the Porcupine caribou
Villagers also trap wolves, marten, fox, otters and other
species. Limited fishing occurs.
Kaktovik residents have a more diverse subsistence base than
south slope residents. The primary species is the bowhead whale.
Other species utilized besides caribou include: polar bear,
waterfowl, walrus, seal, Dall sheep, wolves, ptarmigan, and
several species of fish.
Residents of Fort Yukon, Venetie, and Chalkyitsik also use the
refuge for subsistence purposes.
Sport hunting occurs for Dall sheep, caribou, muskoxen, moose,
and grizzly bear. Sixteen percent of the United States's Dall
sheep harvest occurs on the Arctic Refuge.
Seventeen commercial hunting guides operate on the refuge. Ten
to fifteen other commercial guides conduct guided float and
backpacking trips on the refuge. Four air taxi operators also
operate on the refuge.
An estimated 2500-3500 public use visits occur annually. Visitors
include: subsistence and sport hunters, river floaters,
backpackers, and anglers.
Eight trappers operate in remote refuge areas during winter and
spring, in addition to the trappers which operate from the
villages.
_
~

Approximate Air Travel Distances
Canadian border to Kaktovik
Kaktovik to Prudhoe Bay
Canadian Border to Prudhoe Bay
Kaktovik to Sadlerochit Springs
Canning River Delta (mid) to Prudhoe Bay

72
118
190
38
68

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

A Partial List of Literature Pertinent to
The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
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Nameless Valleys, Shining Mountains - by John P. Milton,
Walker and Co., New York.
1970.
Two in the Far North - by Margaret E. Murie, Alaska
Northwest Publishing Co., Anchorage.
1978.
Earth and the Great Weather - the Brooks Range - by Kenneth
Brower, McCall Publishing co., New York.
1971.
Caribou and The Barren Lands - by George Calef, Firefly
Books Ltd., Toronto. 1981.
Alaska National Interest Lands - Alaska Geographic Vol. 8
No. 4 Alaska Northwest Publishing Co.
Guide to the National Wildlife Refuges - by Laura and
William Riley, Anchor Press, Garden City, New York,
1979.
A Winter Circuit of Our Arctic Coast - by Hudson Stuck
North top the Rime-ringed Sun - by Isobel Hutchinson
A Whaler and trader in the Arctic - by Arthur James Allen
Flora of Alaska and Neighboring Territories - b~ Eric
Hult'en Standford University Press, Stanford,
California. 1968.
Adventuring in Alaska: The Sierra Club Travel Guide to the
Great Land - by Peggy Wayburn, Sierra Club Books, 1982.
Wild Lands for Wildlife - by Noel Grove, National Geographic
Society Special Publications Division, Wash. D.C. 1984.
Arctic Dreams - by Barry Lopez, Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York. 1986.
America's Hidden Wilderness: Chapter 5 Arctic Awakening George F. Mobley, National Geographic Society Special
Publications Division, Wash. D.C. 1988.
Vanishing Arctic: Alaska's National Wildlife Refuge - by
T.H. Watkins, Aperature Books/The Wilderness Society,
Wash. D.C. 1988.
Alaska Paddling Guide - by Mosby and Dapkus, J And R
Enterprises, Anchorage, AK 1986.

Magazine Articles:
"Arctic International Wildlife Range - Last Chance for
the Porcupine Caribou Herd" by William E. Rees ..
Northern Perspectives, Vol. 7, Canadian Arctic
Resources Committee, Ottawa.
11

We hiked Across the Arctic" by Bernd Gaedeke, Alaska
Sportsman magazine, Vol. XXXIII. No. 1, January
1967.

"Canoeing the Sheenjek" by Averill
Magazine, October 1970.
11
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0ur Last Arctic Wilderness - A Gift Denied?" by
George Laycock, Audubon Magazine, Vol. 78, No. 4,
July 1976.

"Numbers Beyond Counting, Miles Beyond Measure" by
George Calef, Audubon Magazine, Vol. 78, No. 4,
July 1976.
"Arctic Range at a Crossroads" by Don Ross, Alaska
Magazine, Vol. XLIII. No. 6, June 1977.
"Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Range - Our Widest
Wilderness" by Douglas Chadwick, National
Geographic Magazine, Vol. 156. No. 6. December
1979.
"A Passage of Caribou" by Wilbur Mills, Tlie Living
Wilderness, Vol. 41, No. 410, January/March 1978.
"Refuges on the Rocks" by Jim Doherty, Audubon
Magazine, July 1983.
"The Last Pork Chop" by "Edward Abbey, Outside Magazine
March 1984.
"Across Arctic Mountains" by Ted Kerasote, Sports
Afield Magazine, February and March 1984.
"Flying for 1002 11 by Ted Kerasote, Alaska Magazine,
Vol. L No.7, July 1984.
"The Finding of N720" by Debbie Miller, The Living
Wilderness, Vol, 43 No. 147, December 1979.
"Confrontation in the North 11 by Tom Kizzia, Defenders Magazine of Defenders of Wildlife, Vol, 62 No. 2,
September/October 1987.

"Summer on the Sheenjek" by· Margaret E. Murie,
Defenders - Magazine of Defenders of Wildlife,
Vol, 62 No. 2, September/October 1987.
"Polar Opposites" by James R. Udall, Sierra Vol. 72 No.
5, September/October 1987.
"Arctic National Wildlife Refuge:
Audubon Magazine, May 1988.

Special Issue"

"An Arctic Dilemma" by Douglas B. Lee, National
Geographic, Vol, 174 No. 6. December 1988.
"Refuge in the Arctic: Special Issue" Wilderness,
Vol,50 No.174, Fall 1986.
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GENERAL

The refuge has no roads and therefore no access for cars, buses
or trains. Summer recreationalists generally use charter
aircraft to access the refuge, then backpack or float down one of
the rivers.
Transportation to nearby villages that serve as departure points
to the refuge is by commercial aircraft from Fairbanks or
Anchorage. In past years, charter aircraft have been available
from Ft. Yukon, Kaktovik and Deadhorse. Planes land on the
refuge at various unimproved upland airstrips, river gravel bars
and lakes (in float equipped aircraft). Extra time should be
allowed for air travel into and out of the refuge due to possible
weather delays, especially if visitors travel through the village
of Kaktovik. Visitors are encouraged to correspond directly with
the various air charter companies and commercial guides regarding
availability and entryjexit locations. Information on various
trip rates and equipment rentals can also be obtained from
commercial guides.
RIVER FLOATING

Rafts, canoes, kayaks and Klepper boats can all be used on the
rivers. However rafts are the most popular due to their easy
portability in aircraft. Canoes and kayaks are very expensive to
transport (unless they are collapsible) and are more hazardous in
whitewater sections found on many rivers, especially on the north
slope.
Refuge rivers must always be evaluated and run according to
current conditions. River ratings are somewhat subjective and
can change slightly depending on the stage of the river at any
one time. Although rivers are generally open June through
September, the safest water levels and best weather occur during
July and early August. Visitors should be cautious of higherthan-average flows which can be encountered anytime of the year,
especially after localized heavy rains upstream. Low water can
be a concern on the Kongakut and Hulahula in August but is
generally not a serious problem. It is possible to line through
or portage the most difficult sections of the rivers.
Spring breakup generally occurs on north slope rivers during late
May and early June. Water levels are often at flood stage during
this time with ice floes and "aufeis" that make navigation
hazardous. Aufeis are thick layers of ice formed by successive
freezing of stream overflows during winter. During breakup,
rivers carve vertical walled canyons through aufeis fields that
can be a mile or more in length. During early summer or high
water later in the season, it can be dangerous to attempt travel

through such areas. By mid to late June, the channels are
generally carved and melted wide enough to allow passage.
However, aufeis fields can be dangerous any time during the
summer if river levels rise due to rains upstream. Therefore
visitors should scout all ice areas prior to floating through to
ensure that the river is not flowing under or through tunnels in
the ice.
REFUGE RIVERS

Scenic grandeur, a variety of habitats and landscapes, wildlife,
and opportunities for solitude, adventure and challenge all make
refuge rivers appropriate and highly sought after for wildernessoriented recreation. Most refuge rivers are relatively swift and
possess boulder-strewn or braided gravel beds, especially on the
north slope. water quality is considered excellent, although
rivers are high and turbid during spring and after summer storms.
Some rivers, particularly the Hulahula and Okpilak, carry ~
substantial glacial silt load in the summer. Following is a
brief introduction to the primary rivers used by refuge floaters
and hikers.
Aichilik River - The Aichilik begins among the high glaciated
peaks of the Romanzof Mountains and flows north to the Arctic
Ocean. Steep sided valleys of the river's upper reaches provide
scenic hiking, but poor access, rapids, braiding and low flows
combine to discourage floating. On the coastal plain, the river
is the eastern boundary between the 1002 area and designated
wilderness.
Canning and Marsh Fork Canning Rivers -The Canning:is the
longest and has the greatest volume of the refuge's;north flowing
r1vers. Both the Canning and its major tributary, the Marsh
Fork, have good headwaters access and flow through scenic
glaciated valleys. Through the mountains, the river contains
generally flat steady current. The Marsh Fork has short
stretches of whitewater. Some 15 miles before the Canning
empties into the Arctic Ocean, it becomes extensively braided,
widening up to three miles in some areas.
Hulahula River - The Hulahula originates in the highest peaks of
the Brooks Range, flows north 40 miles through steep-walled
glacial valleys, then abruptly breaks out onto the coastal plain.
Swift and turbid with glacial silt in the summer, the river is
the most technically challenging of the regularly run north slope
rivers. At average flow rates, rapids on the Hulahula are
generally class I and II, although there are stretches of class
III. Since the lower river is a prime area to see caribou, most
floaters travel through at least a part of the coastal plain and
some travel all the way to Kaktovik.
Due to its scenery, accessibility and floatability, the Hulahula
is the second most popular recreational river in the refuge. The
river is generally accessed fairly high in the headwaters at a

place called Grassers Strip. A narrow twisting pass across the
continental divide between the headwaters of the Hulahula and
Chandalar Rivers provides a natural hiking route and a frequently
used corridor for airplanes. The river is heavily hunted and
fished by Kaktovik villagers.
Ivishak River - A designated wild river, the Ivishak flows from
the Philip Smith mountains north for some 60 miles through the
refuge. Fed by flows from relic hanging glaciers, the river
develops a broad, braided flood plain typical of other north
slope rivers. Although scenic, the river's shallow water, poorly
defined channel and marginal access results in low use by
floaters.
Kongakut River - The Kongakut is the only major refuge river
whose entire course is within designated wilderness. Originating
high in the mountains of the eastern Brooks Range, the river
flows east for some 25 miles before heading north through 60
miles of rugged mountains to the coastal plain. Clear water,
scenery, wildlife, fishing and fair access combine to make the
Kongakut the most sought after and heavily used recreational
river in the refuge.
The river is generally accessed,fairly high in the headwaters at
a place called Drain Creek. At average flow rates, rapids on the
Kongakut are generally class I and II, although there are
stretches of class III. Most floaters take out at Caribou Pass
(an 8-10 day trip) although a few float all the way to the
Beaufort Sea.
Okpilak River - The Okpilak travels north through a:classic ushaped valley in the heart of the most active glacial area of the
refuge. The silt-laden river was recommended as a national
natural landmark because of its prominent moraines, fans, sand
dunes, outwashes and other glacial features. The upper river is
too wild and dangerous for most river floaters and the terrain
precludes aircraft access. These factors, however, offer hikers
an uncommonly tranquil and scenic experience.
Coleen River - The clear, shallow Coleen, which flows south on
the east side of the refuge, was a traditional route for Eskimos
seeking trade with the Athabascan Indians. The river's upper
tributaries are braided, have poor aircraft access and flow
through scenic, but undramatic mountains. Although its forested
middle and lower sections have good access, the Coleen is one of
the refuge's less floated rivers.
East Fork Chandalar River - The Chandalar is a major Yukon River
tributary. The East Fork of the river flows swiftly south from
its high mountainous headwaters nearly 60 miles through a wide,
mountain-rimmed valley. From there it meanders slowly through a
forested lake-dotted valley. The river passes Arctic Village and
serves as a highway to subsistence hunting, fishing and trapping
areas.

Sheenjek River - The Sheenjek, originating from glaciers at the
continental divide, drains the south side of the Brooks Range's
highest and most massive mountains. This designated wild river
flows nearly 200 miles through dramatic mountains and forested
foothills to join the Porcupine River in the Yukon Flats National
Wildlife Refuge. Single-channeled and relatively calm with
numerous access points, the Sheenjek is the most popular of the
refuge's south-flowing rivers. Most of the river is class I
although a stretch in the upper reaches near Table Mountain is
class II.
Wind River - This designated wild river begins across the divide
from the headwaters of the Ivishak and flows 94 miles southeast
to the East Fork of the Chandalar. Open tundra valleys fringed
by limestone and shale mountains characterize its upper reaches.
Forested hills, lakes and meadows dominate the lower river.
Other rivers - Many other rivers are scenic and have good
wildlife viewing opportunities, but are not generally suitable
for floating because of low water levels, extensive braiding
and/or lack of aircraft access sites in the headwaters. They
include the Aichilik, Egaksrak, Firth, Jago, Katakturuk,
Sadlerochit and Tamayariak on the north slope and the Junjik on
the south side. Stretches of these rivers may be navigable at
certain times but it is difficult to anticipate when such
conditions may occur. As a result, one cannot plan successful
trips in advance.

